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1.1  Radiotherapy treatment 
Cancer is becoming the first cause of mortality in western countries. It is a very com-
plex disease, typically requiring local control and systemic treatment. Surgeons can 
remove the visible, palpable or detectable tumoral tissues. But only when it is in a 
body area which is somehow reachable. Chemotherapy provides the systemic cover-
age. Radiotherapy (RT) can target tissues which cannot be reached by the surgeon and 
can sterilize areas where tumor is not visible but possibly present. And it is, most of the 
time, not invasive. Instead of a scalpel, high energy beams of ionizing radiation of 
photons, electrons or ions, are used. The three modalities combine in modern oncolo-
gy to provide the best treatment option for cancer. The aim of RT is therefore to 
deliver a precisely controlled radiation dose to the target, while sparing the normal 
tissue and possible nearby organs at risk.  
1.2 Patient positioning 
A treatment plan is usually prepared based on a computerized tomography (CT) scan 
taken one or two weeks before the start of the treatment course. A dose distribution is 
calculated which should optimally achieve cancer destruction and healthy tissues 
sparing. It is typically delivered in multiple fractions, to allow healthy tissues to recov-
er. This dose must be delivered by maintaining with high accuracy the conditions in 
which the plan was calculated, corresponding to the initial CT scan. For modern highly 
conformal plans, an error above 2-3 mm can produce important negative consequenc-
es. Correct positioning of the patient prior to each treatment fraction is therefore of 
the utmost importance. Different strategies include: lasers, masks, body positioning 
devices, etc. The most traditional techniques use external reference points on the 
patient, such as tattoos or markers on the skin. If positioning devices are used, the 
reference marks are on the device. Other systems (films, electronic portal imaging – 
EPID, fluoroscopy, etc.) allow re-positioning of the patient based on internal structures. 
Presently, only fluoroscopy allows tracking of structures during treatment. All these 
systems need X-ray based imaging, with consequent extra unwanted dose to the 
patient. A magnetic resonance (MR) – LINAC combined system is under development 
which should perform tracking without irradiation. The device needs intense magnetic 
fields, though, which limit its use to patients without magnetic sensitive implanted 
devices. Recently, cone beam CT (CBCT) has increasingly become more available to RT 
departments and it is now generally considered the reference system for image guided 
RT (IGRT).  
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1.3 Ultrasound imaging 
Ultrasound (US) imaging is an established diagnostic tool in radiology. Its introduction 
for RT applications is relatively recent. US has some peculiar characteristics which 
differentiate it from the other imaging modalities used for IGRT. US imaging can have 
much higher resolution, which can be in principle decided by the final user. It does not 
deliver any extra dose to the patient, therefore it can be repeated multiple times if 
necessary. US has excellent contrast for soft tissues, allowing identification of tissues 
invisible to CT or CBCT. US present a flaw, though: aberrations. In RT, aberrations 
which deteriorate the quantitative reliability of the imaging system can be a major 
cause of under- or over-dosage of the patient. Some of these aberrations can be 
recognized and corrected. Speed of sound (SOS) aberration is not among these and 
must be addressed specifically. Throughout this work, the term “aberration” is used to 
indicate an error in image creation due to the difference between the SOS values in 
tissues and the (fixed) value assumed by US systems, at 1540 m/s. The term “aberra-
tion” has a different meaning outside of this field of research, in acoustics and ultra-
sound literature, where it refers typically to wave aberration. 
1.4 US guided RT 
Clinically, US has been used in RT for treatment guidance (USgRT) comparing a scan of 
the patient before each treatment fraction with a reference image dataset, typically 
the CT scan used for planning (CTsim) or a co-registered US scan taken at the same 
time of CTsim. Particular care is taken that all the datasets have the exact same coor-
dinate system, therefore a direct position comparison can be performed. With these 
systems, internal soft tissue structures are used to setup the patient, as opposed to, 
e.g., CBCT where mainly bony anatomy or metal implanted markers are used. This 
means that the treatment target is positioned, and that the procedure is virtually 
insensitive to changes in the internal distribution of the tissues. Recently, a 4D US 
tracking system (AutoScan by Clarity) was introduced, which allows real time monitor-
ing of target position (only prostate, at the time this thesis is written). It is the first 
time that a real time 3D imaging system is used for this purpose, previously only 
fluoroscopic 2D projections were used, for example real time RT (RTRT) and Cyber-
Knife. 
1.5  Objectives and outline of the thesis 
The main objectives of this thesis were:  
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i) To study the impact of SOS aberration on US-aided positioning in RT. 
ii) To compare the errors due to the aberration with the discrepancies reported in 
literature for clinical quantitative use of US.  
iii) To introduce a general correction algorithm for this type of applications in RT.  
iv) To assess the robustness of the algorithm with respect to the possible treatment 
workflows and changes occurred in the patient during the treatment. 
v) To introduce a fully automated cross-modality segmentation algorithm on CT and 
US, as an application specific to RT of US imaging, only possible after quantitative 
reliability of US is restored. 
 
In this Chapter 1, a general introduction is given on the background and importance of 
US applications in RT. A more detailed description of US technology is presented in 
Chapter 2. This is part of an invited review for the journal Physics in Medicine and 
Biology. The aim is to make the reader more familiar with the concepts used in the rest 
of the thesis and to provide a convenient framing in the field of RT. With Chapter 3, 
the first part with original research of the thesis begins, named “Physical density to 
drive speed of sound aberration correction”. In this part the SOS aberration correction 
based on the physical density provided by the co-registered CT scan is presented. In 
the first chapter, the idea based on the observation that in RT a CT scan is always 
available, which can be used as source for physical density is introduced. The algorithm 
created for the correction is described in detail. Validation on phantoms was per-
formed and a first simplified application on a prostate and a breast case are shown. In 
Chapter 4 a systematic study of the SOS aberration correction effect on different 
clinical scenarios is reported. Five prostate, five breast and five liver cancer cases were 
examined. On each of them, the correction was applied and the magnitudes of the 
shifts produced by the algorithm were considered indications of the impact of the 
aberration. The results show that for liver the aberration is unpredictable for the 
effects on both structures’ depth and shape. So, in our dataset, a correction was 
always necessary, since errors up to more than 7 mm in positions of the regions of 
interest (ROI) were measured. Also for the prostates, an average error of about 3 mm 
in the position of the centers of mass was sufficient to suggest a correction for SOS 
aberration. The magnitude and direction of these shifts were in good agreement with 
the discrepancies reported in literature, which made us hypothesize that SOS aberra-
tion might be an explanation for a large fraction of them. For breasts, small shifts were 
measured, typically around 1 mm. We did not exclude that the limited dataset with 
possibly small breasts might have biased these results. But from our experience, it 
does not seem that for these organs a correction is strictly required. In Chapter 5 the 
sensitivity of the procedure to workflow and changes in the patients was examined. All 
the possible combinations of the clinical workflows and changes that can occur in the 
patient or to the scanning protocol were addressed. We extensively tested the robust-
ness with extreme parameter variations in phantoms, even slightly outside clinical 
CHAPTER 1 
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conditions. At the end, it was possible to claim that if no major changes happen, where 
by major we mean changes that would require re-planning of the treatment, the 
algorithm produces correct results. In particular, it produces better results than each 
of the other workflows considered, and always with discrepancies below the clinically 
detectable threshold. Once the algorithm was validated on phantoms, tested on 
patients and proven robust, we extended in Chapter 6 its range of application. From 
the initial parallelepipedal volumes produced by linear probes, we re-coded it to a 
more general case of a generic 3D US volume produced by a curvilinear probe, which 
includes the previous shape but allows also any volume with non-parallel paired sides. 
The new algorithm was validated on a pelvic phantom. Then it was applied to 15 
prostate cancer patients. The results confirmed the conclusions of Chapter 4, showing 
the same direction and average magnitude for the SOS aberration. With Chapter 7 the 
second part with original research of the thesis begins, entitled “Quantitative ultra-
sound imaging applied to segmentation”. This Chapter is based on the observation 
that, as reported in literature, CT and US visualize the tissues differently. In particular, 
to some extent they provide complementary information, because US can image soft 
tissues with high contrast and resolution, typically on limited spatial volumes. CT 
instead produces larger images with well-defined bony structures, invisible to US. The 
segmentation algorithm presented makes for the first time a simultaneous use of the 
information from both modalities; for the first time it is natively in 3D space, and again 
for the first time it is completely automatic. It is intelligent, meaning that it can be 
trained on a specific dataset representing the characteristics of a patients’ population. 
We asked an experienced physician to contour the prostates on the fusion of 16 co-
registered CT and US scans. The algorithm was able to reproduce independently the 
contours to an excellent degree. In Chapter 8 the work experience of these PhD years 
is summarized from a personal perspective. In particular, the key results are re-
interpreted in view of what the future developments might be.  
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2.1 Introduction 
Need  
Radiotherapy (RT) treatments aim at destroying tumor tissues while at the same time 
sparing as much as possible healthy tissues. To this end, a therapy plan must be pre-
pared, based on the information on patient anatomy and physical density provided by 
a simulation (SIM) image scan. Typically this is a computerized tomography (CT), 
although recently other imaging modalities are being considered [1]. At the planning 
stage, the regions of interest (ROI) of the patient are contoured. This way, the target 
(or targets) and the organs at risk (OAR) are properly identified. This step requires as 
much information as possible about the tissues’ nature or status of the involved ROIs, 
in order to outline and differentiate correctly the tumor from the OARs. Different 
imaging modalities are becoming increasingly necessary to integrate complementary 
anatomical, biological and functional information. In particular for soft tissues, which 
are visualized with a rather poor contrast in CT scans. Once the contours are identified, 
they are usually expanded with a margin to take into account all the uncertainties 
which might be involved in the RT process [2]: setup errors, organ motion, and organ 
volume and shape changes. These margins should also be selected to minimize the 
dose to surrounding OARs [3]. The dose distribution to be delivered to the patient is 
then calculated, usually with the help of a treatment planning system (TPS). This dose 
is finally delivered to the patient at the treatment stage (TX) in a certain number of 
fractions (FX). At TX, it is paramount to reposition the patient as accurately as possible 
in the same position as at SIM, reproducing the conditions in which the plan was 
prepared. Reducing patient positioning errors allows to decrease margins around 
structures and consequently to keep radiation toxicity in OARs low. To this end, imag-
ing systems must be used which guarantee quantitative reliability in recognizing the 
exact position, volume and shape of structures. Among these, film or electronic portal 
imaging [4] [5] are well established techniques. At TX, bony structures are recognized 
and, if not aligned with the position at SIM, a correction is applied to the patient’s 
position. But this correction strategy is not very effective when targets are made of or 
are surrounded only by soft tissues, e.g. the prostate, which may move with respect to 
the bones. The image contrast levels provided might not be sufficient to align tissue 
structures with the radiation beams. Other positioning techniques have thus been 
introduced such as, for example, markers implanted in tissue, cone beam CT (CBCT), 
global positioning system (GPS) for the body localization and ultrasound (US) imaging. 
Advantages and disadvantages of Ultrasound 
US imaging has been widely used for diagnosis of cancer [6]. It is relatively inexpensive 
and easy to use, and it has a diagnostic value comparable to MRI or CT. With US, 
contouring accuracy of soft tissue structures improves [7-9] as it can provide comple-
CHAPTER 2 
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mentary information to other imaging systems [10]. At TX, patient setup can be per-
formed based not only on bony structures (as e.g. with Mega Voltage (MV) CBCT) or 
implanted fiducial markers, but on the real shape and position of the internal organs. 
Moreover, monitoring interfraction organ motion is a prerequisite for adaptive appli-
cations [11,12]. US imaging does not add extra unwanted radiation dose to the patient, 
similar to MR imaging. In fact, US imaging does not rely on an external source of 
radiation, but rather it stimulates the material to scan with mechanical waves. Then 
reflections (and scattered signal) generated during the wave propagation are read by 
the system. It is therefore the material itself that, by responding to this stimulus, 
provides the examiner with information about its structure, composition, nature etc. A 
large amount of information is in principle available, typically not yet used in clinical 
practice. Therefore, there is much room for future improvements. US is generally a 
non-invasive imaging modality but, due to the physical incapability of US wave propa-
gation through bones and air, some body regions cannot be imaged. With external and 
intracavitary US probes a wide range of body regions can be imaged: pelvis, abdomen, 
breast, neck etc. [13].  
 US is inherently a real time imaging technology as images are reconstructed and 
visualized immediately during the scan. Recently, real time US imaging in three dimen-
sions (3D) became possible [14,15]. With continuous scanning over time with the 
harmless US waves, 4D monitoring of tissues during RT treatment is possible. This 
opens new scenarios where real time automated segmentation and motion compensa-
tion during treatment can enable adaptive correction of treatment. 
 Until recently, US was prevalently used in Radiology, as a qualitative diagnostic 
tool (except for some applications as fetal measurements in Obstetrics [16]). This 
application relies heavily on the user ability to visualize the internal structures. As a 
consequence, US imaging was considered a user dependent imaging modality, and 
inter-observer variability was shown [17,18]. US was also seen as responsible for 
important tissues displacement [19]. Moreover, traditionally US scanning requires 
specific skills and training, which are typically not part of the education of the average 
radiation oncologist, technologist or clinical physicist. Specific scan protocols aimed at 
minimizing user dependence and excessive pressure on the skin were introduced. 
Together with technological advances (new probes, thick coupling gels, optimal scan 
directions calculated by computers etc.), they made US quantitatively comparable to 
other positioning systems in RT [20]. A comprehensive comparative table between 
different imaging systems for treatment guidance (image guided RT (IGRT) [21]) is 
presented in [22]. In Table 1 is shown a comparison between advantages and disad-
vantages of CT and US imaging systems. 
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US in the Radiation treatment work-flow  
Initially, only two-dimensional (2D) US systems were used, which allow the visualiza-
tion of two perpendicular scans of the target. These first applications were focused 
only on prostate cancer treatment and showed many limitations [18,25,26]. Then 3D 
systems started to gather consensus, because they can provide a real 3D volume of the 
target in absolute coordinates. This allows an easier and more accurate setup of the 
patient. Other sites were investigated, besides prostate: breast, liver, neck and cer-
vix/uterus. The major sources of errors were studied and solutions were proposed. The 
current status of the art comprises four-dimensional (4D) real time tracking of targets 
(at the time of writing, only for prostate). In the RT workflow US in its current imple-
mentations gives input in two phases. During contour outlining, its superior soft tissue 
contrast capabilities allow a better delineation of target and OARs. During setup of the 
patient, US guidance (USgRT) helps identifying the position of the target and of the 
OARs. The new position of the target can be used to recalculate dose and, if necessary, 
re-plan the patient, in adaptive applications. Other applications can be envisioned 
using advanced US imaging modalities. At treatment planning, functional (elas-
tography, contrast enhanced US (CEUS)) and molecular CEUS information (part II 
Section 3) might help treatment design, although they are not yet part of the standard 
clinical practice. These imaging modalities can also be used to assess tumour or normal 
tissue response after treatment [27-29]. It must be noted that, differently from FDG-
based positron emission tomography (PET), this assessment can be operated immedi-
ately, as inflammatory effects do not affect US visualization capabilities. A summary of 
the steps in the RT workflow which can benefit from US is plotted in Fig. 1. 
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2.2 Technologies 
Many references are available in literature about US physics theory and technology. 
Among these, [29-35] offer an overview at different technical levels of complexity. 
Transducers  
A transducer is essentially a dielectric element which converts electrical signals into 
acoustic waves and vice-versa. Transducers are formed by one or more piezoelectric 
crystals. Natural piezoelectric materials are for example quartz, tourmaline and Ro-
chelle salt. But also man-made ceramic materials show the same properties. The most 
common are: lead zirconate titanate (PZT), barium titanate, lead metaniobate and 
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVF2) [37]. These ceramics become piezoelectric when 
heated in a strong electrical field; they are less expensive, more durable and more 
efficient. In combination with particular polymers they can also offer lower impedance 
(reducing the mismatch with tissues) and improved bandwidth, sensitivity and resolu-
tion [38]. 
 The operating frequency is typically the “resonant” or “natural” frequency, which 
is inversely related to its thickness, and directly to the propagation speed. 
In particular: 
݀௖௥௬ = ଵଶ ߣ௥௘௦ (2.1) 
where dcry is the thickness of the crystal and ߣ௥௘௦ is the wavelength of the US wave at 
resonance. 
 For the propagation speed instead: 
ܿ௖௥௬ ቂ௠௠ఓ௦ ቃ = 2݀௖௥௬[݉݉] ∙ ݂[ܯܪݖ] (2.2) 
where ccry is the speed of sound inside the crystal. 
 A transducer is normally formed by one or more piezoelectric crystals, the active 
elements of the system. These elements can be positioned in linear, curved or annular 
arrays. Together with the damping material, the matching layer, wiring and an insulat-
ing case form the probe (which is also commonly referred to as the transducer) (Fig. 
2a). The elements can be activated in different ways: subsets of the array can be fired 
simultaneously to create an acoustic aperture (line of view); then multiple sequential 
apertures create the field of view. Or the elements are activated at different times to 
steer the beam (phased mode).  
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Fig. 2. a): A single element US probe with its components. b) A linear array transducer with plotted a line of 
view and the three directions corresponding to axial (X), elevational (Y) and lateral (Z) US dimensions. c) The 
field of view of a linear probe; a single line of view (A-mode) is highlighted and the scanning direction is 
indicated by an arrow. d) A curvilinear probe with the field of view separated in its lines of view. (Images 
courtesy of: [33]) 
 
The damping material (typically epoxy resin impregnated with tungsten) is bonded to 
the back of the active elements to limit ringing in the crystal and to absorb energy 
emitted backwards. Its rear surface is slanted to prevent reflection back into the 
crystal. The matching layer reduces the difference in Z value between the crystal and 
the surface of the scanned tissue (as the skin), allowing a better transmission. Its 
thickness dML is usually: 
݀ெ௅ = ଵସ ߣ௥௘௦ (2.3) 
where λres is the resonating frequency of the crystal. 
An indication of the type of applications fitted for a specific probe is its quality factor 
QF: 
ܳܨ = ௙ೝ೐ೞ௕௔௡ௗ௪௜ௗ௧௛ (2.4) 
If the QF is high, the bandwidth is narrow and the crystal rings for a long time (contin-
uous wave (CW) transducer). Some applications benefit from this operating modality, 
like CW Doppler. If the QF is low, the transducer is working in pulsed wave mode (PW) 
and a good axial resolution can be achieved. 
 Transducers are designed in such a way that each wavelet produced by every point 
on the surface of the emitting crystal combines with the others, according to Huygens’ 
principle. The wave interference results in an hourglass-shaped sound beam in the 
forward direction where most of the energy is transmitted along the central axis. The 
beam has three distinct zones: the one closest to the transducer is the Fresnel zone. As 
an example, for a transducer shaped as a simple piston, in the Fresnel zone the beam 
has initially the dimensions of the crystal, and then it converges to approximately half 
of its diameter. This is the focal zone, with at the center the focal spot. Then the beam 
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starts diverging in the Fraunhofer zone, with the divergence being inversely propor-
tional to crystal diameter.  
 The image resolution has three aspects: temporal, contrast and spatial. The tem-
poral resolution depends on the equipment’s frame rate. The contrast depends on 
how well the US device can distinguish between echoes of slightly different intensities. 
The spatial resolution can be further divided into three types: longitudinal (or axial) 
which is the ability to distinguish objects spatially close along the direction of propaga-
tion of the beam; elevational, in the direction perpendicular to the scan plane; and 
lateral, along the direction of the beam propagation plane (X, Y and Z directions re-
spectively in Fig. 2b). If the distance between two subsequent interfaces is larger than 
half the pulse length, the reflection from the first overlaps with the reflection from the 
second.  
Image formation  
In general, above the human hearing range (i.e. above approximately 20 kHz) sound 
pressure waves can be defined as US. In US imaging, though, the frequencies used are 
typically (2 - 8)MHz. Modern US transducers for medical applications work in pulse-
echo mode: the transducer both emits and receives the US waves. A very brief US 
pulse is emitted inside the material or tissue to be scanned and then the device 
switches to listening mode. If in the scanned volume there is a change in the physical 
properties of the material or tissues (for example density or elasticity), then the acous-
tic impedance changes. Acoustic impedance is defined as: 
ܼ = ߩܿ (2.1) 
where ρ is the physical density and c is the speed of sound (SOS). Whenever the 
ultrasound burst traverses an interface between materials or tissues with different Z, 
part of the pulse is reflected back. The reflections travelling back towards the trans-
ducer are recorded as echoes and used to create the US image. If a single line of view 
is visualized, the device is working in amplitude mode (A-mode). Echo times (also 
called times of flight (TOF)) and amplitudes are recorded. Then the TOFs are trans-
formed to depths assuming a fixed value for the SOS (typically 1540 m/s [39]). Finally 
the echo amplitudes are plotted on a screen as function of depth. If multiple lines of 
view in a plane are sequentially recorded, by an array of transducers, the plane 
scanned can be viewed as a 2D image on a screen. This is the brightness mode (B-
mode), generally considered the standard 2D US modality. When a quick series of 
pulses are emitted and echo amplitudes along one line of sight as a function of time 
are displayed, the device is working in motion mode (M-mode). The movement of 
structures can thus be followed, e.g. a heart valve, which is the typical application of 
this modality. 
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 The US probe can be swept through a volume, thereby creating multiple 2D imag-
es of different planes. If these planes can be localized in space, for example using a 
position and direction detection system attached to the probe, a 3D US volume can be 
reconstructed and visualized. In RT, typically a 3D US scan is performed before the 
treatment and compared to either the SIM CT scan or another SIM 3D US scan. This 
allows a direct comparison of the anatomy, as described in the Introduction. 
 In RT we require quantitative measurements of position, volume and shape or 
structures. Therefore minimize or compensate image aberrations is of extreme im-
portance. Different causes can generate aberrations. They can be related to the US 
device used, the operator scan technique or can be due to US physics. Most of the 
time, they are noticeable, have a transient appearance, or produce obvious distortions 
or unexpected/periodic symmetries. In these cases, correction strategies can be 
applied. But sometimes they can be very difficult to detect, because the effect pro-
duced has none of the characteristics previously described. For example, SOS aberra-
tion produces errors in distance measurements which are difficult to recognize unless 
some reference alternative measurement is available. 
1. Refraction 
Every time the US beam traverses an interface between tissues, it is subject to Snell’s 
laws of refraction: 
ୱ୧୬ణభ
ୱ୧୬ణమ =
௖భ
௖మ (2.6) 
where θ1 and θ2 are the angles with the surface normal before and after the interface, 
and c1 and c2 are the SOS values of the two tissues. Thus, if the beam is not perpendic-
ular to the interface, the propagation is along a different direction after the interface. 
If the beam encounters a structure after the refraction, the US device will assume it 
was in the original direction and therefore misplace it in the image. 
2. Reverberation  
When an US beam traverses an interface between tissues with different acoustic 
impedances, part of it is reflected and part is transmitted; for a perpendicular inci-
dence, the ratio between the reflected pressure and the incident pressure, for normal 
incidence, is: 
ܴ = ௓మି௓భ௓మା௓భ (2.7) 
where Z1 and Z2 are the acoustic impedance values of the proximal and distal tissues. 
If multiple close reflecting surfaces are present along the beam, the US beam can be 
reflected back and forth between them generating multiple equally spaced fake 
boundaries in the image. 
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3. Mirror imaging  
When a strong reflective surface is in the beam path, it can produce false distal mirror 
images of the object.  
4. Shadowing and enhancement 
If a high attenuation object is present along the beam, it can induce low-intensity 
streaks in the image beyond the object, along the lines of view intersecting it. The 
opposite effect occurs when a low echogenic material is traversed: the attenuation is 
much lower than in the surrounding tissues, resulting in hyperintense streaks distal to 
those structures. 
5. Probe pressure displacements 
To visualize internal structures, often the operator needs to sweep the US probe on 
the patient’s skin. In particular for radiological applications, no strict scanning proto-
cols are required. It is rather the operator who decides on the probe position, the 
scanning angle and the scanned volume. In these cases, it might happen that the 
pressure produced by the probe on the skin displaces underlying tissues and conse-
quently also the scanned structures themselves. For quantitative applications, espe-
cially when absolute localization of the scanned volumes is required, this may result in 
a serious misplacement of the target and a subsequent incorrect irradiation. 
6. Side and grating lobes 
Piezoelectric elements, when the voltage pulse is applied, expand in all directions, 
although the main excursion is along the longer axis. The minor expansion in the 
orthogonal directions produces side lobes: if structures are present along these direc-
tions, they are recorded in the image as if they were along the main beam. If the 
piezoelectric elements are organized in an array transducer, this effect can produce 
grating lobe artifacts. 
7. Speed of sound aberration and correction 
SOS in clinical US applications is a property of tissues, not of the wave. If high degrees 
of precision in its measurement are necessary, its dependence on the frequency, its 
nonlinear behavior and other higher level dependencies must be taken into account. 
But for biological tissues, the precision of clinical methods is rarely good enough to 
observe, e.g., velocity dispersion. SOS depends on physical density and on compressi-
bility of the traversed medium. In human soft tissues, SOS values range from 1450 m/s 
(fat) to 1700 m/s (tendons) [35,40]. This variability depends on density and compressi-
bility ranges in the tissues. The practical assumption made by US devices of a constant 
value is the reason for SOS aberrations. In fact, since SOS maps of the scanned tissues 
are not available prior to the scans, the US device assumes the SOS in the traversed 
tissues is at an average value usually set at 1540 m/s. If the real SOS values are signifi-
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cantly different from the assumed one, the calculated distances will be incorrect. As an 
example, if the traversed tissue is fat and the imaged structure is at a depth of 12 cm, 
the US device will instead report its depth at: 
	ܦ = ଵହସ଴ଵସହ଴ ∙ 12.0ܿ݉ = 12.74ܿ݉ (2.8) 
This introduces an error in the position measurement of 7.4 mm which, in quantitative 
imaging for RT applications, is often relevant. Such a discrepancy between the position 
from the US scan and the position as reported by the SIM CT scan usually is above the 
action level threshold at TX. So it would induce an unnecessary corrective shift in the 
opposite direction of the patient, likely resulting in target underdosage and/or OAR 
overdosage. This problem is explicitly reported in the literature (e.g. [41]) but there is 
strong indication [42-44] that reported discrepancies between US and other imaging 
modalities [45-48] can at least partially be explained due to this aberration. Some 
partial solutions were proposed [26,49,50]. Unfortunately, it is difficult to extract 
information useful for this correction from the US scans alone. Multiple entrance 
portals (as in US tomography [51]) might allow for correction strategies as the ones 
applied for refraction [52]. These technologies, though, are rarely clinically available. 
And most of the US devices work in pulse-echo mode, and not in transmission (alt-
hough some attempts were made in this direction [49,53,54]).  
 Recently, a correction strategy in the RT workflow, based on the physical density 
provided by co-registered CT scans, was presented [42]. Using a previously published 
relation between density and SOS values in human soft tissues [40] the density maps 
can be transformed in SOS maps. Then the latter can be used to correct along each line 
of view the US scans. The algorithm was applied to clinical cases of breast, liver and 
prostate cancer patients. It was shown that in some situations the SOS aberration can 
produce rather important corrections requiring shifts of more than 7 mm [43,44,55].  
3DUS imaging  
Conventional 2DUS images are scanned at arbitrary angles through the body. Multiple 
images are then combined by the operator to form a mental image of the 3D anatomy. 
This process depends heavily on the operator’s skills and experience, and is inherently 
qualitative. For quantitative applications, such as estimation of organ shapes or vol-
umes, this is far from optimal [56,57]. For these applications the limitations of 2DUS 
can be overcome with 3DUS [58]. From the first attempts in diagnostic imaging [59-61] 
many technological advances led to the development of the modern 3DUS systems, 
which nowadays some manufacturers offer. Currently, two major approaches are 
followed: mechanical scanning and free-hand scanning with position sensing.  
 In the first category are those devices where a motorized mechanism inside the 
probe case translates, tilts or rotates a conventional 2D transducer, while an acquisi-
tion system records the images. Then these images are used to reconstruct 3D vol-
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umes using the information on their relative positions provided by the mechanical 
encoder. The sampling angle can usually be adjusted in order to balance image quality 
with scanning time [62]. In the second, tracking sensors are mounted on conventional 
2D US scanners which allow the measurement of the transducer’s position and orien-
tation while it is scanning the volume. This information is then coupled with the imag-
es to reconstruct a 3D volume [63]. As tracking systems, robotic arms [64], acoustic 
sensors [65], optic sensors [66], magnetic fields and speckle decorrelation [67,68] are 
currently the most used [57].  
 Visualizing the acquired volumes is a key point in these techniques as effects like 
shadowing and speckle are present in US images and might make their interpretation 
difficult. The most frequently used visualization techniques are multi-planar reformat-
ting (MPR) and surface rendering. In MPR, it is possible to browse through the volumes 
selecting e.g. a couple of intersecting cross planes [69] (Fig. 3a). Surface rendering is 
based on ray-casting techniques. It is used when a high contrast is present between 
different tissues, allowing surface reconstruction of e.g. fetal images [70] (Fig. 3b) or 
cardiac images [71]. Also volumetric rendering (VR) was introduced using techniques 
such as Maximum Intensity Projection [72]. 
 
 
Fig. 3. a) Example of MPR view of a prostate, showing intersecting extracted planes. b) Example of 3DUS VR 
of the face of a fetus. (Images courtesy of: [71]) 
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Abstract 
Purpose 
To introduce a correction for speed of sound (SOS) aberrations in three dimensional 
(3D) ultrasound (US) imaging systems for small but systematic positioning errors in 
image guided radiotherapy (IGRT) applications. US waves travel at different speeds in 
different human tissues. Conventional US-based imaging systems assume that SOS is 
constant in all tissues at 1540 m/s which is an accepted average value for soft tissues. 
This assumption leads to errors of up to a few millimeters when converting echo times 
into distances and is a source of systematic errors and image distortion in quantitative 
US imaging. 
Materials & Methods 
At simulation, US applications for IGRT provide a computed tomography (CT) image co-
registered to a US volume. The CT scan provides the physical density which can be 
used in an empirical relationship with SOS. This can be used to correct for different 
SOS in different tissues within the patient. For each US scan line each voxel’s axial 
dimension is rescaled according to the SOS associated to it. This SOS correction meth-
od was applied to US scans of a PMMA container filled with either water, a 20% saline 
water solution or sunflower oil, and the results were compared to the CT. The correc-
tion was also applied to an US quality assurance (QA) phantom containing rods with 
high ultrasound contrast. This phantom was scanned with US through a container filled 
with the same three liquids. Finally, the algorithm was applied to two clinical cases: a 
prostate cancer patient and a breast cancer patient. 
Results 
After the correction was applied to the phantom images, spatial registration between 
the bottom of the phantom in the US scan and in the CT scan was improved; the 
difference was reduced from a few millimeters to less than one millimeter for all three 
different liquids. Reference structures in the QA phantom appeared at more closely 
corresponding depths in the three cases after the correction, within 0.5 mm. Both 
clinical cases showed small shifts, up to 3 mm, in the positions of anatomical structures 
after correction. 
Conclusions 
The SOS correction presented increases quantitative accuracy in US imaging which may 
lead to small but systematic improvements in patient positioning. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Ultrasound (US) imaging is an important cross-sectional imaging modality in diagnostic 
radiology and is proving to be a useful quantitative tool also in the field of radiothera-
py treatment verification (1-9). Organ motion and changes in shape and volume, and 
setup errors are issues of increasing importance for Intensity Modulated Radiation 
Therapy (IMRT) treatments (10-12). Accurate patient positioning is now a major re-
quirement, as shown by the increasing interest in Image Guided Radiation Therapy 
(IGRT). US scanning may provide a fast, reliable, cost-effective IGRT technique. In 
addition, modern US imaging systems provide sufficient soft tissue contrast to allow 
reliable organ segmentation (13-16).  
 Most US devices use a pulse-echo technique (17) in which the transducer emits a 
very short pulse then listens for the echoes reflected from the scanned volume. The 
time of flight (TOF) of these echoes is then used to establish the distance from the 
transducer to the reflecting medium. The TOF depends on the speed of sound (SOS) in 
the tissues traversed by the beam; sound travels at different speeds in different media. 
The range of sound speed in average soft human tissues at body temperature (37°C) is 
1450 m/s in fat to 1613 m/s in connective tissue (19). Standard practice in US imaging 
is to assume a fixed value for the SOS of 1540 m/s (20) which can lead to errors in SOS 
of up to 6% and, therefore, errors in distances estimated using US. The assumption of 
constant SOS has been made because real time correction of SOS aberrations for 
individual tissue types was not practical and because, until recently, US techniques 
were mainly used in qualitative diagnostic imaging (20) rather than quantitative dis-
tance and volume measurements. For quantitative measurements, this assumption 
may lead to errors in measurements of organ boundary positions of several millime-
ters, especially in cases where the organ is deeply seated and where the path of US 
waves is through tissues with a SOS significantly different from 1540 m/s. For example, 
for a region of interest situated at 10 cm depth in tissue with SOS in the 1450-1613 m/s 
range, SOS aberration could result in a maximum error of 6 mm in the measured 
position. For tissues with SOS outside this range the error is larger. The deeper the 
region of interest, the longer the path and, therefore, the larger the aberration. If 
along the US path tissues are present with SOS that are both higher and lower than 
1540 m/s, their effect might partially cancel out and the final error may not be evident. 
An example of this situation is prostate imaging in which both fat and muscle tissues 
may overlay the prostate, which are on the opposite sides of the SOS range. Several 
cases of small measured differences between organ positions in the prostate deter-
mined by US and CT imaging was reported in the literature (21-24). These differences 
may be partially explained by the SOS aberration in US imaging.  
 The effect of the SOS aberration is expected to be more evident in cases like 
gynaecological or breast cancer patients, where in some cases mostly fat tissue is 
overlying the region of interest and therefore the aberration is only in one direction. 
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SOS in fat tissue was reported to be 1475 m/s (19), which is 4% lower than the stand-
ard 1540 m/s: so distances in a US scan will appear longer by a few millimeters (Table 
1). Also, for liver applications (where the SOS was reported to be 1595 m/s (19), but 
depends on the fat content of the liver) small but significant distance errors may occur.  
 In this work, a method was proposed to implement a SOS aberration correction in 
3D US scans in those cases where a spatially registered CT scan is also available. A CT 
scanner calibrated in terms of Hounsfield Unit (HU) versus physical density by means 
of a standard density calibration phantom was used to establish a HU-density relation-
ship. This relationship was used to create a SOS map of every pixel in US images of 
ultrasound phantoms which had been co-registered with CT images. The map was then 
used to rescale voxels’ axial dimensions along each line of view of the US volume, thus 
correcting SOS induced image distortions. This method was applied to two patient 
image datasets to demonstrate its clinical application. 
 
Table 1: SOS values for different human soft tissues at 37°C: the data were taken from: Mast T.D., “Empirical 
relationship between acoustic parameters in human soft tissues”, ARLO. 2000; 1, Issue 2: pp. 37-42. (19). 
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3.2 Materials & Methods 
ClarityTM 3DUS System 
All US scans were performed using a Clarity 3DUS System (Resonant Medical Inc., 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada). The system consists of a set of diagnostic US probes, each 
for a different anatomical region. Probes are fitted with an array of infrared reflectors 
and a ceiling-mounted optical tracking system and software components are used to 
acquire and rebuild 3DUS images data for patient positioning and soft tissue anatomy 
assessment. The ClarityTM system consists of two 3DUS devices: one located in the CT 
simulation room and the other located in the treatment room. A registration algorithm 
is used to compare the 3DUS images acquired in the simulation room with those 
acquired in the treatment room prior to every treatment session. Both US image 
datasets are referenced to the same coordinate system. In this way, the patient’s 
position before every treatment can be compared to their position at simulation to 
determine whether shifts or re-planning are required to irradiate the radiotherapy 
target volume accurately whilst at the same time sparing organs at risk. CT images are 
also acquired at simulation therefore enabling calculation of the true delivered frac-
tional dose in conjunction with a treatment planning system (7). In this work two 
probes were used to acquire US image data. All phantom data were acquired using a 
linear US probe provided with the system (linear probe: type L14 – 5/38, center fre-
quency 7.2 MHz, Sonix Series, Ultrasonix Medical Corporation, Richmond, BC, Canada) 
and patient data were acquired using the linear probe and a curvilinear 
probe(curvilinear probe: type C5 – 2/60, center frequency 3.5 MHz, Sonix Series, 
Ultrasonix Medical Corporation, Richmond, BC, Canada). 
Density to SOS relationship 
The ClarityTM System can be used to perform a CT–US fusion, where the CT image can 
provide information about the physical densities of the tissues traversed by the US 
waves. SOS in a medium is inversely proportional to the square root of the density ρ of 
the medium; it is also inversely proportional to the square root of its compressibility K 
or directly proportional to the square root of its bulk modulus β (for materials which 
do not exhibit any time dependent response) (25): 
SOS =
1
ρK
=
β
ρ . 
(3.1) 
Compressibility K indicates the fractional decrease in volume when pressure is applied 
to the material.  
 Often in soft human tissues a change in density is coupled with a larger and oppos-
ing change in compressibility that varies more rapidly than density and therefore is the 
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dominant factor in the determination of SOS. The overall empirical effect is that as 
density increases the velocity of US in soft tissue also increases, and the relationship 
can be approximated as a linear dependence (19). For the soft tissue used in this work 
(Table 1) we obtained the following relationship using linear regression: 
SOS = (1.09 ⋅ ρ + 0.419) ⋅103m / s± 3.5m / s . (3.2) 
There was a strong correlation between SOS and physical density for soft human 
tissues: the Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.92, and the p-value = 2.03 x 10-9 (Fig. 
1). 
 
 
Fig. 1:. SOS versus density linear relationship for human soft tissues at 37°C: the data were taken from: Mast 
T.D., “Empirical relationship between acoustic parameters in human soft tissues”, ARLO. 2000; 1, Issue 2: pp. 
37-42. (19). 
 
SOS aberration correction 
The following is a description of the algorithm that was used to correct for SOS aberra-
tion. The method was applied to the DICOM CT dataset exported from the ClarityTM 
System with its native resolution (512 by 512 pixels), and to the B-mode US dataset 
with its resolution matched to the CT scan. The linear dependence of SOS on tissue 
density is used to correct SOS aberrations: from the multimodality CT-US image fusion, 
density values is associated with corresponding regions in the US scan and used to 
obtain the proper SOS in those regions. The first step consists of transforming the HU 
of the CT scan in physical densities through the CT scanner HU-to-density relation. 
Then, the density map is converted to a SOS map using EQ. 3.2. At this point, the SOS 
matrix volume is re-sliced along the US imaging planes, such that they are aligned in 
3D, and re-sampled on the US spacing grid so that CT and US volume images have 
spatially matching voxels. Finally, they are re-sized to have equal dimensions. The 
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depth, d, of structures reflecting or scattering US pulses are calculated by the US 
system along each line of view using the TOF of the pulse assuming SOS equal to 1540 
m/s throughout the scanned volume: 
d = TOF
2
SOSref  
(3.3) 
where SOSref is the assumed value for SOS, 1540 m/s. However, SOS is not constant 
inside the volume, so the actual depth, dcorr, is: 
dcorr =
1
2
SOSj (TOFj −TOFj−1)
j=1
n     (3.4) 
where j is an index which increases each time the US pulse traverses an interface 
between tissues with different acoustic impedance Z (a reflection of the US beam 
occurs every time Z changes), SOSj is the local SOS in the tissue j and TOFj is the time of 
flight of the pulse to the jth interface and back to the US probe. Minor changes in Z 
occur on a very small scale, smaller than the US wavelength, and these can produce 
scatter (this is why standard US systems are optimized to display scattered signal and 
not reflected signal, in order to see also minimal changes in tissues). The smallest 
dimension available in an US scan is the voxel dimension and therefore tissue varia-
tions reported in EQ. 3.4 can be considered on a voxel-by-voxel basis, with the index j 
as the number of the voxels along the axial direction, i.e. in the direction of ultrasound 
propagation. Every voxel along every column must be resized in the axial direction 
from the dimension di in the original US scan to the dimension di,corr: 
di =
1
2
SOSref ⋅ (TOFi −TOFi−1)  (3.5) 
di,corr =
1
2
SOSi ⋅ (TOFi −TOFi−1) .    (3.6) 
From the previous two equations, it follows that the original US scan voxels’ axial 
dimensions can be corrected using the local SOS variation value, ΔSOSi, defined as the 
ratio between the local SOS as provided by the SOS map (SOSi) and the reference value 
SOSref = 1540 m/s: 
di,corr =
SOSi
SOSref
di = ΔSOSi ⋅di .    (3.7) 
From an operational point of view, the correction needs to be discretized and, since 
these corrections are expected to be a few percent for each voxel (similar to the 
change in SOS values in the range of soft human tissues with respect to the reference 
value of 1540 m/s), the correction algorithm first creates a ΔSOS matrix dividing the 
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SOS matrix by the reference value of 1540 m/s and then rescales it with a scaling factor 
which was chosen to be 100 to work only with integer numbers: 
ΔSOS100 =100 ⋅ ΔSOS.    (3.8) 
After this, another matrix ΔSOS’100 is created by replicating every voxel along every 
column of this matrix 100 times. Then a matrix UScorr is created where every column j is 
constructed from the top adding ΔSOS’100(1,j) voxels with the value w1 = UI(1,j), where 
UI is the original US matrix.Next the algorithm adds ΔSOS’100(ΔSOS100(1,j)+1,j) voxels 
with the value w2 = UI(2,j). Then ΔSOS’100(ΔSOS100(1,j)+ΔSOS100(2,j)+1,j) voxels with the 
value w3 = UI(3,j), and so on, adding at the n
th step ΔSOS’100(∑nΔSOS100(n-1,j)+1,j) 
voxels with the value wn = UI(n,j) (Fig. 2a). This way the algorithm automatically selects 
the best spatially matching SOS voxel to apply the correction since after each contrac-
tion or expansion of US scan voxels, due to different SOS values, US and SOS matrices 
may no longer be equal length. Finally, the matrix needs to be re-sampled to the 
original resolution; a weighted average is implemented to lose as little information as 
possible: 
n
US
US
in
nik
corr
kjf
C
ijf
+
+=
=
)1(
1
,,
,, .    
(3.9) 
where USC is the final corrected matrix, n is the scaling factor (in this case n = 100), f is 
the frame index, j is the column index and i is the row index (Fig. 2b). 
 
It should be pointed out that in its current form the algorithm should only be applied 
to US scans performed using a linear probe, where the B-mode scan lines correspond 
to a very good approximation to the lines of view of the probe. For other types of 
probes, the correction should be applied along the lines of view, which can be extract-
ed from the US raw data which has not been scan converted for the purpose of image 
display. Alternatively, the correction may be considered valid for the central portion of 
the scan in which the lines of view are approximately aligned with vertical image lines 
and which, if imaging is performed correctly, should contain the target volume.  
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Fig. 2. a) The corrected US scan is created sequentially adding along each column a number of voxels 
corresponding to the value of SOS variation in the physically matching SOS variation map voxel. b) The final 
matrix is obtained by resampling the corrected US matrix to the original US scan resolution and assigning to 
each voxel sequentially the value averaged every 100 voxels of the corrected US matrix (100 is the rescaling 
factor chosen in order to lose as little information as possible considering that expected SOS variations are in 
the order of a few percents). 
Measurements 
The algorithm was first applied to a standard cubic 1000 cm3 PMMA container, filled 
with liquids with different SOSs: a 20% saline solution, sunflower oil and water. The 
liquids were at a temperature of 20°C, so it was necessary to obtain a density versus 
SOS relationship at the same temperature in order to test the algorithm. Table 2 gives 
reported the values of SOS and density used, and the linear relationship derived was: 
SOS = (0.64 ⋅ ρ + 0.85) ⋅103m / s . (3.10) 
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Table 2: The values of SOS and density at 20°C for the three liquids used to obtain the SOS versus density 
relationship to test the algorithm applied to the PMMA container. 
 
 
The probe was held in a vertical position using a plastic support and care was taken to 
position the probe surface in direct contact with the liquids ensuring that no air was 
trapped in between the probe and the liquid (Fig. 3a). CT and US scans were per-
formed sequentially, and Implicit RegistrationTM software provided the matching of 
their frames of reference (Fig. 4). Matching of the CT and US DICOM datasets, export-
ed from ClarityTM, was reproduced using software written in the MATLAB® program-
ming environment (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) and using the coordinate 
transformation provided by ClarityTM.  
 A second set of measurements was performed on the ClarityTM Calibration Phan-
tom: this was provided by the manufacturer for routine quality assurance (QA) proce-
dures on the system. It contained six high-contrast rods of 12 mm diameter, four high-
contrast rods of 5 mm diameter, one high-contrast top sphere of 15 mm diameter and 
one high-contrast bottom sphere of 30 mm diameter. The measurements were taken 
by immersing the probe, held in place by a support, in a container filled with the same 
liquids as in the first set of measurements (Fig. 3b). This allowed the structures in the 
QA phantom to be imaged through layers of liquids with SOS differing from the refer-
ence value of 1540m/s. The known SOS of the liquids were used for correction in the 
US image of the container. This was done because the shift was expected to be small 
as the path of US in the liquid which generates the shift was short and the CT scan was 
insufficient to resolve the shift (CT resolution was ~1 mm in the antero-posterior 
direction and shifts were less than half the diameter of the reference structures, ~ 2 
mm). The shift was clearly visible in the US scan which offers a higher resolution in the 
same direction (0.33 mm).  
 Finally, the correction algorithm was applied to a clinical prostate cancer case and 
a breast cancer case with a seroma-filled post-operative cavity to assess the magnitude 
of shifts in real clinical situations.  
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Fig. 3. a) Setup for the measurements with the PMMA phantom. b) Setup for the measurements with the 
ClarityTM Calibration phantom. 
 
Fig. 4: CT and US scan superposition with Implicit RegistrationTM in the ClarityTM system: the bottom of the 
container filled with a 20% saline solution is indicated with arrows according to the US scan (a) and to the CT 
scan (b). Its depth is measured as 76.9 mm in the US scan, while it is at 80 mm in reality as can also be seen 
from the CT scan. 
3.3 Results 
Comparisons between CT and US scans of the PMMA phantom filled with different 
liquids showed a difference in the position of the bottom surface in all three cases (Fig 
5). The position of the inferior edge is ~3 mm shallower in the US scan than in the CT 
scan in the case of the 20% saline solution (top row) and a ~3 mm deeper in the other 
two cases (two bottom rows). After the application of the algorithm the differences 
are negligible, being less than the intrinsic resolution of the CT scan (1 mm) (Fig. 5). 
This demonstrates that the SOS correction algorithm can effectively re-establish good 
agreement with measured depths on a CT scan.  
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Fig. 5: Comparisons between the positions of the bottom surface of the PMMA phantom in the CT scans and 
in the US scans, before and after the application of the SOS aberration correction algorithm. The lines are 
indicated by arrows in order to distinguish them from other image artefacts. 
 
In Fig. 6 the US images of the ClarityTM calibration phantom scanned through liquid-
filled containers (top row of Fig. 6) also show different positions of the 5 mm diameter 
high contrast rods situated at 3 cm depth. Their position was dependant on the liquid 
through which the phantom was imaged. Difference in position is ~2.5 mm (rod radii 
are also 2.5 mm) between the rod position imaged through 20% saline solution and 
the other two liquids. In the middle row of Fig.6 the images are split in two halves and 
the rod positions are visually compared. Visual comparison of rod positions post SOS 
aberration correction is given in the bottom row of Fig. 6 and in all cases the difference 
becomes negligible. Table 3 shows a quantitative comparison of the positions of 
reference structures in the PMMA phantom and in the QA phantom. The centers of 
the rods post correction were much closer to their known depth: their depth was 
within 0.5 millimeters from 3 centimeters. This showed that in complex setups differ-
ences in measured US depths vanish after correction with the SOS algorithm.  
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Fig. 6: Comparisons between the US scans of the ClarityTM Calibration phantom as seen through three liquids 
with different SOS’s: 1450 m/s for water, 1480 m/s for sunflower oil and 1600 m/s for 20% saline solution. In 
the second line the images were split in two halves to show visually the difference between the positions of 
the top rods in the different cases. In the third line the same comparison is shown after the SOS aberration 
correction was applied. The rods result at a much more similar depth after the application of the SOS 
correction. The horizontal white lines, instead, are image artefacts which have an erratic behaviour and do 
not represent any physical object, so they are not supposed to align after the correction has been applied. 
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Table 3: Quantitative comparison between the position of reference structures in phantoms before and after 
SOS aberration correction with errors in distances: in the PMMA phantom the reference structure is the 
bottom of the phantom and is at 8 cm depth; in the QA phantom, the reference structures are the most 
shallow rods and their centers are at 3 cm depth with respect to the surface of the phantom but at 6 cm 
depth with respect to the position of the probe at the surface of the liquids container on top of the phan-
tom. 
 
 
Finally, the two clinical cases, a prostate cancer and a breast seroma, for which CT 
scans and US co-registered scans were available, showed that after the SOS correction 
was applied to the US scan anatomical structures shifted in the axial direction. In Fig. 7 
the original US scans, the SOS variation maps and superpositions of the original and 
the corrected US scans are shown, where the differences are evident. A map of the 
distribution of voxel shifts after application of the SOS aberration correction is also 
given. Shifts of ~1 mm result for the breast case, always towards the surface of the 
patient as expected considering that mostly fat tissue is present and so the correction 
is in one direction. These shifts were small because the thickness of traversed tissue is 
small, the position of the distal wall of the seroma is at a depth of less than 3 centime-
ters; for larger breasts greater shifts could be obtained. The prostate cancer case 
shows shifts of up to 3 mm. These were both positive and negative since tissues with 
SOS higher and lower than the reference value are present. As previously explained, 
the algorithm is suitable for the breast case, which was scanned using a linear probe 
that produces B-mode images where vertical lines are correspondent to the effective 
lines of view. For the prostate cancer case, which was scanned using a curvilinear 
probe, only in the central portion of the image where the approximation with lines of 
view is acceptable do the shifts have reliable values. In Fig. 7 arrows indicate the actual 
approximate lines of view and a rectangle delineates the area where the algorithm can 
be considered applicable. 
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Fig. 7: Clinical cases: a breast seroma and a prostate. The US scan and the correspondent CT scan trans-
formed in SOS variation map are shown on the top line. A superposition image of original and corrected US 
scans, with different contrast values in order to distinguish them, is shown in the inferior left part of the 
image. The prostate case was scanned with the curved probe so the algorithm is strictly applicable only in 
the central part of the figure (indicated). On the other parts, lines of view should be extracted from the RF 
data and the algorithm needs to be adapted to follow them, to have a reliable correction. In the inferior right 
part, instead, a map of the cumulative shifts is plotted, calculated as the total amount of shift applied to the 
tissue in that specific voxel. Shifts of up to 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm are evident in the breast and prostate cases 
respectively. 
3.4 Discussion 
SOS aberration in US imaging, leading to small but noticeable errors in depth assess-
ments, is a phenomenon that has been reported before (26). Until now, only partial 
solutions have been proposed (27-30) due to the intrinsic difficulty in correcting the 
aberration using only the information provided by the US image. Also, individual SOS 
variations in tissues have not been considered previously. Moreover, the vast majority 
of applications of US imaging in radiology are qualitative, not quantitative. In the field 
of radiotherapy, the use of US imaging for treatment verification of patient positioning 
(possibly combined with dose recalculation) is a quantitative application where tissue 
structures must be aligned in an absolute spatial coordinate system. In some US 
verification systems the US images are coupled to a reference CT scan. This is the case 
for the ClarityTM 3DUS system which was used in this study. This system relies on a CT 
scan and a 3DUS scan recorded consecutively in the CT simulator room. CT images 
provide information about the physical densities of the tissues traversed by the US 
waves. The relationship between physical density and SOS can be used to transform 
the CT scan into a SOS map which can be used for a correction of the aberration based 
on voxel-by-voxel knowledge of the error introduced by a system assuming a fixed SOS 
of 1540 m/s. Measurements on homogeneous and heterogeneous phantoms demon-
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strated the proposed correction method to be effective, and its application to clinical 
cases showed the magnitude of the error in the position of structures when the SOS 
aberration is not accounted for.  
 There are two possible strategies for the use of US imaging in radiotherapy: (1) an 
intramodality approach, and (2) an intermodality approach. In the former, US images 
acquired at treatment is compared to a US reference acquired at simulation, as for the 
ClarityTM system. In the latter, a CT scan is used as reference image and a US scan 
taken at the treatment is compared to it; this is the approach used by the BATCAM 
Multi-Probe system (Best Nomos, One Best Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15202 USA): at the 
treatment stage 3DUS scans of the patient can be registered, in the ImageSync mod-
ule, to the 3D regions of interest (ROI) created during the planning stage on the CT 
scan. If an intramodality approach is used the SOS aberration is expected to be present 
in both image sets (simulation and treatment) and the regions of interest will be, with 
a very good approximation, at the same positions if no real shifts or rotations occurred 
in between the two scans. If any differences are present in the position of the patient 
or in the tissue distribution at the treatment stage with respect to the simulation 
stage, the SOS distribution will consequently also change. This may create an SOS 
aberration artifact between simulation and treatment stages and a SOS aberration 
correction might prove to be necessary in those cases where a significant change in the 
patient is present between simulation and treatment. Moreover, the intramodality 
approach relies on semi-automated contouring of structures during simulation: the 
contouring process (especially if automated) may be sensitive to SOS aberrations 
which, being a source of distortion, blurring and lateral defocusing (27), decreases the 
precision in defining the boundaries of the structures. If the US scan is used as a 
secondary dataset to aid the planning process and to delineate the Planning Target 
Volume (PTV), small shifts of the target due to the SOS aberration could potentially 
introduce dose calculation errors.  
 For positioning systems using an intermodality approach the algorithm could be 
particularly useful. In this case, the correction would allow a more coherent compari-
son between organ positions in US and CT scans. Other US systems, 2D or 3D, which do 
not have a co-registered CT scan available, could also profit from the presented algo-
rithm for a first order correction if the scans are always performed under the same 
conditions and the same tissues are imaged: a “standard” indicative SOS map can be 
implemented for all the scans with the known tissues’ values for certain organs, and a 
coarse correction can be performed.  
 The application of the algorithm to US images acquired with non-linear probes, or 
in general when lines of view are not parallel from the probe, will require the use of 
raw US data, since it must be applied along the lines of view which do not correspond 
to image columns any more. So it must be performed before the lines of view are 
converted into an image, since recreating the sound wave paths a posteriori from the 
image could introduce errors. On the other hand, it might not be always trivial to 
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retrieve this data from the US imaging system and therefore a correction of the image 
based on the presumed direction of lines of view according to the type of US scan 
device could be appropriate. 
 Application of the algorithm to anatomical sites other than breast or prostate may 
result in larger corrections, especially when tissue which all deviate from the reference 
SOS value in the same direction are present, i.e. the errors would be cumulative. This 
may be the case for female patients with pelvic cancers, where less muscle and typical-
ly more fat tissue is present and structures are deeper than breast case. Another case 
where the presented correction could significantly improve imaging quality is the liver 
cancer patient. The liver’s very high SOS value (1595 m/s (19)), its homogeneous 
texture and possibly deeply seated tumors may result in SOS errors exceeding 5 mm 
for structures at a depth of 15 cm with standard US systems. 
 Reported cases of positioning discrepancies using US systems with respect to other 
imaging methods (21-25) might be partially explained by the presence of small but 
systematic SOS aberrations, so the implementation of the proposed correction could 
potentially introduce the need for a re-evaluation of these cases to assess its impact. 
3.5 Conclusions 
In the field of radiology US imaging systems are mostly used for qualitative applica-
tions, such as obstetric and vascular evaluations or as biopsy guidance. In contrast, in 
radiotherapy, US systems are used quantitatively to measure the absolute position of 
structures to ensure correct alignment with radiation beams. Aberrations limiting the 
accuracy should be corrected for. One source of small systematic errors is deviation of 
the SOS from a fixed reference value. The availability of a co-registered CT scan in 
some 3DUS systems for radiotherapy positioning applications allows the creation of an 
SOS map from the density distribution of the imaged materials through an empirical 
relationship. This map can be used to correct SOS aberrations on a voxel-by-voxel basis 
using an algorithm that was presented in this study. Phantom tests showed that after 
correction the US and CT images matched more closely. Contour outlining is sensitive 
to SOS aberrations since it increases blurring and lateral defocusing especially if some 
kind of automated segmentation is employed and therefore the correction may also 
improve segmentation of targets or organs at risk, thereby reducing the influence of 
small but systematic positional errors.  
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Abstract 
Purpose 
The purpose of this work is to assess the magnitude of speed of sound (SOS) aberra-
tions in three dimensional (3D) ultrasound (US) imaging systems in image guided 
radiotherapy (IGRT). The discrepancy between the fixed SOS value of 1540 m/s as-
sumed by US systems in human soft tissues and its actual non homogeneous distribu-
tion in patients produces small but systematic errors of up to a few millimeters in the 
positions of scanned structures. 
Materials & Methods 
A correction, provided by a previously published density-based algorithm, was applied 
to a set of five prostate, five liver and five breast cancer patients. The shifts of the 
centroids of target structures and the change in shape were evaluated. 
Results 
After the correction the prostate cases showed shifts up to 3.6 mm towards the US 
probe, which may explain largely the reported positioning discrepancies in the litera-
ture on US systems versus other imaging modalities. Liver cases showed the largest 
changes in volume of the organ, up to almost 9%, and shifts of the centroids up to 
more than 6 mm either away or towards the US probe. Breast images showed system-
atic small shifts of the centroids towards the US probe with a maximum magnitude of 
1.3 millimeters. 
Conclusions 
The applied correction in prostate and liver cancer patients shows positioning errors of 
several mm due to SOS aberration; the errors are smaller in breast cancer cases, but 
possibly becoming more important when breast tissue thickness increases.  
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4.1 Introduction 
Ultrasound (US) imaging is gaining interest as a quantitative tool for soft tissue imaging 
for radiotherapy treatment guidance, particularly when conformal or more demanding 
treatments in terms of patient positioning accuracy are delivered1, 2. US imaging is 
applied in two different flavours: intermodality imaging3, where at treatment stage US 
images are compared to the computerized tomography (CT) scans performed at 
simulation; and intramodality imaging4-7, where treatment US images are compared to 
simulation US images. To this end, some form of Image Guided Radiation Therapy 
(IGRT)8 is needed: US scanning systems provide a high resolution imaging technique for 
patient positioning without radiation dose. 
 Most diagnostic US devices use the time of flight (TOF) of reflecting US waves to 
establish distances inside the scanned tissues and thus create B-mode US images. The 
TOF depends on the speed of sound (SOS) in the specific tissues traversed by the 
beam, and sound waves travel at different speeds in different media. These differences 
can be rather important, ranging in human soft tissues at body temperature from 1450 
m/s in fat to 1613 m/s in connective tissue9. The standard practice in US imaging is, 
however, to assume a fixed value for the SOS of 1540 m/s for all tissues10, which leads 
to errors of up to 7% in SOS and, therefore, distance. This assumption may lead to 
errors in measurements of organ boundary positions of several millimeters.  
 In this work, a SOS correction algorithm previously published11 was applied to US 
images of fifteen patients with different pathologies such as prostate cancer, liver 
cancer and breast cancer. The purpose was to assess the magnitudes of the effective 
US shifts of the structures of interest in the patient and of deformations of organ 
shapes. Prostate cancer patients were the primary focus of this work, since this is 
currently one of the most important applications of US in radiotherapy as well as a 
source of controversial results and discussions on positioning accuracy (see e.g. ref 12, 
as an example for the intermodality workflow). In the present work the focus is on the 
simulation stage where a CT image is fused with a reference US image. We will assume 
presently that a correction based on the simulation CT scan is also applicable to the 
subsequent treatment fractions, even if changes have occurred in the patient or in his 
position. US guidance workflow issues are a complex matter but they are outside the 
scope of this work and will be reported separately elsewhere.  
 US images sometimes result in higher imaging contrast than CT images for certain 
anatomical structures. For these cases contouring of structures may sometimes be 
beneficial in US images. The fused US/CT images may then lead to improved treatment 
planning. For the present study it is important to note that a SOS correction at the 
simulation stage alone would be required for this. An SOS correction may also lead to 
improved patient setup at the treatment stage.  
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4.2 Materials & Methods 
Study cases 
According to our previous work11, the CT scans, coregistered in absolute coordinates to 
the simulation US scans, were used to create the SOS maps of the patients and then 
the latter were used to apply the correction on the original US images. This was per-
formed by calculating the SOS value from the empirical relationship with physical 
density (EQ. 4.1) and then using the ratios between calculated and assumed SOS in 
each voxel; the latter were used to infer local differences in time of flight of US echoes, 
and hence distances, and finally these shifts were accumulated along the lines of view. 
More details are given in11. 
SOS = (1.09 ⋅ ρ + 0.419) ⋅103m / s± 3.5m / s  (4.1) 
The prostate and liver patients were scanned at the MAASTRO Clinic (Maastricht, the 
Netherlands), while the breast patients were scanned at the Jewish General Hospital 
(Montréal, Canada), on identical 3DUS imaging systems. These pathologies are particu-
larly indicated to take advantage of US imaging: prostate cancer patients, with a full 
bladder at the time of scan, can be transabdominally imaged with good results in 
terms of tissue contrast and target delineation, and represent currently the major 
application of US in IGRT. US scanning of liver is a very well established imaging modal-
ity in radiology and is particularly effective at recognizing internal structures and vein 
patterns which may be used as reference points for patient positioning in radiothera-
py, where this imaging modality still needs to be established13. In breast cancer pa-
tients, who have an additional boost prescribed to the tumor bed following lumpecto-
my and adjuvant radiotherapy or are treated with partial breast irradiation (PBI), the 
seroma cavity, due to its very low echogenicity, is clearly visible on US scans as a 
uniform structure6. The specific pathologies used were selected to have a broad range 
of possible target localizations, organ shapes and scanning paths.  
Image acquisition and processing 
All US scans were performed using a Clarity 3D US System (Resonant Medical Inc., an 
Elekta division, Elekta, Crawley, United Kingdom). All the measurements performed on 
prostate and liver cancer patients were acquired using curvilinear probes (type C5 – 
2/60, Center Frequency 3.5 MHz, Sonix Series, Ultrasonix Medical Corporation), while 
the scans on breasts were acquired using a linear US probe (type L14 – 5/38, Center 
Frequency 7.2 MHz, Sonix Series, Ultrasonix Medical Corporation, Richmond, BC, 
Canada). 
 The 3D US and CT coregistered datasets were exported from Clarity and imported 
in Osirix (Pixmeo SARL, 266 Rue de Bernex, CH-1233 Bernex, Switzerland). Using the 
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software tools, the fused 3D volumes were re-sliced along planes parallel to one of the 
original spatial frames of the US dataset, selected accordingly to the specific cancer 
site, as described in the following sections (Fig. 1). Then both the CT and the US images 
along the US plane were exported as DICOM files. The software also provides pixel 
dimensions for the images along these planes, which are different from the pixel 
dimensions of the exported CT scan from Clarity, due to the angle of the plane slicing 
through the image voxels.  
 
 
Fig. 1: US and coregistered CT scans imported in Osirix as 3D volumes, fused using the registration shifts 
provided by the Clarity system and visualized in “3D Multi Planar Reconstruction (MPR)” mode, for a 
prostate patient. The coordinate system was tilted to have one of the projection planes aligned with the LOV 
of the US probe (white line in the figure in the upper left panel). In the lower left panel the oblique projec-
tion corresponding to a plane perpendicular to the LOV (grey line in the upper left panel) is shown. In the 
right panel is plotted the superposition of the CT and the US oblique planes along the LOV. The latter images 
were then exported to MATLAB. 
 
Prostate cancer patients are scanned with a specific protocol: the probe is positioned 
approximately in correspondence to the prostate on the abdomen, then it is slid 
cranio-caudally towards the head until the top of the bladder is visible; next it is 
pivoted around the contact point until the whole prostate is encompassed. So all the 
3D US volumes are approximately in the same position inside the patient and show the 
same distribution of tissues and organs: from the probe downwards along its line of 
view typically beyond the skin there are muscle and fat layers, the full bladder, the 
prostate and the rectum. Unlike the breast case, the target in these patients is deep-
seated, at depths sometimes exceeding 10 cm. The images to be exported from Osirix 
were selected along the line of view of the probe corresponding to the maximum 
diameter of the prostate. 
 For liver cancer patients the scanning path is not fixed. For all the patients, the 
curvilinear probe is positioned between two ribs and a fan scan is performed orienting 
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the line of view according to the position of the target. In Osirix, the image to be 
exported was chosen as the central one in the fan shaped US dataset. This was done 
for reproducibility reasons since there was no clearly observable structure that could 
be used as a reference in all the datasets. The depths of targets can be very different 
ranging from a few cm to more than 20 cm if they are close to the distal edge of a large 
liver. 
 The scanning procedure for breast cancer patients consists in sliding the linear 
probe over the seroma region producing an approximately parallelepiped imaged 
volume. The imaged tissues mostly consist of adipose tissue with a rather shallow 
target, filled with seroma liquid (the patients in this study did not undergo mammo-
plasty), and a clear plane defined by the chest wall. Overall, the whole tissue layer 
imaged was just a few centimeter thick in all patients. The image selected was along 
the direction perpendicular to the probe scanning direction and corresponding to the 
largest diameter of the seroma cavity.  
SOS aberration algorithm application 
The 3D US and CT images were imported in a routine written in the MATLAB® pro-
gramming environment (MathWorks, Natick, MA), which performed the following 
operations: 
i. Selection of the overlapping area of the US and CT oblique images and cropping 
(Fig. 2a). 
ii. Outline a region of interest (ROI) (typically the target or a structure of interest) 
(Fig. 2b). 
iii. Creation of a mask corresponding to the internal area of the contour outlined and 
definition of the centroid of this mask (Fig. 2c). 
iv. Application of the SOS correction algorithm to the image with the mask along the 
vertical columns according to the procedure described in 11 and consequent crea-
tion of a physical density map, a SOS map, a SOS variation map and a map of cu-
mulative shifts (Fig. 3).  
V. Creation of a new mask corresponding to the deformed mask shape with an edge 
detection algorithm, and definition of its centroid (Fig. 4). 
Vi. Quantitative comparison between the position of the centroid of the original mask 
and the centroid of the one created after the application of the algorithm (Fig. 5a). 
Vii. Qualitative comparisons between the shape and position of the original mask and 
the corrected one (subtraction image) (Fig. 5b). 
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Fig. 2. a) Fused oblique CT and US scan planes of a prostate patient: the rectangle indicates the cropping 
area corresponding to the overlapping area of the two image modalities. The remaining part of the work was 
performed on the cropped images. b) An ROI is outlined by hand with a free hand drawing tool implemented 
in the MATLAB code. In the image, the prostate is contoured. c) The contour is transformed in a binary mask 
by setting the internal gray values to 255 and the external to 0. The software detects the centroid of the 
internal part of the mask (crossed dot). 
 
Fig. 3: Images created from the original CT scan of a breast cancer patient as an example of the procedure 
followed by the algorithm: a) physical mass density map; b) SOS map; c) SOS variation map; d) cumulative 
shifts map. The procedure to create these maps is described in detail in (11). 
ROI definition 
The ROIs outlined in step ii. of section II.C. were defined differently according to the 
type of pathology, with the purpose of assessing the effect of the SOS aberration 
correction algorithm in clinical situations: 
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i. Prostate: the contours correspond to the prostate. 
ii. Liver: three different types of regions were contoured: the whole organ; a small 
circular dummy structure, approximately one centimeter in diameter, as close as 
possible to the upper edge of the liver, in order to simulate a very shallow target 
(Fig. 6a); and a similar structure as deep as possible inside the organ (Fig. 6b). The 
objective of this procedure was to assess the impact of the aberration correction 
on the liver as a whole but also on the shifts undergone by internal targets in ex-
treme positions inside the organ. Due to the extension of the organ, an evaluation 
of its deformation was also performed estimating the relative shifts of proximal 
and distal walls (Fig. 6c).  
iii. Breast: the contours correspond to the visible seroma. 
 
Fig. 4: After the application of the algorithm to the original mask image, a corrected image is created where 
the mask, corresponding to the position of the target (the prostate in this case), is shifted to the correct 
position. Using a basic edge detection algorithm the curve corresponding to the contour of the mask (in 
grey) is determined, allowing the calculation of the position of the centroid. 
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Fig. 5. a) The software calculates the position of the centroid of a prostate after the application of the 
correction, and provides the shift between the position of the centroid before and after the correction. b) A 
superposition image of a second prostate case, deeper situated and of a larger size to show this effect on the 
patient with the most significant SOS aberration present, where the two mask images before and after the 
application of the SOS aberration correction are clearly distinguishable: the white area is the common 
surface, the grey areas show the extent of the shift.  
 
Fig. 6. a) Contour of a dummy shallow circular ROI inside the liver. b) Contour of a dummy deep circular 
structure inside the liver. c) Difference image between the non-corrected and the corrected mask images: in 
this specific patient (patient 3l) almost no shift is present for the proximal wall while the distal wall is shifted 
by more than 7 mm. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
The algorithm was applied to five cases each of prostate, liver and breast cancer.  
 For the prostate cases the SOS aberration caused a maximum upward shift of 3.6 
mm of the prostate (Table 1).  
 An evaluation of the prostate shape change revealed that the path length inside 
the organ is insufficient to create a significant difference in the correction of the 
position of the distal and proximal boundaries. Therefore, no significant prostate 
deformations due to the SOS aberration were noted. For these patients, reported 
positioning discrepancies using intermodality US systems compared to other imaging 
modalities12, 14, 15 can be largely explained by SOS aberrations. The shifts reported here 
agree in direction and magnitude with the literature. The prostate errors reported 
here are along the line of view of the US probe, which is a composition of the cranio-
caudal (CC) and the anterior-posterior (AP) directions. The recent literature (ref16, 
Table X, intramodality workflow) reports the differences between shifts measured 
using US and other IGRT techniques. The average error is 1.3 mm (AP) and 2.3 mm 
(CC); with US images showing an apparent position for the prostate more dorsal and 
caudal than other IGRT systems. The average value reported in our study, 2.8 mm 
(Table 1), can be decomposed in its AP and CC projections, respectively 1.6 mm and 2.3 
mm, which compare very well with the published values. It is, therefore, likely that the 
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SOS aberration in US imaging causes a significant part of the reported discrepancies 
between IGRT with US imaging and other techniques. For these patients a larger 
apparent depth of the prostate is produced by the SOS aberration, with different 
magnitudes according to the relative importance of the amount of fat tissue and urine 
content in the bladder (1520 m/s17) with respect to muscle tissue (1580 m/s9) overlying 
the prostate.  
 
Table 1: Shifts reported for the centroids of prostates, livers and breast seromas, after the SOS aberration 
correction. Negative values indicate that the real position is shallower than what is shown on the US image, 
and vice versa. For livers, shifts of dummy ROIs and an estimate of volume change due to SOS aberration are 
also reported. 
 
 
Liver scans showed shifts in both directions away and towards the US probe for the 
whole organ ROI. The shift direction depends on the relative importance of overlying 
fat tissue with respect to liver parenchyma along the beam’s path, since they have 
quite different SOS values and on the opposite sides of 1540 m/s. The shifts undergone 
by the small dummy structures in the shallow and deep positions inside the liver are as 
large as 7 mm, which may be significant for e.g. US-guided stereotactic radiotherapy of 
liver lesions, where small beam margins may be employed. Scanning paths were 
always through a fat layer whose thickness was the key element to determine the 
behaviour of the aberration inside the liver (high SOS value, 1595 m/s9). In the case of 
a thin fat layer overlying the liver, the deviation from the assumed SOS of 1540 m/s 
inside the liver dominates, resulting in a shallower apparent depth of the whole organ. 
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The correction moves structures in the liver to larger depths up to 2.8 cm. The oppo-
site happens when a thick fat layer is present, since fat has a SOS value which is lower 
than the reference assumed value of 1540 m/s, while liver tissue is higher. For the 
same reason, a very shallow ROI when a thick fat tissue is present will appear deeper 
than it really is, and a deep ROI will exhibit little or no aberration due to compensation 
from liver tissue. When the fat layer is thin, the shallow ROI does not undergo a signifi-
cant change in apparent depth, while the deep ROI will appear shallower according to 
the amount of liver tissue traversed by the US beam. After the correction, the shifts 
obtained are reported in Table 1. Another interesting effect of SOS aberration in liver is 
due to the different shifts undergone by the proximal and the distal boundaries, which 
can be in the same direction with different values or in opposite directions, that 
produce a deformation of the organ shape, with a corresponding variation of its 
apparent volume in the US scan of up to about 9% (Table 1).  
 The five breast cancer patients showed in the original US images an apparent 
depth of the seroma volumes larger than the real one due to a SOS in breast tissue 
below 1540 m/s (the reported mean value is 1510 m/s but can be much lower, down 
to 1450 m/s, according to fat content9). So after the application of the SOS correction, 
the centroids underwent a shift towards the skin of up to 1.3 millimeters (Table 1). The 
shifts are small because for all five cases the targets were shallow. No significant 
apparent volume changes were observed. In our limited study, a systematic correction 
based on co-registered CT scans does not seem necessary. But for larger breasts with 
deeper targets than the ones seen in our study, the difference between the real and 
the apparent position may be more significant. The presence of tissues with SOS lower 
than the assumed one between the probe and the target allows for simpler correction 
strategies, to find a better average SOS value or to partially take different SOS values 
into account (see for example18 or19), approaches already implemented by some 
manufacturers (for example, Philips iU22 xMATRIX ultrasound system, Koninklijke 
Philips Electronics N.V. Amsterdam, The Netherlands). 
 This study was aimed at applying a previously described SOS aberration correction 
algorithm for 3D US images11 to clinical cases. The better accuracy in structure position 
definition after correction was previously assessed comparing corrected US scans of 
phantoms with the co-registered CT scans11. A complete study of the impact of SOS 
aberration with respect to the different possible clinical workflows is outside the scope 
of this work and will be performed separately. Nevertheless it is important to note that 
when this correction is applied at the treatment stage, for the CT image that is used to 
base the SOS correction on to be valid, it should be representative for the patient 
geometry on the treatment day.  
 The purpose of this work was to show that the SOS aberration can be important 
and in principle unpredictable for some cases (like liver), and five patients per type 
were sufficient to find evidence for this. A solution was already proposed previously11, 
so it was not the aim of this article to derive a class solution based on statistical data, 
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but to issue a warning to US operators in radiotherapy. Adding more patients would 
not change the results obtained substantially, in particular that the SOS aberration is a 
real effect noticeable in clinical practice. For prostate the SOS correction is always s the 
abdominal US probe while for liver the correction can go in both directions towards 
and away from the US probe. 
4.4 Conclusion 
In radiotherapy quantitative imaging is used to guide accurate treatments with narrow 
treatment margins. Aberrations in US imaging can produce potential errors in position-
ing of targets, contouring structures and dose planning accuracy. We presented here 
an evaluation of the magnitude of the SOS aberration in various anatomical sites 
where US imaging could be used as a guidance tool. Prostate and liver cases showed 
shifts up to several mm due to SOS aberrations, which cannot be corrected generically 
a priori because of the unpredictable overlying tissue layer thicknesses in individual 
cases, and would potentially benefit from the proposed SOS correction. Breast cases 
showed that a shallow target in a uniform tissue undergoes small shifts. The obtained 
shifts have to be put into perspective with regard to beam margins to assess their 
dosimetric importance. A detailed study on the impact of the SOS artefact on the 
clinical workflow of US-based image guidance in radiotherapy will be reported next.  
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Abstract 
Purpose 
To show the effect of speed of sound (SOS) aberration on ultrasound guided radio-
therapy (US-gRT) as a function of implemented workflow. US systems assume that SOS 
is constant in human soft tissues (at a value of 1540 m/s), while its actual non-uniform 
distribution produces small but systematic errors of up to a few millimeters in the 
positions of scanned structures. When a co-registered computerized tomography (CT) 
scan is available, the US image can be corrected for SOS aberration. Typically image 
guided radiotherapy (IGRT) workflows implementing US systems only provide a CT 
scan at the simulation (SIM) stage. If changes occur in geometry or density distribution 
between SIM and treatment (TX) stage, SOS aberration can change accordingly, with a 
final impact on the measured position of structures which is dependent on the work-
flow adopted. 
Methods 
Four basic scenarios were considered of possible changes between SIM and TX: 
1) No changes. 
2) Only patient position changes (rigid rotation-translation). 
3) Only US transducer position changes (constrained on patient’s surface). 
4) Patient tissues thickness changes. 
Different SOS aberrations may arise from the different scenarios, according to the 
specific US-gRT workflow used: inter-modality (INTER) where TX US scans are com-
pared to SIM CT scans; intra-modality (INTRA) where TX US scans are compared to SIM 
US scans; and INTERc and INTRAc where all US images are corrected for SOS aberration 
(using density information provided by SIM CT). For an experimental proof of principle, 
the effect of tissues thickness change was simulated in the different workflows: a dual 
layered phantom was filled with layers of sunflower oil (SOS 1478 m/s), water (SOS 
1482 m/s) and 20% saline solution (SOS 1700 m/s). The phantom was US scanned, the 
layer thicknesses were increased and the US scans were repeated. The errors resulting 
from the different workflows were compared. 
Results 
Theoretical considerations show that workflows implementing SOS correction based 
on SIM-CT scan (INTERc, INTRAc) give null errors in all scenarios except when tissues 
thickness changes, where an error proportional to the degree of change in SOS maps 
between SIM and TX (SOS) occurs. An uncorrected workflow such as INTER produces 
in all scenarios a pure SOS error, while uncorrected INTRA produces a null error for 
rotation-translation of the patient, a SOS error for changing tissues thickness and an 
error proportional to the degree of SOS distribution change along the different lines of 
view (LOVs) when shifting the transducer. The dual layered phantom demonstrated 
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experimentally that the effect of SOS change between SIM and TX is clinically non 
relevant, being less than the intrinsic resolution of imaging systems, even when a 
substantial change in thicknesses is applied, provided that a SIM-CT-based SOS aberra-
tion correction is applied. Non-corrected workflows produce errors up to 4 mm for 
INTER and to 3 mm for INTRA in the phantom test. 
Conclusions 
A SOS correction is advantageous for all US-gRT workflows and clinical cases, where 
the effect of SOS change can be considered a second order effect. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Ultrasound (US) imaging, a traditionally qualitative diagnostic method, has recently 
also become an interesting tool in quantitative measurements and has gained im-
portance in the field of radiotherapy (RT) (1-9). Its applications in Image Guided Radia-
tion Therapy (IGRT) (10) and in organ segmentation (11-14) are growing as it potential-
ly provides a reliable cost-effective imaging technique which, among other advantages, 
does not deliver unwanted radiation dose to the patient. The application of US imaging 
techniques to IGRT (US-gRT) can have two different approaches:  
 1) an intermodality (INTER) workflow where US images acquired at the time of 
treatment (TX) are compared to a reference simulation (SIM) CT image (15-17); 
 2) an intramodality (INTRA) workflow where TX US images are compared to a 
reference US image acquired at SIM and co-registered in absolute coordinates to it 
(18).  
In both workflows there is a comparison between images acquired at different times, 
at SIM and at TX. The purpose is to assess if anything has changed in the patient 
geometry and, if needed, attempt to correct for it to irradiate the target in the same 
position at TX as it was at SIM. Changes may occur if e.g. the patient is in a different 
position, has lost weight, or has different organ fillings.  
 When these changes occur, it is necessary to take into account another effect: the 
tissue distribution in space has changed. A tissue property empirically related to the 
mass density is the speed of sound (SOS) (19), which implies that if something changes 
between SIM and TX, then also the SOS distribution changes. A well known aberration 
of US imaging is related to SOS (20): sound waves travel at different speeds in different 
media and these differences can be rather important, ranging in human soft tissues at 
body temperature (37°C) from 1475 m/s in fat to 1613 m/s in connective tissue (19). 
The standard practice in US imaging is to assume a fixed value for the SOS of 1540 m/s 
(21), which leads to errors of up to 6% in SOS and, therefore, distance. The assumption 
of a constant SOS was made since real-time correction of SOS aberrations for individu-
al tissue types was not practically feasible and since, until recently, US techniques were 
mainly used in qualitative diagnostic imaging. The SOS aberration accumulates along 
the lines of view (LOV) of the US transducer and therefore depends on the SOS distri-
bution. So, a change reported by the US system at TX can be due to the combination of 
a possible real shift and an apparent one due to the variation of SOS distributions with 
respect to SIM (Fig. 1). These shifts may combine to increase or decrease the final 
error depending on the specific change which occurred. In the example in Fig. 1 they 
reinforce each other in a worst case scenario where SOS errors occurred. Different 
workflows will lead to different apparent shifts, according to how the SOS aberrations 
combine at SIM and TX, and this might partially explain the discrepancies reported in 
the literature between INTER and INTRA (22).  
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An algorithm was introduced to correct for SOS aberration in RT applications (23), 
which uses the density distribution provided by the co-registered CT scan to create a 
SOS map of the patient at SIM. No US-gRT workflow provides co-registered CT scans 
(or equivalent sources of density distributions) at TX, at least not for each treatment 
fraction (this would nullify most of the benefits derived from US-gRT). The purpose of 
this work is to investigate how the patient changes which may occur between SIM and 
TX affect the SOS aberration and, in particular, if a correction based on a CT taken at 
SIM (SIM-CT) is valid also for US images taken at TX (TX-US) for the different work-
flows. 
 
Fig. 1: A simulated worst case scenario of a SOS distribution variation between SIM and TX in a prostate 
cancer case: the variation (plotted as a change in tissue thicknesses, indicated by the arrows showing how 
the organs and the whole patient shrink between SIM and TX) changes the SOS average value along the LOV 
(thin arrow) to the target (indicated by the cross). The worst case scenario assumption is that this value 
switches from higher to lower than 1540 m/s. US-TX reports the position of the target (the prostate) at 
depth A. Due to SOS aberration at TX, the real position is B, shallower than A; but the shift applied to the 
patient is from A to C, which is the position of the prostate as seen by the reference image at SIM. Its real 
position at SIM was D (which we are trying to reproduce at TX), now deeper than C because of the change in 
SOS mean value along the LOV on the opposite side of 1540 m/s. So the real target will be after the shift at E, 
whose distance from the TX position A is the sum of the real shift (A to C) and the SOS aberration at TX (A to 
B), while it should be in D. So the final error would be the shift E to D. The arrow connecting line A-C shows 
the performed apparent shift; the arrow connecting line B-E shows the real shift. 
5.2 Materials & Methods 
Workflows 
Two clinically available workflows were examined: INTER, implemented in systems like 
BAT (BAT system, Nomos, Sewickley, PA); and INTRA, implemented in the Clarity 
system (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden). In the former, the TX-US is compared to the SIM-
CT and the differences in structure positions are an indication of a possible need for a 
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patient position correction. In the latter, at SIM a SIM-CT and an US scan (SIM-US) are 
performed; at TX the TX-US is compared to the SIM-US and the differences in structure 
positions are translated into couch position shifts. The previously introduced SOS 
correction algorithm (23) is here applied to all US images using the density information 
provided by the SIM-CT. The two resulting workflows where the correction was so 
implemented will be named INTERc and INTRAc respectively. So in summary the four 
possible workflows considered were: INTER, INTRA, INTERc and INTRAc. 
Scenarios 
To investigate how a change in a patient can affect the final outcome of the compari-
son between SIM and TX, four basic scenarios were considered to decompose the 
problem in its simplest components which, combined, can account for most changes: 
A) No changes: SIM and TX coincide. No corrections to patient setup needed 
B) Only patient position changes (rigid rotation-translation): in this scenario, the 
patient only undergoes a rotation-translation but no internal organ motion rela-
tive to the transducer position. Nor do changes in structure thicknesses occur (Fig 
2a). 
C) Only US probe position changes (constrained on patient’s surface): in this scenar-
io, nothing changes with respect to the patient, but the US transducer scans the 
tissues from a different point on the patient’s skin, so the LOVs are different (Fig 
2b). 
D) A change in tissues thickness and relative position of structures occurs, with the 
US transducer constrained on the skin but without any change in scanning angle, 
such that along each LOV the tissues traversed are the same but relative lengths 
change (Fig 2c). 
 
 
Fig. 2: The scenarios with possible changes between SIM and TX are plotted. The dashed line drawings refer 
to SIM, the solid ones to TX. In Fig 2.a the patient undergoes a rotation and a translation. In Fig 2.b the 
patient position does not change, but the transducer scans the tissues from a different entry angle on the 
skin. In Fig 2.c internal motion and changes in tissue thickness occur, so internal structures are not in the 
same relative position anymore. 
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Phantom measurements 
To provide an experimental validation, US and CT images were acquired of a poly 
methyl methacrylate (PMMA) phantom (dimensions 15 cm length, 15 cm depth, 13.5 
cm height) filled with two layers of liquids. The phantom was scanned in two configu-
rations with different layer thicknesses to simulate a change in tissues between SIM 
and TX, and the position of the bottom surface was considered. The configurations 
used are reported in Table 1, and the experimental setup in Fig. 3.  
 
Table 1: Measurements of thicknesses of the two liquid layers in the PMMA phantom according to CT and US 
scans. The phantom is initially filled with approximately 4 cm of sunflower oil on top and 1 cm of water or 
20% saline solution below it to simulate the SIM situation; then the thicknesses are increased to approxi-
mately 5 cm and 2 cm respectively (TX1) to simulate a change in the patient between SIM and TX. Both 
measurements performed on co-registered CT scans and US scans are reported. The measured differences in 
depths between CT and US scans match the expected values according to the calculated distance error in US, 
where SOS aberration is present, proportional to the ratio between the assumed SOS value of 1540 and the 
real value (23). Also an extreme variation where the sunflower oil layer is increased to approximately 6 cm 
(TX2) was performed for the combination with water. On the right side is drawn a schematic plot of the layer 
thicknesses in the phantom. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: Experimental setup: (A) the PMMA phantom filled with approximately 4 cm of sunflower oil overlying 
1 cm of 20% saline solution; (B) the layer thicknesses are increased to approximately 5 cm and 2 cm respec-
tively (the exact values are reported in Table 1); (C) the measurement is performed using a Clarity linear 
probe on the PMMA support: the transducer is positioned and rocked around the contact points to span the 
US volume. The shape of the support is drawn to show the aperture through which the probe, positioned on 
the support, scanned the liquids. 
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The US scans were performed using the linear US probe provided with the Clarity 
system (type L14–5/38, center frequency 7.2 MHz, Sonix Series, Ultrasonix Medical 
Corporation, Richmond, BC, Canada), and an in-house manufactured support in PMMA 
was used to ensure repositioning accuracy (Fig. 3C). The CT scans were performed with 
a Siemens Somatom scanner (SOMATOM Sensation Open, Syngo CT 2006A, Siemens, 
Germany). The liquids used were sunflower oil (SOS value at 20 °C: 1478 m/s (24)), 
20% saline solution (SOS value at 20 °C: 1700 m/s (25)) and water (SOS value at 20C: 
1482 m/s (26)). The top layer was always oil and the bottom layer was either water or 
a saline solution. Changing the liquid thicknesses simulates tissue thicknesses change. 
The latter from a SOS aberration point of view is identical to thickness change but it is 
not when a correction strategy needs to be devised, since the LOV for the first case 
does not change while in the second it does. In the latter case a simple 1D correction 
does not suffice, but a more complex correction taking angled LOV into account in a 3D 
space is required. This experiment also simulates internal organ motions, like prostate 
rotation, where no actual thickness changes occur but tissue replacements in the field 
of view (FOV) produce the same results in terms of SOS aberration. The four workflows 
corresponding to the scenario D) were simulated, where the variation in liquid levels 
simulate a change in thickness of layers of tissues with different SOS values. First we 
simulated the INTER approach, where a direct comparison between the TX-US and the 
SIM-CT was used to align the bottom surface of the phantom according to the two 
imaging modalities (Fig. 4.A); then the INTRA approach, where the TX-US scan was 
compared to the SIM-US scan (Fig. 4.B); then the corrected workflows, INTERc and 
INTRAc, where all US images were corrected for SOS aberrations.  
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Fig. 4: INTER (A) and INTRA (B) approaches applied to PMMA phantom measurements. On the left are the 
SIM images to which the TX images, on the right, are compared. For INTER the comparison is performed by 
aligning the bottom surface of the phantom on TX-US and on SIM-CT. For INTRA the comparison is per-
formed with the SIM-US. Apparent errors are exaggerated for clarity. 
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δSOS and ΔSOS 
A key role is played in this study by the SOS distribution change between SIM and TX. 
At SIM the SOS aberration alters perceived distances according to the ratio between 
the reference SOS value of cREF = 1540 m/s and the local true SOS value, so the depth of 
a voxel at dUS,SIM according to the US system will in reality be at: 
dxxc
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SIM
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SIM =
,
)(1  (5.1) 
where dSIM is the real distance, cSIM is the local SOS value at depth x and LOVSIM is the 
LOV of the US system at SIM. 
The same equation can be used at TX: 
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where now the same quantities are referred to TX. If the same voxel on the US scans at 
SIM and TX is considered, dUS,SIM = dUS,TX = dUS and from Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.2 the follow-
ing relation can be derived: 
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where δSOS is a factor quantifying the importance of SOS maps changing between SIM 
and TX, because the more this factor deviates from unity the larger will be the differ-
ence between the positions of the corrected distances at the two stages.  
If the LOVs at the two stages coincide, Eq. 5.3 can be rewritten as follows: 
SIM
LOV
SIM
LOV SIM
TX
TX ddxxSOSddxxc
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 (5.4) 
Discretizing the problem on a voxel by voxel basis, ΔSOS is a matrix very similar to 
ΔSOS (defined in (23) as the ratio between the local SOS value and the reference 
value), with the difference that ΔSOS is a ratio between a heterogeneous SOS distribu-
tion and a homogeneous one with constant value 1540 m/s, while for ΔSOS the varia-
tion is between two potentially highly heterogeneous matrices: ΔSOS at SIM, ΔSOSSIM, 
and at TX, ΔSOSTX. In principle, the ΔSOS map can have voxel values as high (and even 
higher) as ΔSOS, because when a tissue is replaced by one with a SOS value significant-
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ly different the ratio between the voxel values at TX and SIM can be as large as the 
ratio between the voxel values at SIM and 1540 m/s. In extreme situations, when the 
tissue replacement occurs between tissues with SOS values where one has an SOS 
value above and the other one below the reference value of 1540 m/s, ΔSOS can have 
voxel values higher than ΔSOSSIM, which means the effect of changes between SIM and 
TX can be worse than the pure SOS aberration effect on SIM images. This also means 
that potentially major changes between SIM and TX would invalidate the use of SIM-CT 
to correct TX-US. 
5.3 Results 
Clinical scenarios and workflows 
Scenarios and workflows can be combined to show the results in terms of SOS aberra-
tions. Also different scenarios can be combined together, but to investigate the out-
come of such combinations is outside the scope of this work.  
The following are the possible outcomes, where the letter A-D refers to the scenario 
(as described in paragraph II.B) and the number 1-4 refers to the workflow implement-
ed (Table 2): 
– A-1: At TX an apparent shift can be detected between the SIM-CT and the TX-US 
due to SOS aberration on TX-US image. Since this error is only due to SOS map at 
TX, in Table 2 it is named SOSTX. 
– A-2: The same SOS error is present twice, at SIM and TX, since in principle US 
images of the same patient are compared and exactly the same SOS aberrations 
will occur. So there is a null error. 
– A-3: Null error: the SOS aberration is corrected using correct density information, 
since no changes occurred between SIM and TX. 
– A-4: Null error, as A-3. 
– B-1: The shift detected between structure positions at TX with respect to SIM is 
the combination of the real position change and of the SOS aberration along the 
LOV along which the US scan was performed at TX. So an overcorrection of magni-
tude equal to the SOS aberration will occur (in principle at TX, but here we assume 
no changes happen in the patient so the SOS aberrations at SIM and TX coincide). 
SOSTX error. 
– B-2: The patient is scanned along two LOVs at SIM and TX which are different in 
absolute coordinates, but are exactly the same with respect to the patient. So the 
SOS aberration will affect the US image exactly in the same way, and the final shift 
reported at TX is the correct shift the patient undergone. So after the reposition-
ing, the outcome is as A-2: null error.  
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Table 2: For all the workflows considered, non corrected (INTER and INTRA) and corrected (INTERc and 
INTRAc), the effect of density change between SIM and TX in the different scenarios is reported with respect 
to SOS aberration: SOSTX is a pure SOS aberration error due to the SOS distribution at TX; δSOS is the effect 
of SOS distribution change in its most general definition, in particular here it takes into account the change 
of LOV of the US transducer between SIM and TX; ΔSOS is as δSOS with the assumption that the LOV does 
not change. SOSTX, δSOS and ΔSOS are the different types of errors and do not indicate their magnitude. 
 
 
– B-3: The error in structure positions at TX is the sum of the real displacement and 
the SOS error. So if the matching between structures at SIM and TX is restored, 
there will be still an error equal to the SOS aberration. A possible correction strat-
egy here would be to calculate the SOS aberration error using the correction algo-
rithm (23) and subtract this value to the shift applied to the TX-US image. So the 
final outcome would be null error. 
– B-4: SOS aberration correction is initially applied to SIM-US, so the final positions 
for structures will match the ones reported by SIM-CT. So the workflow will be as 
B-3 and the result again null error. 
– C-1: In this case, only one FOV is present, the one seen by TX-US. So a pure SOS 
error accumulates along it, which results in an apparent positioning error leading 
to overcorrection: SOSTX error. 
– C-2: In this case, SIM-US and TX-US have different FOVs. So the SOS aberration will 
accumulate differently at SIM and TX. In this case the SOS map variation is strictly 
speaking null (ΔSOS = 1), because the density distribution in the patient does not 
change. But the patient is scanned through a different SOS distribution, at SIM 
and TX and the effect of this difference is the same as changing tissues along the 
LOVs. In this case the LOVs do not coincide so the error is due to δSOS (see EQ. 
5.3). 
– C-3: As in C-1, only one FOV and, provided the SIM-CT dataset can be used proper-
ly (which means along the new FOV in 3D space, thus using a 3D correction algo-
rithm), the correction should restore the structures in their correct position. Null 
error. 
– C-4: Since SIM-US can be properly corrected with SIM-CT, this case is as C-3. Null 
error. 
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– D-1: In this case, there is a real internal relative motion of structures, due to 
tissues thicknesses change and SOS aberration at TX. So after the shift, the SOS 
aberration due to tissue distribution at TX is still present. SOSTX error. 
– D-2: An error is introduced between SIM and TX because relative path lengths in 
tissues are different: thus also SOS aberration in principle will be different, creat-
ing a ΔSOS error.  
– D-3: When correcting the TX-US, where there are the real shift and the SOS aber-
ration at TX, with SIM-CT one introduces an error due to the change in SOS maps 
between SIM and TX, the ΔSOS error. 
– D-4: Comparing the corrected SIM-US with the corrected (with SIM-CT) TX-US, 
also in this case a ΔSOS error is introduced, as in D-3. 
Phantom measurements for scenario D 
The third column of Table 3A reports the differences between the positions of the 
bottom surface of the phantom measured by the TX-US and the SIM-CT. The fourth 
column shows the real shifts due to the change in thickness (resulting from the com-
parison between TX-CT and SIM-CT). The fifth column lists the differences between the 
two, corresponding to the errors obtained when the workflow 1 (INTER) is applied. The 
errors are larger when both liquids have SOS values lower (or higher) than the as-
sumed value of 1540 m/s, so in this case for the combination of sunflower oil and 
water errors up to 4 mm are obtained. When instead the SOS values for the two layers 
are on the opposite sides of 1540 m/s, like for the case of sunflower oil and 20% saline 
solution, the SOS aberration is partially compensated and the final error is limited to 1 
mm. 
 Workflow 2 (INTRA) gives better results, reported in Table 3B. Here the apparent 
shifts result from the comparison between the position of the bottom surface of the 
phantom in the TX-US and the SIM-US. The real shifts as before are derived from the 
CT scans, and the errors are the differences between the two. When a correction was 
applied to the INTER approach (workflow 3, INTERc), the shifts reported in Table 3A 
were applied to the TX-US of the phantom producing an over-correction of the posi-
tioning error, since the shifts are the sum of the real shift plus the SOS aberration. The 
image was then corrected using the SIM-CT density information and the correction was 
subtracted from the original shifts to compensate for the initial overcorrection. The 
final shifts derived are reported in the first column of Table 3C, along with the real 
shifts and the errors produced.  
 A similar procedure was followed for INTRA (workflow 4, INTRAc): the main differ-
ence is that here the correction was first applied to the SIM-US, thus restoring a 
matching image with SIM-CT.  
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5.4 Discussion 
We recently published an algorithm (23) aimed at correcting SOS aberrations in US 
images during US-gRT. A concern related to the use of this algorithm is how a correc-
tion based on density information provided at SIM is affected by density changes 
occurring between SIM and TX, in particular as a function of the specific US-gRT work-
flow used. Our work indicates that, while the SOS correction itself may be significant 
(27), the effect of the change in the SOS map between SIM and TX is a second order 
effect in most clinical applications. This is because after the application of the correc-
tion based on SIM density information on TX images the residual error is smaller or 
comparable to the intrinsic resolution of the images (typically around 1 mm for co-
registered US and CT scans in the axially projected plane). This is due to relative path 
length changes from SIM to TX, but in general tissues along the majority of the path do 
not change and only variations at interfaces occur, usually of small magnitude. In cases 
where this assumption is not valid or if particularly unlucky cases occur (like a tissue 
substitution with large change in SOS, which is very unlikely for large volumes) a re-
planning of the patient is most probably required anyway because in the presence of 
such large changes the dose needs to be re-calculated before the plan can be deliv-
ered. It is nevertheless interesting to note that the spatial replacement of one tissue 
with another between SIM and TX produces a change in the apparent depths propor-
tional to the ratio between the relative SOS values. In fact, as seen from (Eq. 5.4), the 
following equation can be applied (if only the region where the replacement has 
happened is considered): 
SIMSIM
TX
SIM
TX ddc
cd ⋅Δ== SOS  (5.5) 
So in principle a significant difference in apparent depths due to ΔSOS can occur, and 
this difference becomes increasingly more important the more the local SOS values 
differ between SIM and TX. When the spatial substitution of tissues implies a change of 
SOS values from higher to lower (or vice versa) than 1540 m/s, one particular case is 
created in which the apparent shifts produced are worse in the INTRA than the INTER 
workflow (Fig. 5). So, in general, errors due to ΔSOS might reach values comparable or 
larger than regular SOS aberrations, but will only very rarely result in shifts of entire 
structures.  
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Fig. 5: An example of how a simulated extreme change in transducer position can result in a possible wrong 
patient shift, due to SOS corrections in opposite directions. The real position of the target is RP (15 cm along 
the SIM LOV), but at SIM it is shown at SP (15.46 cm, along SIM LOV) due to SOS aberration. At TX the SOS 
aberration is accumulated along a different LOV, because the probe is in a different location, so the target is 
at TP (14.93 cm along the TX LOV, shallower due to the increased amount of muscle tissue along the LOV) on 
the TX US scan. A shift of the structure between SP and TP seems then required (dashed arrow) to restore 
the SIM position, but this apparent shift in reality displaces the target by about 5 mm (indicated by the solid 
arrow) from RP to RP’. The shift is exaggerated for display purposes in the image. 
 
In our phantom experiments, we tested the SOS algorithm robustness by introducing 
large changes in layer thicknesses. For the transducer it is very likely that a significant 
misplacement, resulting in scanning from a different skin position, is recognized when 
the scan is performed, and that a corrected rescan would be performed. We also used 
extreme SOS values (like 20% saline solution, with 1700 m/s, on the very upper limit of 
human soft tissues SOS values) to produce worst case scenarios to allow reasonable 
conclusions to be drawn on clinical cases where direct comparisons are more complex 
than with phantoms. In fact, besides of course the impossibility of making direct SOS 
aberration-free measurements of distances in vivo, also the comparison with other 
imaging modalities, e.g. CT scans, is not easy due to the intrinsic different nature of the 
CT and US images. For example, the urine and the bladder walls are nearly indistin-
guishable on a CT scan, because of their nearly identical electron densities. On the 
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other hand, the highly non-echogenic nature of liquids with respect to the scattering 
properties of solid tissues creates a clear contrast on US images. So in general it is not 
trivial which interfaces should be matched in the two imaging modalities. According to 
this, also the availability of multiple TX-CT scans (or CBCT scans) of many different 
patients would probably not allow for a direct comparison of SOS maps with sufficient 
accuracy for an identification of the ΔSOS error with respect to the pure SOS error. 
 If no correction is applied, INTER and INTRA workflows produce comparable errors 
in terms of SOS aberration for patient positioning if changes occur between SIM and 
TX, with results varying according to the specific type of change. If a replacement of 
tissues with very different SOS values, particularly on the opposite sides of the SOS 
range with respect to 1540 m/s, occurs, INTRA gives worse results (Fig 1, Fig 5, Table 
3.A and 3.B), while it works better if the replacement happens between tissues with 
similar SOS values (Table 3.A and 3.B). Corrected workflows not only provide better 
results in terms of positioning accuracy (Table 3.C and 3.D), but also in terms of abso-
lute localization of structures: if the SIM images are used to contour structures in fused 
CT/US images and these contours are then used for planning purposes, dose distribu-
tions will be more accurate if the correction has been applied.  
5.5 Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was to find how the possible approaches to patient position-
ing using US-gRT are sensitive to SOS aberration change between SIM and TX, and to 
provide worst case scenario quantitative estimates in a dual layer phantom. Four 
different scenarios of changes were considered for the two workflows examined, 
INTRA and INTER, with or without SOS aberration correction. A detailed analysis of 
possible outcomes was performed and tested in phantom measurements showing that 
for the cases studied the shift suggested at TX can be up to 4 mm different from the 
correct one, for INTER; and up to 3 mm for INTRA. In general, a SOS aberration correc-
tion provides better results, with errors smaller than INTRA and INTER and typically 
below the intrinsic resolution of imaging devices (1 mm), therefore negligible. This also 
implies that the effect of SOS distribution change between SIM and TX is a second 
order effect in clinical cases. 
 In particular, it was established that a SOS aberration correction based on the SIM-
CT scan can be applied also on the subsequent TX-US scans with quantitative results 
exhibiting minor errors.  
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Abstract 
Conventional ultrasound (US) devices use the time of flight (TOF) of reflected US pulses 
to calculate distances inside the scanned tissues and thus create images. The speed of 
sound (SOS) is assumed to be constant in all human soft tissues at a generally accepted 
average value of 1540 m/s. This assumption is a source of systematic errors up to 
several millimeters and of image distortion in quantitative US imaging. In this work an 
extension of a method recently published (Fontanarosa et al., 2011) is presented: the 
aim is to correct SOS aberrations in three-dimensional (3D) US images in those cases 
where a spatially co-registered computerized tomography (CT) scan is also available; 
the algorithm is then applicable to a more general case where the lines of view (LOV) 
of the US device are not necessarily parallel and coplanar, thus allowing correction also 
for US transducers other than linear. The algorithm was applied on a multi-modality 
pelvic US phantom, scanned through three different liquid layers on top of the phan-
tom with different SOS values; the results show that the correction restores a better 
match between the CT and the US images, reducing the differences to sub-millimeter 
agreement. Fifteen clinical cases of prostate cancer patients were also investigated: 
the SOS corrections of prostate centroids were on average +3.1 mm (max +4.9 mm – 
min +1.3 mm). This is in excellent agreement with reports in the literature on differ-
ences between measured prostate positions by US and other techniques, where often 
the discrepancy was attributed to other causes. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Ultrasound (US) imaging is an important technique for soft tissues, used both for 
diagnostic (Brascho, 1977) and verification purposes (Kim et al., 2011) in radiotherapy. 
The advantages of this modality are high resolution, acquisition speed, reliability, 
absence of side effects, cost and maintenance efficiency, and exciting novel develop-
ments (Freeman, 2011). This implies a wide range of applications as image guided 
radiotherapy (IGRT) (Xing et al., 2006) technique in organ motion monitoring in Inten-
sity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) (Ling et al., 2006) and Volumetric Modulated 
Arc Therapy (VMAT) (Webb and McQuaid, 2009), in which patient positioning is of the 
utmost importance. US imaging is based on measuring the time lapse between the 
emission of a mechanical pressure wave by the transducer and the receiving of the 
returning echoes; the time of flight of the pulse (TOF) (Wild, 1950). The distance 
traveled by the wave is derived by assuming a constant US speed of sound (SOS) of 
1540 m/s (Carson, 1978) in the body, while the actual SOS ranges from 1450 m/s in fat 
to 1613 m/s in connective tissue at body temperature (37°C) (Mast, 2000). This leads 
to systematic errors in calculated distances of up to  ±6%, which may correspond to 
several millimeters in the position of the reflecting or scattering interface, depending 
on its depth in the body. 
 As shown earlier (Fontanarosa et al., 2011), the Hounsfield Units (HU) of a co-
registered computerized tomography (CT) image can be used to create a SOS map of 
the scanned tissues and to correct for SOS aberration. The correction was presented 
for single two-dimensional (2D) US images produced by a linear transducer, where the 
approximation of lines of view (LOV) by vertical lines was acceptable. When curvilinear 
transducers are used or when a more general approach to arbitrary 3DUS volumes is 
needed, a geometry change from the native pixel format to 3D voxel matrices is 
required. In particular, when a curvilinear transducer is used, the field of view (FOV) of 
the US scan and the related beam path parameters must be determined before the 
correction can be applied. Because the correction is cumulative along any LOV, the 
latter must be known to a certain degree of accuracy to apply the correction. Some 
features, described in detail in the following section, have been developed specifically 
to overcome this issue and to perform a full 3D SOS aberration correction. 
 In this paper the correction strategy is described, and the algorithm is applied to 
phantom and patient geometries. 
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6.2 Materials & Methods 
Datasets and instrumentation 
The algorithm was developed and tested using both phantom and patients co-
registered CT and 3DUS image datasets.  
 The US phantom used is a male anthropomorphic multi-modality pelvic phantom 
(Model 048, CIRS - Computerized Imaging Reference Systems Incorporated, Norfolk, 
VA, USA1), containing inserts mimicking pelvic bones, bladder, prostate, urethra, 
seminal vesicles and rectum, with certified volumes. All the internal structures and the 
background material have a reported SOS value of 1540 m/s at 22 °C and are made of 
Zerdine® material, whose SOS temperature dependence is similar to water’s. All the 
measurements were acquired using Ultrasonix convex transducers (type C5-2/60, 
center frequency 3.5 MHz, Sonix Series, Ultrasonix Medical Corporation, Richmond, BC, 
Canada). 
 The patient images are from fifteen clinical prostate cancer cases from different 
hospitals: five from MAASTRO Clinic (Maastricht, the Netherlands), five from Azienda 
Ospedaliera "Maggiore della Carità" (Novara, Italy) and five from CRO Oncologic 
Referral Center (Aviano (PN), Italy). They were all scanned with Clarity™ 3DUS Systems 
(Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden). These systems contain US stations equipped with optical-
ly tracked US probes. Reflective markers are attached to the probes to track their 3D 
position and orientation during scanning using an infrared camera. The position track-
ing components are used to acquire and reconstruct a 3D US image, relative to the 
coordinate system of the room. 
Algorithm description 
The cumulative SOS aberration correction algorithm needs to be applied along the 
LOVs of the US system (Fontanarosa et al., 2011). The original US raw data lie in space 
along the physical LOV of the US system, so they would be the most natural choice for 
this kind of application. In most of the cases, though, the US system manufacturers do 
not provide the radio frequency (RF) or raw data: often an expensive research license 
is necessary to access these data. So in order to make the algorithm as widely applica-
ble as possible, it was decided to work with the clinical US volumes as they are pro-
duced by the Clarity software, which is re-sliced and re-sampled along the CT scan axial 
planes (Fig. 1a). The image acquisitions of curvilinear probes are performed by rocking 
the probe around the contact point with the patient or the phantom; this produces a 
FOV with a trapezoid shape both in the lateral direction and the elevational direction, 
as is shown in Fig. 1b. 
                                                                
1 http://www.cirsinc.com/products/all/62/multi-modality-pelvic-phantom/ 
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 Considering the CT and US volumes as 3D matrices, each matrix element has four 
values associated to it: three spatial coordinates x, y, z and a HU value (CT image); or a 
brightness value (US image). A HU to density table should be available for all the CT 
scans performed for radiotherapy purposes which rely on density to calculate the 
dose. With this, the CT matrix can be transformed in a physical density matrix and the 
latter, applying a published linear relation (Mast, 2000), can then be converted in a 
SOS map of the scanned volume. Corresponding voxels allow for an exact mapping of 
the real SOS inside the volume. The correction is cumulative though, meaning that for 
each voxel it depends on the integral of the SOS values along the LOV of the system 
from the transducer to the voxel. This means that a voxel by voxel knowledge of SOS 
values is not sufficient, and the LOV must be properly spatially identified. The real LOV 
cannot be derived from the post-processed US images, since the US volume is com-
posed of slices aligned with the CT scan and no information about LOV directions in 3D 
space is provided; consequently, the LOVs must be spatially reconstructed in reverse 
from the final US volume. LOVs are approximated as straight lines in our algorithm. 
 After the LOVs are determined, the algorithm can take into account the length of 
the path along each traversed voxel with relative SOS. This information is then used to 
calculate the corrected distance for all the following voxels and the image is re-
mapped, assigning to each voxel the correct brightness value. All these steps are 
described in detail in the following subsections. 
Image pre-processing 
Co-registered CT and US images were exported from the Clarity system via DICOM 
protocol. Since the algorithm requires 3D volumes while the exported data are orga-
nized in axial slices, a procedure was developed to obtain a 3D matrix from the original 
planes. This operation is performed by creating a 3D volume and assigning to each 
voxel a HU or brightness value obtained from interpolating between the values of the 
two pixels in the slices nearest to the voxel center along the cranio-caudal direction.  
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Fig. 1: a) US planes re-sliced and re-sampled along the CT scan axial planes; a LOV is plotted as an example as 
the white arrow starting from the origin O of the US volume. This origin is intended to be the top of the 
pyramid used to approximate the US volume. b) A graphic representation of the spatial dependence of the 
FOV of the US volume (pyramid, light gray). A single axial CT slice is shown in the patient frame of reference 
(vertical dark gray plane) and their intersection (US image), delimited by vertices A-D. 
 
Determination of the FOV 
The FOV of the US imaging device was modeled as a "truncated pyramid", as shown in 
Fig. 1b, where the apex O is assumed to be the origin of the US scan lines. The origin is 
used to determine the direction (represented by the LOV) on which the correction will 
be performed; the value of the correction for each voxel is given by the accumulation 
of the ratios of the local SOS values with the reference value of 1540 m/s (SOSref) along 
the LOV on which the voxel lies. This point is further analyzed in the section SOS 
correction procedure.  
 In order to define in space the US FOV, side and base edges of the pyramid must 
be determined. Fig. 1b shows the FOV of the US volume and one of the axial CT slices 
in the patient frame of reference: the intersection of the two, represented in Fig. 1b by 
the dark gray area, defines a subset of the US scanned volume (hereafter referred to as 
US image). The vertices of each US image (points A-D in Fig. 1b), whose absolute 
coordinates are provided by the Clarity system, are used to reconstruct the base edges 
of the pyramid (A and B), and the side edges (C and D).  
The apex of the pyramid is then determined as follows: 
– For all the US images the position of all the vertices is determined, obtaining a 
collection of points Ai, Bi, Ci and Di (section Determination of the vertices of the 
FOV). 
– From this collection, using the random sample consensus (RANSAC) method 
(Fischler and Bolles, 1981), points are identified belonging to the different side 
and base edges of the "truncated pyramid" and then fitted linearly to determine 
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the straight lines corresponding to the FOV edges (section Determination of the 
edges of the pyramid).  
– From the intersection of these lines the apex of the pyramid (point O in Fig. 1a) 
can be approximately determined (section Determination of the apex of the pyr-
amid).  
Determination of the vertices of the FOV 
For each US image a mask was created binarizing the image using zero as brightness 
threshold level, meaning that the zero level is characteristic only for pixels outside the 
US scanned volume. In case the zero level is associated also to pixels inside the US 
volume, some artifacts might be generated, especially on the mask boundaries. These 
can be easily reduced, though, by applying a morphological closing operation (Svalbe 
and Jones, 1992). The closing filter operation smoothes boundaries, reduces small 
inward bumps, joins narrow breaks and fills small holes caused by noise, without 
generating, in general, any degradation of the image.  
 The relevant vertices are then extracted for each mask using a scale invariant 
vertex detector that is a slightly modified version of the Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) 
operator (Lowe, 2004). In its original version, this operator convolves multiple times 
the source image I(x,y) with a Gaussian kernel G(s), where s is the scale parameter and 
denotes the standard deviation of the Gaussian (s=σ). With this procedure a series of 
images I[s](x,y) or, equivalently, a multiscale representation of the original image 
I(x,y,s), is obtained. The operator response, that is a first order approximation of a 
multiscale Laplacian L(x,y,s), is obtained by taking for each s the difference of each 
couple of images at adjacent scales:  
),](1[),]([),]([),,( yxsIyxsIyxsLsyxL −−=≡  (6.1) 
where s is such that σi+1 = kσi, with k = 1.2, σ0 = 1.7 and i = 0, 1, … , 7. 
 (Lowe, 2004) reports that no impact on the stability of extrema detection or 
localization has been found for k values ranging from 1 to 1.4, even for significant scale 
differences. The choice of σ0 value depends on the resolution of the US images. Our 
choice was based on a trial-and-error procedure on images resampled on CT scan 
resolution. It is thus a generally acceptable value for most of the US-gRT applications 
were this condition always holds. An accurate analysis of these parameters has been 
performed and will be reported in section 3, confirming a posteriori the choice made. 
 As this operator is scale invariant, to obtain at the same time the position and the 
scale of relevant vertices or edges, it is only required to find the local extrema in a 3D 
neighborhood of the multiscale (sampled) representation of the operator L(x,y,s); this 
means that each sample point (xP,yP,sP) is compared to its eight neighbours in the 
image L[sP] and nine neighbours in the images at scales sP+1 and sP-1. To complete the 
vertex detection, edge responses must be excluded. As vertices have at least two 
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directions with a substantial difference, while edges have only one such direction, we 
can simply consider, among the found local extrema points, only those whose eigen-
values of their Hessian matrix H have comparable magnitudes (Lowe, 2004). This 
multiscale approach was used to select with the highest possible accuracy, among all 
the vertices that a detector could find, only those that were large enough to be rele-
vant for our purposes; thus the smallest ones, which could emerge from noise of small 
artifacts along the mask boundary, were excluded. To this end, in our implementation 
of the selection step of the DoG detector, we did not search for the maxima over a 3D 
neighborhood (we did not want to select the scale of maximum response), but only 
over the spatial 2D neighborhood for each scale. This way, the set of vertices found 
comprises multiple instances of each relevant vertex at different scales, as well as 
other instances that represent smaller vertices. This collection was reordered by scale 
and partitioned by location; thus the relevant vertices, which are present at greater 
values for the scale parameter, were mapped at their small-scale instances, which 
have a more accurate spatial localization. At the same time, the vertices associated to 
noise or artifacts, that have only small scales values without a large-scale counterpart, 
are rejected. Only the points with a minimum number of reference instances for 
different scales are considered. The best results were empirically found by setting the 
threshold to the value of 5. To minimize the noise a limit was set to the total number 
of vertices accepted for each image, which was set to 6 to account for possible cut 
vertices. To be accepted, all the points must be inner points of the original mask. The 
slice vertices for an example US volume are shown in Fig. 2a. 
 
 
Fig. 2: (a) Collection of vertices determined for all the US slices. (b) Straight lines corresponding to the FOV 
edges, V1-V4 points corresponding to the FOV vertices. (c) Comparison of the calculated vertices (V3 – V8) and 
the mask of the real FOV of the US scan as obtained by the binarization process. 
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Determination of the edges of the pyramid 
As the vertices of the collection define different edges (sides and bases) of the pyra-
mid, the RANSAC method was used to associate each of them to the correct edge. The 
RANSAC is an algorithm for robust fitting of models in the presence of many data 
outliers (noisy or erroneous data). It is an iterative procedure that seeks the maximum 
number of inliers (accurate data) by leaving out as many outliers as possible. The 
model used was a straight line: the purpose was to reconstruct the LOVs, not the real 
shape of the image, which has a curved base as depicted in Fig. 2(c). The tolerance to 
check for inliers was set to a distance of 10 mm on the normal direction. 
 This procedure was applied to identify the different sets of points defining the 
edges of the pyramid. To avoid incorrect edge reconstruction we discarded sets with a 
number of points below a given threshold; this was calculated as the total number of 
planes of the US scan divided by 8, an empirical value which has produced the best 
results and at the same time reduced the loss of edges characterized by few points. 
 The influence of this parameter on the results of the algorithm was analyzed and 
the results will be reported in the Results section. 
 For each set of points a linear fit was performed to determine the straight lines 
corresponding to the FOV edges (solid dark gray lines in Fig. 2b).  
 Also the bottom base edges can be approximated with straight segments (Fig. 2b), 
and thus reconstructed with the fitting procedure. The "truncated pyramid" has also a 
top base, whose edges are characterized by too few points and discarded by the fitting 
procedure (therefore not depicted in Fig. 2a).  
Determination of the apex of the pyramid 
The FOV points (V1-V8 in figure 2b) were obtained as intersections of all the possible 
couples of straight lines plotted following the procedure described in the section 
Determination of the edges of the pyramid. In a 3D space lines might not intersect; 
therefore, for each straight lines couple, both the point of closest approach (point that 
minimizes the total summed distance of two lines) and the minimum distance value 
between the lines were determined. Among all the points found, only those with a 
minimum distance below a specific threshold (set to 10 mm) were selected; this value 
is a good compromise between the sensitivity to reconstruction uncertainties and 
intersection of lines that are not related to pyramid vertices. A detailed analysis of this 
parameter is reported in the Results section. 
 To distinguish between the two different sets of points (V1-V4) and (V5-V8), the 
distance between the points and the US FOV main symmetry axis was used (dashed 
vertical line in Fig. 2b). As shown in Fig. 2c, the mean position of the two points V1 and 
V2 can be assumed as the hypothetic apex of the pyramid, while V3 and V4 approxi-
mate the positions of the more external transducer crystals of the array. To distinguish 
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between these two different sets of points (V1, V2 and V3, V4), the distance between 
the points and the US volume was used.  
 According to the distance of these points to the US volume, five different cases 
were considered: 
i. the vertices V1, V2, V3 and V4 are identified and V1-V2 are separated from V3-V4. 
In this case the origin is given by the mean position of V1 and V2, but also an origin 
averaged between V3 and V4 can be used. 
ii. Only the vertices V1 and V2 are identified. In this case the origin is given by the 
mean position of V1 and V2. 
iii. Only the vertices V3 and V4 are identified. In this case an origin averaged between 
V3 and V4 can be used. 
iv. In all the other cases (for example 5 vertices found, only one vertex found, or 
other combinations) the origin is given by the mean position of all the vertexes 
found. 
v. No vertex is found.  
For sake of simplicity, it is assumed from this point on that the origin was given by the 
mean position of V1 and V2, but also the other cases were properly addressed in the 
algorithm. 
SOS correction procedure 
In the second part of the process the correct US matrix volume was reconstructed. 
Taking into account the real SOS in each voxel of the traversed tissues along the US 
scan lines, the correct path length travelled by the US waves was calculated; then the 
correct source location for the brightness value to be assigned to each voxel of the 
new US matrix volume was determined. 
 
Fig. 3: Representation of the SOS aberration correction along a reconstructed US scan line: starting from the 
calculated origin position O, along the direction given by the unit vector u, the position P1 at a depth l1 is 
remapped to P2 at depth lcorr. 
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In a general case, given a point P1 along the US scan line of a reconstructed US volume, 
we are interested in determining the real position P2 (Fig. 3): this corresponds to the 
apparent position that P1 has if the real SOS of tissues traversed were considered. A 
representation of a US scan line is shown in Fig. 3, where O is the origin of the scan line 
(apex of the pyramid, Fig 2c), l1 is the reported path length between points O and P1 
and u is the unit vector defining the US scan line direction. The true position of point P2 
is obtained by the relation: P2 = O + l
corru. The correct path length lcorr is given by the 
following integral: 
= 1
0
)(1
l
ref
corr dllSOS
SOS
l  (6.2) 
where SOSref is the SOS value used for the US images reconstruction (SOSref = 1540 m/s) 
and SOS(l) is the SOS value of the tissues crossed by the US wave along the scan line at 
position l. 
 In the range of density values of human soft tissues, an increase in physical density 
corresponds to an increase in SOS, and the relationship can be approximated by a 
linear dependence (Mast, 2000). For the soft tissues considered in this work we used 
the following linear regression (Fontanarosa et al., 2011), based on values for different 
human soft tissues at 37 °C published by (Mast, 2000), to create a SOS map from the 
CT scan co-registered to the US scan: 
s
m
s
mSOS 5.310)419.009.1( 3 ±⋅+⋅= ρ  (6.3) 
As the scanned volume is discretized into voxels, the line integrals (Eq. 6.2) can be as 
well discretized into weighted sums. We used the lines connecting the center of each 
US matrix voxel to the apex of the pyramid O as US scan lines. Hence the line integral 
from the apex O to a voxel centered in P2 (d), over the discretized volume, can be 
written as the following weighted sum: 
 ⋅=
),,(
),,(),,(1
kjiref
kjiSOSkjil
SOS
d
 
(6.4) 
where SOS(i,j,k) is the SOS value of voxel (i,j,k) that is obtained from the SOS map 
previously calculated, and l(i,j,k) is the exact path length of the US scan line into voxel 
(i,j,k), calculated using an algorithm developed by Siddon (Siddon, 1985) and imple-
mented by Christiaens (Christiaens et al., 1999 ). These algorithms were developed to 
calculate the exact radiological paths through a pixel or voxel space for the reconstruc-
tion of medical images.  
 A reverse mapping approach was then used: for each voxel of the US matrix 
volume the correct source location for the brightness value to be associated to the 
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considered voxel was determined. The localization procedure was performed as 
follows: 
1. For voxel (i,j,k) centered in P2 (as shown in figure 4c), the line of view connecting 
the origin O with point P2 was defined. 
2. In the SOS matrix all the intersections between the scan line and the voxel sides 
were determined, obtaining an array of increasing distances from the origin O (dn-
3, dn-2, dn-1, dn in Fig. 4a). 
3. From the SOS matrix the SOS values of each traversed voxel (SOS(i-2,j-1,k), SOS(i-
1,j-1,k), SOS(i-1,j,k) in Fig. 4a) were determined. 
4. The value of the path length into each SOS voxel is given by the difference of two 
adjacent distance values of the array, for example in figure 4a: l(i-2, j-1,k) = dn-2 - 
dn-3. 
5. Using Eq. 6.4 the contributions of all the voxels encountered along the scan line 
are summed, until the point P2 is reached:  
−
=
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1
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n
g
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g dl
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6. As the condition in Eq. 6.5 becomes false, the process is stopped and the distance 
(dcorrn) at the next iteration step is determined with Eq. 6.7; 
7. The exact position of point P1 (shown in figure 4b) corresponding to P2 in the US 
volume can be calculated exploiting the proportion between the distances d and 
dcorrn from d
corr
n-1. The position of P1 can then be calculated with the following ex-
pression: 

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(6.8) 
8. The brightness value to be associated to point P2 was then calculated starting from 
point P1, as a weighted interpolation of the brightness values of all its eight neigh-
boring voxels. 
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Fig. 4: a) The SOS matrix, shown in a 2D representation. The path lengths in the SOS matrix (colored seg-
ments) are calculated from the intersection points di of the LOV with the voxel edges. b) The beam path in 
the US matrix, with the point P1 plotted where the correction is going to be calculated. c) The US matrix with 
the corrected beam path, where the point P1 is repositioned to P2. 
 
Measurements 
The algorithm was written in the C language and the tests were performed in a Win-
dows 7 64-bit environment on a laptop equipped with a 8-core 2.3 GHz Intel processor 
with 16 GB RAM. For the execution time estimate, two separate steps can be consid-
ered: the time necessary for the determination of the FOV and of its origin; and the 
time required for the SOS correction procedure. The time required for the first step 
depends on the morphological procedures applied and on the number of planes 
analyzed for each US scan. For the cases considered in the article it ranges from about 
8 s, in case of no morphological procedures applied and about 35 analyzed planes; to 
about 40 s, in case of morphological procedures applied and about 60 planes analyzed. 
The second step is strongly dependent on the number of voxels to correct; the correc-
tion can be applied on 130000 voxels/s, with our hardware and software configuration. 
On average about 10 seconds were necessary for this second step. It has to be noted 
that the execution time can be significantly further reduced, since the algorithm is still 
in a prototype version and not completely optimized yet. Our goal would be, during 
the evolution of the prototype, to make the whole process last less than a second, for 
applications in real time imaging. This could be achieved carefully selecting the hard-
ware in order to enhance parallelization as much as possible; and, above all, finding 
alternative ways to identify the position of the origin, which is the most time consum-
ing, extracting it for example from the localization system of the probe.  
 The algorithm was tested on a set of 3D US and co-registered CT images scanned 
on a pelvic multi-modality phantom with anthropomorphic inserts with a constant SOS 
of 1540 m/s at 22°C. The SOS increase in the phantom is about 2.0-2.5 m/s for every 
degree C increase (information provided by phantom manufacturer). Since the meas-
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ured room temperature during the acquisitions was 24 °C, the phantom SOS value was 
estimated to be 1545 m/s.  
 To introduce an aberration, a layer with a different SOS value was created placing 
a plastic container on top of the phantom (see Fig. 5), filled with either pure water 
(SOS of 1494 m/s (Grosso and Mader, 1972)), sunflower oil (SOS of 1465 m/s (Wang et 
al., 2004)), or 17% saline solution. Different sources report different SOS values for this 
solution: from 1600 m/s (OndaCorp, 2003) to 1665 m/s (Al-Nassar et al., 2006) and 
1684 m/s (Kleis and Sanchez, 1990). We used a SOS value of 1665 m/s, in accordance 
to our own experimental measurements performed at MAASTRO Clinic and at Azienda 
Ospedaliera "Maggiore della Carità", comparing the distances measured on US images 
of phantoms filled with 17% saline solution with the same distances measured on the 
co-registered CT scan. The values are reported at a temperature of 24 °C and the 
thickness of the liquid layer seen by the probe was about 40 mm to obtain a measura-
ble shift in the distances.  
 The curvilinear transducer was kept at a fixed height by a support, allowing a 
rocking motion around the contact point (Fig. 5a). The liquids were poured into the 
container until the transducer surface was completely covered, ensuring that no air 
was trapped underneath; this way shadow zones were avoided in the FOV. The dis-
tance between the central part of the probe and the phantom surface was 37 mm, 
measured with the probe in the vertical position. The rotation axis was not at the 
transducer surface but at the contact points between the probe and the support 
device, located on both sides of the probe surface at a distance of about 2.8 cm from 
the center of the transducers array; thus the distance between the transducer and the 
phantom was measured and then used for the correction for every slice used to check 
the results of the algorithm. Moreover, due to its curvilinear shape, the actual liquid 
thickness between the transducer and the phantom surface changes; this issue was 
disregarded in the calculations because it gives rise to variations of the second order 
with respect to the main correction. The measurements were performed holding the 
probe in the vertical position then rocking it around the contact points with the sup-
port until the whole prostate was imaged through the bladder. The scan procedure 
was similar to the clinical scan procedure (Fig. 5b).  
 Both the correction and the registration of the US and the CT images were per-
formed in 3D. The registration was a rigid image translation, based on the information 
provided by the whole image set. The delineated regions of interest (ROI) correspond-
ing to prostate and bladder were used as a reference. When visible in the US scan, the 
urethra was also used. Rotation and deformation were not applied: the introduced SOS 
aberration was generated only in the container on top of the phantom and then 
propagated inside with a constant value, since the material of which the phantom is 
made has a uniform SOS value of 1545 m/s (at 24°C), which is very close to 1540 m/s 
(value assumed by the US system) and so creates negligible aberrations. Therefore, no 
deformation or shift should happen while the beam traverses the phantom.  
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 Finally, the correction algorithm was applied to fifteen clinical prostate cancer 
cases, provided by three different hospitals to prove its general use and independence 
from scanning protocols and equipment.  
 
Fig. 5: a) The CIRS male pelvic phantom with on top the liquid-holding container, the probe and its support. 
The contact points (the left one is indicated by the arrow) are two notches on the sides of the probe. b) 
Superposition of the CT scan of the phantom with the liquid container on top and a graphic representation 
of the US FOV in a sagittal projection. The white line shows the axial plane along which the manual registra-
tion was performed. 
6.3 Results 
SOS correction 
The comparisons between the CT and US scans of the phantom with the added liquid 
container (Fig. 5) are shown on axial projections of the volumes and show a difference 
in the position of the organs in all the analyzed configurations (Fig. 6). 
 Figures 6a1-6c1 show in a split image the original US and CT scans for the different 
liquids. Figures 6a2-6c2 show the comparisons between the US scan after the applica-
tion of the algorithm and the CT scan for the three cases. After the correction the 
images show an excellent matching of the bladder-prostate region along all lines of 
view, with differences smaller than the intrinsic resolution of the CT scan (around 0.7 
mm in the axial plane). 
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 In this work, ‘shift’ indicates the translation needed to restore the correct match 
between images to compensate for SOS aberration. In Table 1 the “Measured shift” 
column reports for the three different liquids the measured shift of phantom struc-
tures, projected in the axial plane visualized, applied to register the US and the CT 
scans. The estimated uncertainties are around half the linear dimension of a pixel in 
the axial projection (square with a 0.7 mm side), because this is the accuracy with 
which the registration could be evaluated manually. In the “Calculated shift” column, 
the shift value calculated by the correction algorithm in the centroid of the prostate 
for the three configurations is reported.  
 Table 1 shows an excellent agreement between measured and calculated shifts. 
The measured shifts are the shifts necessary to fuse the original US scan with the 
coregistered CT scan, to compensate the effect of SOS aberration generated by the 
presence of the container filled with liquids with SOS values different than 1540 m/s; 
the calculated shifts are the shifts reported by the SOS correction algorithm. On the 
phantom the SOS aberration was introduced on purpose and isolated from other 
aberrations; here the algorithm produces a correction which is identical, within the 
accepted errors, to what would be manually done by an operator to restore the spatial 
registration between the imaging modalities. 
 
Table 1: In the second column the values of SOS at 24 °C for the three liquids used in the measurements to 
test the algorithm. In the 3rd column are reported the measured shifts to register the original US scan and 
the CT scan. In the “Calculated shift” column are the values of the cumulative shift calculated and applied by 
the algorithm to the prostate centroid. All the shifts are in the anterior-posterior direction (A-P), with 
positive sign when the shift is anterior and vice versa. 
 
 
Liquid [24°C] SOS (m/s)  Measured shift (mm)  Calculated shift (mm) 
Water 1494  1.4±0.4  1.1 
Sunflower oil 1460  2.0±0.4  2.0 
17% saline solution 1665  -3.2±0.4  -3.4 
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Fig. 6: Comparisons between the CT and the US images of the pelvic phantom, before (1: left column) and 
after (2: middle column) the application of the SOS aberration algorithm, and comparison between the US 
scan before and after the algorithm (3), in the case of water (a), sunflower oil (b) and 17% saline solution (c). 
Left to right parts of the phantom are matched. 
 
The SOS aberration correction algorithm was applied to fifteen clinical prostate cancer 
cases, for which CT and US co-registered scans were available. The scans were import-
ed and analyzed as 3D volumes in an in-house made visualization module (DataMind 
Srl, Udine, Italy). An example of superposition of CT and US scans before and after 
application of the correction is shown in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b respectively, in axial projec-
tion. The comparison of the US scan before and after the correction is shown in Fig. 7c. 
A map of the distribution of voxel shifts after the application of the SOS aberration 
correction is also plotted (Fig. 7d). After the correction, the center of the prostate 
shows an upward shift of 3.4 mm in this case. The position of the center of the pros-
tate was measured as the average of the proximal and distal wall positions at prostate 
maximum diameter on the line connecting the apex of the FOV of the US image and 
the voxels measured (Fig. 7e), along the LOV of the US system. 
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Fig. 7: An example of a prostate clinical case: Superposition in an axial projection of the CT scan with the US 
scan before (a) and after (b) application of the SOS aberration correction. (c) Comparison of the split US 
scans before and after the correction. (d) Map of the distribution of voxel shifts after application of the SOS 
aberration correction. (e) 3D visualization of US volume superimposed on the axial CT slice of the patient; in 
white, the LOV connecting the origin to the voxel where the correction has to be applied. 
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The same procedure was applied to the other clinical cases (Table 2), obtaining an 
average shift of 3.1±0.9 mm.  
 
Table 2: Shifts of the prostate center obtained as average of the proximal and distal wall positions at 
prostate maximum diameter along the LOV of the US system, for fifteen clinical cases.  
Patient Prostate shift (mm) 
1 2.7 
2 3.9 
3 1.3 
4 3.4 
5 2.9 
6 3.6 
7 2.1 
7 2.1 
9 4.3 
10 3.2 
11 4.9 
12 2.4 
13 4.1 
14 2.4 
15 2.8 
Average 3.1 
Standard deviation 0.9 
 
Initially we assumed that approximating the US scan volume with a truncated pyramid 
and the origin of the US scan lines with the apex of the pyramid would not lead to 
large systematic errors. These considerations were supported by the fact that the 
origin is only used to determine the direction on which the correction is performed. 
The magnitude of the correction is only given by the deviation of SOS values from 
SOSref on the LOV itself. To test these assumptions and evaluate the influence of the 
sensitivity of the results to the accuracy of the origin position we moved the pyramid 
apex, assuming a worst case scenario value of 10 mm, in the x, y and z directions from 
the calculated position, for all 15 clinical cases; then we evaluated the shift values of 
the center of the prostate (Table 3) for the different possible origin positions. The 
mean values for the different positions are reported in Table 3 (Row 11) for each 
clinical case. The difference between the mean values and the shift values obtained 
considering no displacement in the pyramid apex are of the order of 0.2 mm (Table 3, 
Row 12); this is an order of magnitude smaller than the SOS aberration correction and 
below the CT physical resolution.  
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Sensitivity analysis of the empirical parameters 
A detailed sensitivity analysis of the influence of the main empirical parameters used in 
the algorithm for the determination of the apex of the pyramid was also performed. 
For five different datasets, the following parameters were analyzed: the coefficient 
used to calculate the minimum number of points required for the determination of the 
pyramid's edges (named from now on “par0”); σ0 and k in [EQ. 6.1] (named “par1” and 
“par2”, respectively); and the minimum accepted distance value between the lines 
used for the determination of the vertices of the pyramid (“par3”). The values used are 
reported in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: Values of the parameters considered in the analysis: par0 = coefficient for the determination of 
minimum points per line; par1 = σ0; par2 = k; par3 = minimum distance between points of closest approach 
[mm]. 
Parameter Values 
par0 5, 6, 7, 8 
par1 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1 
par2 1.10, 1.15, 1.20, 1.25, 1.30 
par3 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 
 
Analyzing the distributions of the position of the apex for each dataset and for each 
combination of parameters, a clear clustering of the points is evident. A fuzzy version 
of the ISODATA k-means algorithm, as proposed in (Dunn, 1974), was used to identify 
the clusters. In Fig. 8 the clusters, for the dataset for patient number 9, are shown. 
Then, for each dataset, only the cluster closer to the real apex of the pyramid (deter-
mined by visually inspecting a 3D volume rendering of the dataset) was selected. The 
parameter combinations of the points belonging to this cluster were determined. An 
intersection among all the sets corresponding to the parameter combinations produc-
ing points in the chosen cluster for the five patients was then performed. 
 The final parameter combinations resulting from this selection are reported in Fig. 
9, in the parameter space. Varying par0, keeping the other parameters fixed in differ-
ent configurations, did not show any influence on this study, so it was not reported.  
 The first important observation is that the parameter values initially selected for 
our implementation are among the valid combinations for a correct determination of 
the pyramid’s apex. It is also interesting to notice that the algorithm is robust with 
respect to the choice of these parameters: in Table 5 the average statistical values 
referred to the selected clusters are reported, showing that the size of these clusters is 
one order of magnitude smaller than the shifts tested in Table 3. This means that every 
variation of the parameters generating the points within the cluster will produce a final 
shift in the position of the target much smaller than what already found acceptable 
previously. 
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Fig. 8: Geometrical distribution of the pyramid’s apex position for patient 9 dataset and for each combina-
tion of parameters (Table 4); in (a) projection on the axial plane, in (b) along the sagittal plane. Three clusters 
were recognized for this patient using the algorithm prosed by (Dunn, 1974); the dimension of the cluster 
chosen as closer to the actual pyramid’s apex are very small with a radius slightly larger than 1 mm. 
 
 
Fig. 9: Distribution in the parameters’ space of the points related to the combinations reported in Table 4, 
belonging to the chosen cluster for all the 5 analyzed datasets. In (a) the 3D plot; in (b)-(d) the three projec-
tions on the paired parameter planes. The values initially used, after trial-and-error investigation, for σ0 and 
k (par1 and par2, respectively) were 1.7 and 1.2: this pair is among the valid ones (upper right plot). It is also 
proven to be robust: it is in fact surrounded by other valid values, so also small variations in the picked 
values would still give reliable results. 
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Table 5: Mean distance from the chosen cluster center of the apex position distribution; root mean square 
(RMS); maximum distance from the cluster center; and distance of the apex positions used in Table 2 from 
the cluster center position.  
Patient 
N 
Mean distance  
[mm] 
RMS  
[mm] 
Maximum distance  
[mm] 
Distance of apex position from  
the average position [mm] 
5 2.2 2.6 6.9 1.8 
7 1.0 1.2 2.6 1.9 
9 1.0 1.1 2.0 1.1 
11 1.1 1.2 2.3 1.6 
14 1.1 1.4 4.3 1.7 
6.4 Discussion 
The average shift shown in Table 2 matches to a good extent the discrepancies report-
ed by (Johnston et al., 2008), Table X, between US imaging and other verification 
imaging modalities. These discrepancies can possibly be explained by the SOS aberra-
tion, in good agreement with recent findings of our group (see, for example, (Fon-
tanarosa et al., 2012a)). The differences in shift values are almost entirely due to the 
relative importance of the amount of fat [1450 m/s (Mast, 2000)] tissue and urine 
content in the bladder [1520 m/s (Verma et al., 2005)] with respect to muscle tissue 
[1580 m/s (Mast, 2000)] overlying the prostate. Thus, it is not a linear function of the 
depth of the target (along the US transducer line of view), despite it being a cumulative 
effect, because of the possible compensations occurring between these tissues with 
very high and very low SOS values. Probe pressure is not known for being a significant 
reason for shifts change, mainly as the prostate scanning protocols in RT are very strict 
and require as little pressure and as little tissue displacement as possible. 
 It is important to highlight that the LOVs reconstruction presented in this work 
does not recreate the physical LOVs used by the 3DUS system to produce the US 
volume. These are almost impossible to derive from the final US volume as the con-
struction algorithm used by manufacturers is generally proprietary. Strictly speaking, 
the LOVs reconstructed in this work are the ones that would generate the given US 
volume if the information contribution received by the transducer, while receiving 
along a specific direction, only originated from that direction, and not from the entire 
FOV. US systems assume that, even though information from other directions is pre-
sent, the entire signal received derives from the direction along which it is received. 
This assumption creates some small errors and aberrations which affect the final 
accuracy of the image reconstruction; it is evident though that, despite this issue, the 
US images can be considered geometrically sufficiently reliable. Thus, since the geo-
metric reconstruction of internal structures is reliable and since the SOS aberration 
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correction must be applied along the LOVs, it is most convenient to work with these 
virtual LOVs. Moreover, our previous work shows clearly that the SOS aberration 
correction is robust with respect to small variations in tissue thicknesses and substitu-
tions (Fontanarosa et al., 2012b), as the ones generated by this issue. 
 The sensitivity analysis of the algorithm to variations of the empirical parameters 
used proved its robustness. Within the ranges determined in this article, their change 
does not significantly affect the position of the origin of the pyramid. The variations 
induced in the latter are always an order of magnitude smaller than those induced in 
the study reported in Table 3. 
 Differently from other fields, in radiotherapy US systems are used quantitatively to 
measure the absolute position of structures to ensure correct alignment with radiation 
beams. It is thus important to correct for SOS aberrations, which could be a source of 
systematic errors, limiting the accuracy of the measurements. 
 The availability of a co-registered CT scan in some 3D US systems for radiotherapy 
positioning applications allows for the creation of a SOS map from the density distribu-
tion of the imaged materials through an empirical relationship. This map can be used 
to correct SOS aberrations using a 3D algorithm that was presented in this work. Issues 
related to the applicability of a CT scan at the simulation stage at later times to derive 
SOS corrections are fully discussed in another article (Fontanarosa et al., 2012b) and 
play no role in the work presented here. 
6.5 Conclusions 
The SOS algorithm presented is a 3D extension to convex transducers of a 2D version 
previously developed for linear transducers by (Fontanarosa et al., 2011). The algo-
rithm was tested on a set of 3D US and co-registered CT images scanned on a pelvic 
multi-modality phantom, with three different liquids on top; the correction restores a 
match between the CT and the US scans identical to what would be obtained through 
a manual registration. 
 The test on clinical cases of prostate cancer patients shows an average shift of the 
prostate center position of 3.1±0.9 mm, which is in excellent agreement with pub-
lished work ((Johnston et al., 2008) and (Fontanarosa et al., 2012a)). In particular, our 
results confirm that the reported discrepancies between US and other IGRT methods, 
both in direction and magnitude, (see for example (Johnston et al., 2008)) can be 
largely explained by SOS aberration.  
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Abstract 
Segmentation of targets and organs at risk (OAR) in patient images used in radiothera-
py (RT) is a very delicate task as errors in this phase propagate systematically through 
the whole treatment course. Moreover, it is becoming more and more time demand-
ing since advanced treatment techniques, such as intensity modulated radiation 
therapy (IMRT), were introduced. To improve workflow efficiency, semi-automated 
contouring techniques were implemented in treatment planning systems, based on 
computed tomography (CT) imaging datasets. But information from this imaging 
modality is not always sufficient to provide the necessary accuracy, even for manual 
contouring. This led to the need of using multiple imaging modalities in this process. 
Until now, no real automated multi-modality segmentation algorithm was available. In 
this work we introduce a three dimensional (3D) cross-modality automated image 
segmentation algorithm based on CT and ultrasound (US) images. The algorithm can be 
trained and optimized on the characteristics of specific patient samples, becoming 
increasingly accurate with the size of the sample. We cross-trained and cross-tested 
the algorithm on sixteen prostate patients. The conformity between the automatically 
segmented prostate contours and the contours manually outlined by an expert physi-
cian on the CT-US fusion was assessed using the Mean Distance to Conformity (MDC). 
When only the CT scans were used the average MDC value was 4.5 (±1.7) mm; when 
also the US scans were considered, both the average and the standard deviation were 
reduced to 3.9 (±0.7) mm. In four cases, the MDC was above 5 mm for the segmenta-
tion on CT alone (up to 9 mm). In all of these cases the addition of US information 
reduced the MDC to 4.1 mm or less. The fully automated cross-modality algorithm 
provided therefore contours that always matched the manually outlined references. 
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7.1 Introduction 
Cancer Research UK (http://www.cancerresearchuk.org) estimated that about 900,000 
men worldwide were diagnosed with prostate cancer in 2008, accounting for almost 
one in seven (14%) cancers diagnosed in men. Radiotherapy (RT) is one of the primary 
treatment modalities for prostate cancer patients. An essential step in RT treatment 
planning process is the definition of the regions to be treated and of the organs at risk 
(OAR) to be spared. Segmentation (or contouring) of structures (regions of interest, 
ROI), in medical images is used to prepare radiation treatment plans, and to position 
the patient correctly in the radiation beams in image guided radiation therapy (IGRT) 
[1], [2]. Integration of imaging information from different modalities may help to 
segment structures that otherwise could not be detected on a single modality. In 
particular, for prostate, manual segmentation is a tedious task, prone to inter and intra 
observer variability. Automatic segmentation of anatomical structures from different 
imaging modalities could help reduce this variability and contouring time. 
 Recently, two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) prostate segmentation 
state of the art methodologies were reviewed [3]. In this work, the most common 
methods were classified into the following categories: contour- and shape-based 
methods; region-based methods; supervised and un-supervised classification methods; 
and hybrid methods. For prostate segmentation based on US scans, most of the algo-
rithms previously developed only segment structures in 2D [4-6]. For 3D image da-
tasets, contours are created on each slice separately. This leads to a partial use of the 
information provided by the whole volume and is likely to produce errors. In fact, even 
when the boundary curve obtained as the result of a single slice 2D segmentation is 
used as the starting configuration to propagate and adapt to nearby slices (e.g. [7]), 
the error introduced at each step could propagate to the following steps and compro-
mise the entire result.  
 CT imaging is the most widely used modality for segmentation in RT because it is 
required for dose calculation and therefore always available prior to treatment plan-
ning. Several automatic segmentation algorithms [2,8-11] have been implemented for 
CT images. They typically show low contrast between soft tissues and e.g. for prostate 
this means that the borders between bladder, prostate and seminal vesicles are often 
very difficult to distinguish. This leads in most cases to an intrinsic limitation in the 
features that can be used for a correct automated segmentation procedure.  
 The aim of the algorithm here presented is to make simultaneous use of the whole 
3D information available from each of the imaging techniques considered, CT and US; 
and, at the same time, to retrieve as much information as possible from the combina-
tion of the two imaging modalities to use in the segmentation process. 
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7.2 Materials & Methods 
7.2.1. Datasets and instrumentation  
Sixteen clinical prostate cancer cases were provided by three different hospitals: one 
from MAASTRO Clinic (Maastricht, the Netherlands), four from Azienda Ospedaliera 
"Maggiore della Carità" (Novara, Italy) and eleven from CRO Oncologic Referral Center 
(Aviano (PN), Italy). For all of them, co-registered CT and 3DUS image datasets were 
available. All the patients were scanned with Clarity™ 3DUS Systems (Elekta, Stock-
holm, Sweden). These systems contain US stations equipped with optically tracked US 
probes: reflective markers are attached to the probes to track their 3D position and 
orientation during scanning, using an infrared camera. The position tracking compo-
nents are used to reconstruct a 3DUS image, relative to the coordinate system of the 
room. The scanning devices used convex transducers (type C5-2/60, center frequency 
3.5MHz, Sonix Series, Ultrasonix Medical Corporation, Richmond, BC, Canada). Various 
CT scanners were used (GE Medical System - LightSpeed Plus; GE Medical Systems - 
ProSpeed Plus; Siemens - Sensation Open). For each patient the prostate was manually 
segmented by an expert qualified clinician of the CRO hospital using both the CT and 
the US images. It is important to highlight that segmentation on US of deep seated 
organs such as the prostate, scanned trans-abdominally, can be considered quantita-
tively accurate in this study because, prior to outlining the contours, a speed of sound 
(SOS) aberration correction was applied. It was previously showed [31,32] that im-
portant errors (up to 4 mm or more) can occur, and that the implemented correction 
restores a correct distance measurement [12,33]. 
7.2.2. Data representation  
7.2.2.1. Input data 
Co-registered CT and US images were exported from the Clarity system via the DICOM 
protocol. The Clarity software provides clinical US volumes re-sliced and re-sampled 
along the CT scan axial planes. The proposed segmentation algorithm works on 3D 
volumes while the exported data are organized in axial slices. A procedure previously 
developed by us [12] was therefore used to obtain a 3D volume (Volume) from the 
original planes.  
 A convenient syntax to represent patient imaging data is:  
}0,{ NMmVolumePatient m
NM ≤<=  (7.1) 
with NM the number of imaging modalities. 
The p-th testing/training case for target segmentation can thus be described as: 
},Reference{PatientTPatient p
NM
p
NM
p =  (7.2) 
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where Referencep is a manually segmented contour for the target. 
 It must be noted that, similar to the volume data, also the reference contour data 
should be preprocessed converting them from the original representation (a DICOM RT 
contour sequence [13]) to the data structure used by the segmentation algorithm 
(defined in section 7.2.2.2.). In the remaining sections Referencep refers to the latter 
representation.  
 A testing or training set can then be expressed as: 
}0,{ NPpTPatientTDataSet NMp
NM
NP ≤<=  (7.3) 
with NP number of cases within the set. 
According to the previous definitions, the set of volumes used in this work can be 
expressed as TDataSet216 with: 
},{2 USCT VolumeVolumePatient =  (7.4) 
7.2.2.2 Polar Defined Convex Volume  
To properly describe the 3D region suitable to represent the treatment target, a data 
structure was introduced with the following characteristic: it should show surface 
concavities only along the radial direction in a spherical coordinate system, with the 
origin in the center of mass (COM) of the region (as in the left panel of Figure 1).  
 
 
Figure 1: Two examples in 2D projections on planes containing the centers of mass of segmented regions.In 
a spherical coordinate system with the origin located in the centre of mass of the region, in (a) every 
possible segment along the radial direction crosses only one time the surface; and in (b) multiple crossings 
happen. The data structures used in this work must be of the (a) type, in 3D, meaning the property must 
hold true for every possible plane containing the COM. 
 
In this representation the region to contour is identified by a collection of points on its 
surface. These points are identified by vectors with origin in the centre of mass of the 
region and length defined by the distance from the origin to the surface. These vectors 
should be spaced with a uniform angular sampling. This constraint avoids the loss of 
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descriptive accuracy of different surface areas of the target during the segmentation 
process.  
 This data structure will be referred to as Polar Defined Convex Volume (PDCV) and 
consists of the following sub-structures (see Figure 2): 
–  A reference coordinate system S with origin o(x,y,z), positioned in a point 
which satisfies the characteristics described previously, in particular a convex de-
scription of the surface.  
–  A fixed base of unit vectors (versors) vi(x,y,z) evenly distributed on the surface 
of a unit sphere (the procedure for the generation of these versors is described in 
Appendix A1).  
–  A list of positive real scalar coefficients ci, associated with the versors vi, that 
determine the distance between the origin and the surface points of the region, 
along each direction. 
 
 
Figure 2: Representation of the surface of the region to contour as a set of vectors (pi). These vectors have 
origin in o(x,y,z) and length defined by their intersection with the surface. Their number can vary (see 
Appendix A1) according to the accuracy with which the surface must be determined, and their directions are 
uniformly distributed along the solid angle around the origin. In the figure, the origin of the data structure is 
shown with respect to the origin of the original imported DICOM image datasets ov(x,y,z), and some versors 
uniformly spaced are shown. 
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The PDCV is therefore defined by the collection of the vectors: 
iii c vp =  (7.4) 
which locate the points on the surface of the region along the versor vi, in the refer-
ence system S. 
 In the original reference system Sv, defined by the imported DICOM dataset vol-
ume (dashed lines, Figure 2), the vectors are defined as: 
ii
v
i c vop +=  (7.5) 
To define the shape of the PDCV it is therefore only required to change the scalar 
coefficients ci, while its global repositioning requires only the update of the origin o 
with respect to oV. 
 The PDCV structure supports also important types of derived Look-Up Tables (LUT) 
such as the calculation of the normal direction to the surface.These were pre comput-
ed during the initialization phase to increase the process speed (for a detailed descrip-
tion, see Appendices A2 and A3). 
7.2.3. Workflow  
The algorithm is composed of a first initialization phase followed by an iterative phase 
aimed at producing a PDCV as similar as possible to the features recognized as the 
border of the target. All the phases are completely automated. 
7.2.3.1. Initialization 
During the initialization a PDCV with a spherical shape (hereafter indicated as 
PDCVinit) is automatically positioned near the area of interest. In the case of US co-
registered on CT, the main bone structures are automatically found beforehand using 
the CT scan information by means of the Maximally Stable Volumes (MSV) algorithm 
[14].Then the spherical PDCVinit is positioned between the femoral heads. The radius 
is determined by an expansion procedure limited by the same bone structures. 
7.2.3.2. Iteration 
In the iterative phase, at each step the shape of the PDCV (through the ci parameters, 
Eq. 5) and the center (o, Eq. 6) are changed; so at the nth iterative step the PDCV origin 
is updated as follows: 
][]1[ nn transloo =+
 (7.7) 
where: 
transltransl ooo δδ +−= )1(  (7.8)  
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and translo  is the estimate for the new COM after the translation following the change 
in shape of the PDVC (as described in detail in the following sections). 
For the coefficients: 
][]1[ ncnc shapeii =+  (7.9)  
where: 
shape
i
smooth
i
shape
i ccc γγ +−= )1(  (7.10)  
smooth
i
feat
i
smooth
i ccc ββ +−= )1(  (7.11)  
feat
ii
feat
i ccc αα +−= )1(  (7.12)  
and featic , 
smooth
ic , and 
shape
ic are the estimates for the new values of the coefficients 
after the search and adaptation to the image features, after smoothing and after 
conforming to the statistical shape derived from the manually contoured dataset, 
respectively.α, β, γ, δ∈ [0,1] are weight parameters normalizing the iterative equation; 
α, β, γ, δ may vary at different time points of the global segmentation process: we will 
therefore call α0, β0, γ0, δ0 the initial values, and αd, βd, γd, δd the values of their relative 
changes, that contribute to modify the current values of parameters at each iterative 
step,as follows: 
αn+1 = αn * αd, βn+1 = βn * βd, δn+1 = δn * δd, γn+1 = γn * γd. (7.13)  
Therefore the configuration of the iterative phase of the algorithm can be defined as 
the set: 
ddddConfig δγβαδγβα ,,,,,,,: 0000=
 (7.14)  
that univocally identifies the forces that contribute to the change of PDCV in all the 
iterative steps. 
 The whole procedure is described in detail in the following sections and a 
flowchart of the proposed segmentation method is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Flowchart of the two phases (initalization phase and iterative phase) of the proposed segmentation 
method. 
 
7.2.3.3. Features  
The first iteration component uses the data available from the NM volumes associated 
with the case (PatientNMp) under analysis, to update the coefficients ci so that surface 
points pi
v and the areas adjacent to them show characteristics as close as possible to 
the target border. 
The reference model describing the features of the target border can be generated 
automatically by any training set whose elements TPatientNMp have a Referencep 
expressed in PDCV form. 
7.2.3.3.1. Features Extraction  
There are two major demands that the feature extraction mechanism must meet: 
– direct use of 3D data, 
– multimodality approach 
 
In order to meet these, two different transformations are applied: 
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– geometrical mapping from 3D to 2D, 
– transformation from data to features space. 
7.2.3.3.1.1. Geometrical Mapping from 3D to 2D  
The idea is to give a 2D description of the 3D problem. The approach currently used in 
the Clarity system (based on [15]) searches the 2D axial projections of the US volumes 
for the features corresponding to the prostate borders. Then it extrapolates to 3D 
reconstructions.This procedure reduces the accuracy of the procedure, as real 3D 
gradients are not considered. In this work, the whole 3D data are used. To explain the 
procedure, the 2D case is first considered: in the CT and US images in Figure 4 (Figure 
(a) and Figure (d)), from an initial structure (in this case the circle in light gray) the 
directions normal to the surface are identified (the small segments irradiating from the 
structures) and along each of those directions the gray levels are sampled and record-
ed. The amount of samples toward the internal and the external direction from the 
initial structure can be customized depending on the accuracy required. Then these 
levels are reported along columns maintaining the order in which they were recorded, 
from left to right. The final figure created is a stripe as the ones plotted in Figure 4(b) 
and Figure 4(e) for US and CT scans respectively. At the end, normalization is also 
performed to obtain an active background with the invariance properties necessary for 
a proper use of the algorithm (see Appendix C for details). 
 This transformation was adapted to the 3D case using the 3D directions normal to 
the surface for each point on the PDCV; since no natural order is now provided, as 
opposed to the 2D case, specific NLUTs are used to create the neighborhood schemes 
(see Appendix A2 and Appendix C for more detailed description of the procedure). 
 
 
Figure 4: (a), (d) US and CT Volumes; (b), (e) the stripes extracted and (c), (f) results of global normalization 
applied to them (Appendix C). The current PDCV border section is shown as a solid circular line. The exten-
sion of the stripe extracted is represented by the normal segments. 
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7.2.3.3.1.2. Transformation from Data to Features Space 
The active background, produced as described in the previous section, is then used for 
the search of locations that appear as similar as possible to those on the target border. 
The information is still separately extracted from the two modalities and thus cannot 
be used directly in this estimate. The fundamental step in solving this issue is the 
reduction of this compound information to a common space of features. The features 
extracted must be generic enough to be meaningful for each modality and, at the 
same time, as much distinctive as possible to characterize structures that could be 
present on or around the border of the target. To this end we have chosen, similarly to 
what introduced for example in [5,16], the Gabor features [17], that were proven to be 
good descriptors for both edges and blobs. Edges are defined as points in a digital 
image at which the image brightness changes sharply. Blobs instead are the points 
which show some similarities with respect to surrounding areas. Specifically we used a 
monodimensional (computed along the surface normal direction of the PDCV) mul-
tiscale Gabor Detector. To further characterize every point of the active background 
with features that represent not only structures present on its location, but also in 
locations close to it along the normal to the PDCV, we introduced the concept of 
topological multiplicity: this associates to each point u (u=u0 in 5) of the active back-
ground also features extracted from points at fixed distances to it. 
 
 
Figure 5: For every point u=u0 in a stripe, the concept of topological multiplicity implies that also points at 
fixed distance (u-2, u-1,u+1, u+2) are considered for features extraction. 
 
The adaptation to multimodality is implemented by concatenating features extracted 
for each point not only on the specific modality where the point belongs (e.g. CT). 
Features are extracted also from the correspondent points (in space) on the other 
modalities available (in our case, e.g., US). The characteristic vector for the point u of 
the active background, defined feature vector fv,can therefore represent different 
sized edges and blobs present not only over u but also in its vicinity from all the modal-
ities, and inter-relate them. The set of these vectors forms the space of the features 
{fvi} (see Appendix D1 for more formal specification and further details). 
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7.2.3.3.2. Model and Training 
In the training phase, for each case TPatientNMp the target boundary points are identi-
fied from the corresponding contour dataset Referencep, represented in PDCV form. 
The fv are extracted for these points and inserted in the training space of the features 
{fvi}. From this set, since the Gabor filter is scale invariant, a direct comparison be-
tween the different fvi is possible and an average vector fv
avg can be calculated. A 
metric can then be derived (as described in Appendix D2) with the Mahalonobis Dis-
tance [18] Distmodel which measures the deviation of a generic fv from fvavg, taking into 
account variances and covariances of vector components in the training set. The 
trained model is composed by fvavgand the metric. If a larger and more complex train-
ing dataset is available the simple linear training/prediction method used in this work 
can be easily replaced with the use of the well-known Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
methodology, which can describe the true positives clusters in the training set more 
accurately. A suitable implementation is described in [19].  
7.2.3.3.3. Prediction and Update 
During the iterative phase, an estimation is provided of the shift that must be applied 
to each point of the surface of the current PDCV, moving it to the location of maximum 
conformity with the trained model. In the first step, the features are extracted from 
each point u of the active background using the current PDCV. Then for each of these 
points the prediction function Distmodel(fv) is applied to the fv associated with u. The 
resulting values are used to fill a mask of conformity PImask that has the same dimen-
sions as the stripes of the active background. The PImask provides a concise representa-
tion of how much the data appear similar to what is expected for the border of the 
target, according to the trained model. As each column u of PImask corresponds to a 
specific location pu = cuvu, on the surface of the current PDCV and each row v reflects 
the normal displacement from the boundary, for each column the vertical coordinate 
vmin(u) was selected such that the value PI
mask (u = (u,v)) was a minimum over the 
column. Using the reverse mapping of coordinate v from the stripe space to the nor-
mal displacement v' in the original 3D space (see Appendix C), the estimated increment 
for the coefficient cu associated with point pu was calculated as the projection of the 
vector vmin'(u)lu positioned along the normal lu to the surface in pu along the radial 
direction vu (see Figure 6): 
uuu uvc vl ⋅=Δ )('min  (7.15) 
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Figure 6: Estimated increment Δcu for the coefficient cu calculated as the projection of the vector vmin'(u)lu 
positioned along the normal lu to the surface in pu along the radial direction vu. 
 
Replacing the index u with i, which refers to the unit vector base of PDCV, we obtained 
the update estimate ci
feat of each coefficient ci: 
ii
feat
i ccc Δ+=  (7.16) 
And, consequently, the coefficient values of the PDCV were updated as in Eq. 7.12 and 
the following iteration can start. 
7.2.3.3.4. Classes specialization 
Particular attention should be paid to the fact that, due to the PDCV formulation, 
points on its surface may exhibit different characteristics depending on the border 
area they belong to; this can result in a feature vectors set {fvi} composed of signifi-
cantly different elements, possibly clustering. The solution we adopted is to subdivide 
the surface of the PDCV in classes or zone-based areas as described in Appendix B and 
develop a different training/prediction model for each of these classes separately. This 
extension can then adjust to and differentiate for different surface areas according to 
the different characterizations of the target border. More details on the implementa-
tion of this feature are given in Appendix E.  
7.2.3.4. Smoothness 
If the target border is visible in the stripe in a specific iteration, the PDCV points will 
converge to it. But if, especially in the first iterations, it is not yet included, they will 
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converge independently to local minima, possibly far from each other, resulting in an 
irregular description of the region surface. Moreover, there might be pairs of surface 
points in the PDCV structure that, although close together, belong to different surface 
classes. Even if the features extracted along the normal to the two points are likely to 
be similar, due to the different models used in the evaluation, it is not granted that for 
each of these pairs the positions of their minimum in the estimation of conformance to 
the respective model are close to each other, possibly producing too steep edges on 
the surface of the final PDCV or, in the worst case scenario, discontinuities. 
 A solution that handles these two phenomena simultaneously, thus gaining a 
surface form less irregular and without the presence of false edges, consists in the 
introduction of an iterative smoothing component operating on the PDCV right after 
the features component (Eq. 7.11). This component adds a weighted contribution in 
each point pi
v of the surrounding features, where the weight is proportional to the 
distance from the point relative to the feature component. See Appendix F for the 
technical details of the implementation. 
7.2.3.5. Shape 
The smooth iterative component cannot guarantee a sufficient PDCV smoothness 
without eventually inducing its shape to a spherical configuration. An iterative compo-
nent that influences the PDCV shape to change toward more appropriate configura-
tions is required. 
 The shape of the target can be statistically deductible from the manually segment-
ed training set ({Referencep}) already adopted for the development of feature models 
and a reference shape model from the training set can be generated. Details of the 
implementation are in Appendix G. The shape iterative component acts once more 
only on the PDCV scalar coefficients ci
smooth resulting from the previous components. 
The estimate ci
shape for each coefficientis the value that should have the ith coefficient 
to match the same degree of local convexity as the corresponding item in the model 
calculated from the training set. 
7.2.3.6  Origin Update 
All the updates to the structure of the PDCV involved only the ci scalar factors, and 
therefore the shape and extent of the region represented. But the placement of the 
region as a whole, described by the origin o of the reference system, was not explicitly 
involved. Moreover, the same origin o, as a result of the changes made to the surface 
points pi (induced by ci coefficients changes), is no longer the COM of the PDCV sur-
face. 
 It is useful to define the point: 
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

=
PDCV
PDCV
shape
i
shape
1
p
COM  (7.17) 
as the COM for the surface points: 
shape
ii
shape
i c*vop +=  (7.18) 
calculated after the changes made during the previous iterative components.The 
deviation vector μ, between the origin and the COM at this stage of the iterative 
step,can be defined as: 


=−=
PDCV
PDCV
shape
ii
shape
c
1
*
:
v
oCOMμ  (7.19) 
That is, as shown in Figure 7, a synthetic representation of the global translational 
motion of the PDCV toward the target area. The translation of the PDCV was then 
implemented as the normalized iterative minimization of μ. The consistency of the 
PDCV structure and the positioning of surface points in local minima are therefore not 
mandatory during the individual iterations, but only at convergence. 
To this end, we defined the estimate of maximum variation allowed to the origin 
during an iterative step as: 
shapetransl COMo =  
(7.20) 
where COMshape is computed as in Eq. 16. The center o of PDCV was then updated by 
this component accordingly with Eq. 8; in this case, each step in the update is the 
corresponding step in the iterative minimization of μ, with δ as weight parameter. 
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Figure 7: Deviation vector μ between the origin o and the COM at one stage of the iterative step. At this 
iteration, the PDCV (light grey) shape is changed to conform to the target (dark grey) features and, after 
that, the origin position is moved accordingly, based on the change of the COM of the structure. 
 
7.2.4. Optimization and Testing 
In order to take advantage of all the patient cases available, we used a cross validation 
approach: given the test case TPatientNMp, the set on which the features and shape 
components were trained was formed by all the remaining patient cases in the testing 
set: 
{ TPatientNMt , 0 < t ≤ 16, t ≠ p }. (7.21) 
7.2.4.1. Metrics 
The simplest metric that can be used in assessing the results is the Conformity Index 
(CI), whose value for each training case TPatientNMp and each configuration takes into 
account the percentage of overlap between Referencep and the resulting produced 
contour (Resp). A more sophisticated and meaningful metric that takes into account 
also the conformity between the shapes described by Referencep and Resp, is the 
Mean Distance to Conformity (MDC) [20]. The latter metric was used to estimate the 
accuracy of the segmentation obtained by the iterative algorithm.  
7.2.4.2. Configuration optimization 
The first step to optimize the iterative process is the estimation of the best configura-
tion for the iterative parameters <α0, β0, γ0, δ0, αd, βd, γd, δd > on the available testing 
set. Given a basic configuration consisting of a specific selection of the eight parame-
ters: 
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d
base
d
base
d
base
d
basebasebasebasebasebaseConf δγβαδγβα ,,,,,,, 0000=  (7.22) 
a search collection of 38 configurations is built: this collection is created considering for 
each single parameter a search interval Δpar and the derived set of three possible 
values {parbase - Δpar, parbase, parbase + Δpar}. The optimization process consists in 
running the iterative algorithm on all the test cases for each configuration in the 
search collection; this way the segmentation results are obtained with the associated 
compliance indices MDC. Therefore for each possible configuration in the search 
collection a numerical value of global compliance can be computed by summing the 
compliance of each test case for the given specific configuration. In conclusion the best 
configuration is estimated simply by finding the minimum value among all the MDC 
computed this way over the search collection of configurations under analysis.  
 The resulting configuration is: 
},,,,,,,{min
,,,,,,,
0000
,,,,,,,
0000
0000
dddd
d
opt
d
opt
d
opt
d
optoptoptoptoptopt
MDC
Conf
dddd δγβαδγβα
δγβαδγβα
δγβαδγβα
==
 (7.23) 
A progressive refinement of this procedure involves its re-application with Con-
foptreplacing Confbase and possibly narrowing the search intervals Δα0, Δβ0, …  
7.2.4.3. Testing 
In the testing phase, the algorithm was run with the optimized parameter configura-
tion (Eq. 21) on all the cases of the testing set TDataSet216 using the cross validation 
approach previously described. Then MDC indices were calculated for each case. For 
sake of completeness, also the CI values were calculated and reported. This procedure 
was repeated using either a single modality (with CT scan as unique input volume) or 
multiple modalities (using both US and CT).  
 This way it was possible to compare the results obtained, checking under what 
conditions and to what extent the use of multi-modality segmentation can be consid-
ered advantageous. 
 The algorithm was written in the C language and the tests were performed in a 
Windows 7 64-bit environment on a laptop equipped with a parallelized 8-core 2.3 GHz 
Intel processor with 16 GB RAM.  
7.3 Results 
7.3.1. Configuration optimization results 
The coefficients obtained by applying the optimization process described in Section 
7.2.4.2 on the testing set are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Coefficent values obtained by applying the optimization process on the available testing set. 
α0opt β0opt γ0opt δ0opt αdopt βdopt γdopt δdopt 
0.40 0.30 0.21 0.40 0.96 0.985 1.01 0.985 
 
These results confirm what was previously qualitatively hypothesized, in particular: 
– In the initial phase a high degree of freedom in the translation of the COM (δ0opt = 
0.40) as well as a large impact of the features-dependent component (α0opt = 0.40) 
if compared with shape normalization (γ0opt = 0.21) and smoothing (β0opt = 0.30) is 
expected. This means that in the early iterations PDCV moves fast toward the tar-
get area mainly driven by the features extracted from scanning volumes but not 
taking too much into account the surface regularity and conformity of the surface 
shape with the model (iterations from 0 (Figure 8 (a)) to 8 (Figure 8 (b))). 
– In a central stage, while maintaining a medium degree of freedom of motion of 
the COM, the influence of features is increasingly mediated by the constraint on 
surface regularity (αdopt= 0.96 vs βdopt = 0.985) and especially on its shape con-
formity to the model (αdopt= 0.96 vs γdopt = 1.01). At this stage however, the effect 
of surface regularity is still greater than the shape conformity because of the start-
ing values of their coefficients β0opt= 0.30 e γ0opt = 0.21. This can be interpreted as 
the need to extend compatibility between the PDCV (which has been translated at 
least partially on the target area) and the structural characteristics of the target, 
looking for other areas where relevant features are detected to ensure a good 
prediction also for those surface points belonging to classes not yet identified (it-
erations from 8 (Figure 8 (b)) to 32 (Figure 8 (c)) and from 32 to 56 (Figure 8(d))). 
In the final stage the freedom of movement of the COM is very low as well as the 
impact of the smoothing component. The shape conformity component becomes the 
most important (βdopt, δdopt = 0.985 vs γdopt = 1.01). The first observation is justified 
considering that at this stage the PDCV should have achieved the right placement and 
does not require further global movement. The second is justified considering that, if 
during early iterations a rough shape of a spherical type was sufficient for the purposes 
of global positioning, this phase requires a greater refinement and shapes more com-
patible with the structural constraints of the target itself. In addition, the shape com-
ponent provides implicitly a certain degree of surface regularity that is sufficient to 
counterbalance the local effect of features without the smoothing component (itera-
tions from 56 (Figure 8 (d)) to 104 (Figure 8 (e))). 
 
Finally, in Figure 9, the result obtained is shown (white contour) compared to the 
manually contoured reference (black contour) along the three main projections for the 
CT and US images of one patient. The position, extent and shape of the automatic 
segmentation correspond very well to the manually contoured target, with the only 
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exception the polar regions (z-axis) that are described by a curved profile in the seg-
mentation result instead of the flat cut present in the manual outline. This is probably 
only due to the latter having been created slice by slice:therefore discontinuitiesin 3D 
visualization not pertaining to the real target can be expected. 
 
 
Figure 8: Superposition in an axial projection of the CT scan with the US scan and with the results of the 
iterative segmentation process at iterations (a) 0, (b) 8, (c) 32, (d) 56 and (e) 104 in the case of optimized 
configuration. 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Co-registered (a1)-(a3) CT and (b1)-(b3) 3D US images in (a1), (b1) an axial, (a2), (b2) coronal and 
(a3), (b3) sagittal projections with superposed the manual segmentation (black contour) and the automated 
segmentation (white contour) obtained in the case of cross modality imaging (CT and US). 
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7.3.2. Testing phase results 
The average execution time was 8.6 seconds in the multimodality approach (4.9 
seconds for single modality). The number of iterations until convergence is about 150 
for an average time per iteration of 0.057 seconds. The results obtained in terms of 
MDC andCIforthe 16 cases of the testing set are compared in Table 2. The MDC and CI 
indices are reported both for the single modality (CT) and for the multimodality ap-
proach (CT+US). 
 
Table 2: For each patient , MDC values were calculated for CT only (second column) and for the combination 
CT and US (third column). Improvement is defined in the fourth column as MDCCT – MDCCT+US. In the remain-
ing columns the CI values are reported with the Improvement defined as CICT+US - CICT.  
Patient MDCCT  
(mm) 
MDCCT+US 
(mm) 
Improvement 
(mm) 
CICT  CICT+US Improvement 
1 4.7 4.1 0.6 0.46 0.54 0.08 
2 4.7 4.2 0.5 0.51 0.60 0.09 
3 2.8 3.5 -0.7 0.82 0.64 -0.18 
4 9.0 3.9 5.1 0.30 0.68 0.38 
5 4.3 4.5 -0.2 0.59 0.51 -0.08 
6 4.0 4.4 -0.4 0.65 0.59 -0.06 
7 3.5 5.5 -2.0 0.64 0.42 -0.21 
8 4.2 3.2 1.0 0.71 0.74 0.03 
9 4.8 4.4 0.4 0.70 0.67 -0.03 
10 2.0 3.3 -1.3 0.85 0.59 -0.26 
11 4.4 3.7 0.7 0.49 0.57 0.08 
12 5.8 3.0 2.8 0.47 0.71 0.27 
13 5.7 4.1 1.6 0.42 0.66 0.24 
14 3.3 3.5 -0.2 0.68 0.70 0.03 
15 6.6 4.1 2.5 0.33 0.55 0.22 
16 2.4 2.6 -0.2 0.72 0.69 -0.03 
Average 4.5 3.9 0.6 0.58 0.62 0.04 
Standard 
deviation 
1.7 0.7 1 0.16 0.09  
 
From a statistical point of view we can observe that: 
– The MDC mean value obtained for cross modality (<MDC>CT+US = 3.9mm) is lower 
than the one obtained using only CT scans (<MDC>CT = 4.5mm).  
– The MDC standard deviation for cross modality (σ(MDC)CT+US = 0.7mm) is consid-
erably lower than the one computed from the results obtained using only CT scans 
(σ(MDC)CT = 1.7mm). This means that the contribution of US compensates the lack 
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of information that in some cases in CT scans is manifested, making the segmenta-
tion process more stable and the whole algorithm more reliable. 
 
A more thorough analysis of the results shows how multimodality improvement is not 
uniformly distributed among all test cases: it is larger when the segmentation based 
only on CT is unsatisfactory (see Figure 10). This is due to the complementarity of the 
data coming from US with respect to data coming from CT. In fact when the segmenta-
tion based only on CT gave already good results the additional ultrasound scan does 
not result in an appreciable change; but when data from the CT are insufficient and 
segmentation converges far from the right target border, US data provide missing 
information allowing the algorithm to significantly improve the final result (see Figure 
4). 
 
 
Figure 10: Improvement of MDC value, when both US and CT volumes are used for segmentation, as a 
function of the MDC values obtained using only the CT volume. 
 
To give a more exhaustive explanation of the possible causes for this behavior the 
following sections describe in more detail the results obtained in two specific cases 
that correspond to the worst and the best segmentations based only on CT.  
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7.3.2.1. Patient n.4 
In this particular worst case, the CT-based segmentation produced the largest MDC. 
Here, the information provided by the US scan provides the best improvement in MDC, 
from a value of 9.0 mm to 3.9 mm. 
 The reason can be inferred from Figure 4 that shows the results (white contours) 
obtained considering only the CT (Figure 4(a1)-(a3)) or both US and CT (Figure 4(b1)-
(c3)), individually compared to manual segmentation (black contours), and superim-
posed to the projections of the CT and US scans along the x, y and z axes. From Figure 
4(a1)-(a3) it can be noticed how the CT-based segmentation fails in determining the 
correct position along the z-axis. Information extracted from the CT scan does not 
show relevant features along this direction. But the additional data retrieved from the 
US scan provided the missing information: as it can be seen in Figure 4(c1)-(c3), the 
bottom surface of the target is clearly visible; the Gabor filters detect the edge fea-
tures from the US scan and the iterative process produces a correct segmentation 
identifying the correct location of the inferior surface of the PDCV. 
7.3.2.2. Patient n.10 
In this case the CT-based segmentation produces the best MDC of the cohort and the 
addition of US-based information produces a small worsening in MDC, from a value of 
2.0 mm to 3.3 mm. Again, the reason can be inferred visually (Figure 5). Here, as 
opposed to the previous case, the projection along the z-axis is more clear. In this 
situation the segmentation based on CT is almost perfect (Figure 5(a1)-(a3)). The 
additional use of US (Figure 5(b1)-(c3)) does not modify considerably the position of 
the superior and lateral borders of the resulting PDCV, but pulls upwards its inferior 
side. However this is not due to structural defects of the proposed algorithm, but 
rather due to the target being too close to the border of the US scan. In fact, the 
features used by the trained estimator come not only from locations on the surface of 
the current PDCV but also (due to the multiplicity concept, introduced in section 
7.2.3.3.1.2) from several locations along the normal to the surface. So the no-
significance area outside the valid US scan has a negative influence on the overall 
result by keeping the PDCV away from it. The maximum error introduced in this situa-
tion cannot exceed the extent of the multiplicity offset (section 7.2.3.3.1.2) that is 
directly dependent on the feature detector characteristics. In this case the worsening 
in the inferior target border delineation is just over one millimeter, on average. 
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Figure 41: Co-registered CT and 3D US images for the worst case in (a1), (b1), (c1) axial, (a2), (b2), (c2) 
coronal and (a3), (b3), c(3) sagittal projections with superposed the manual segmentation (black contour) 
and the automated segmentation (white contour) obtained in the case of (a1)-(a3) single modality (CT) and 
(b1)-(c3) cross modality (CT and US) for Patient n.4. 
 
 
Figure 52: Co-registered CT and 3D US images for the best case in (a1), (b1), (c1) axial, (a2), (b2), (c2) coronal 
and (a3), (b3), c(3) sagittal projections with superposed the manual segmentation (black contour) and the 
automated segmentation (white contour) obtained in the case of (a1)-(a3) single modality (CT) and (b1)-(c3) 
cross modality (CT and US) for Patient n.10. 
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7.4 Discussion 
Segmentation is increasingly becoming a crucial step of the RT workflow. It is involved 
not only at the planning stage, where reliable contours can make the difference be-
tween a positive or a negative treatment outcome; but also during treatment and 
post-treatment. There it is fundamental to have accurate comparisons to enable 
important decisions like adapting the treatment; or to evaluate the outcome, based on 
target contours before and after the treatment. The number of ROIs required in a 
modern IMRT or dynamic arc treatment can be very high, up to 40 or more [21]. This 
can be very time-demanding; so to combine the required accuracy with an efficient 
workflow, semi-automated and automated segmentation strategies were introduced 
(e.g.[22]). These techniques are until now all based on a single modality, CT imaging. 
Many are the known limitations of basing the contour outlining on CT scans alone, and 
this is why most hospitals now contour on multimodality datasets (CT/PET/MRI etc.). 
But no multimodality automated segmentation algorithms are yet available. We 
strongly believe this is the path to follow in the future, as complementary information 
is the key to enhanced reliability. Some attempts are ongoing in (semi)automated 
segmentation based on the combination PET-CT; but the information provided by US 
scans can be anatomical and/or functional and molecular, as opposed to PET scans 
where the anatomical information is limited (if not absent altogether, for non FDG-
based PET applications). In fact, US technologies such as contrast imaging, with con-
trast agents loaded with biological tracers, could potentially provide the highest 
imaging quality combined with biological information, customized on the target of the 
tracer. Many more advanced imaging techniques are already available to the US 
community which could add a valuable contribution both on the anatomical and 
functional sides, like contrast diffusion [23], harmonic imaging [24], vibro-
acoustography [25], elastography [26], tissue typing [27] etc. Evidence is already 
emerging that US can provide information similar to MRI [28], and that can provide 
information on patterns of relapse [29]. 
 Ideally, an automated segmentation algorithm should be able to independently 
make the best use possible of the information provided by all the different modalities 
available. We believe that the correct approach to achieve this final goal is the use of 
“intelligent” systems which can learn from experience as it is an extremely effective 
way to improve accuracy. Especially in a possible future scenario where learning can be 
distributed and, without the need to share actual data (among other reasons, for 
privacy), the algorithms can be “sent” to hospitals around the world and trained in situ 
using a potentially unlimited samples variability; therefore also obtaining the highest 
accuracy possible, being it dependent on the training sample size [30].  
 The quantitative conformity indices used in the study allowed: direct comparisons 
between the results obtained in each single test case from both execution modes; a 
statistical analysis of results obtained from the whole testing set for each execution 
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mode; and a comparison between global statistical results obtained from the two 
execution modes. This was used to demonstrate that our method is useful in those 
cases where the US images complement CT. In fact, for the patients where a CT scan 
alone was sufficient to achieve a good conformity, the use of US was not needed or 
even slightly undesirable. But, while a failing CT scan alone leads to an unacceptable 
result, the slight decrease in conformity introduced in some patients by the concomi-
tant use of US is always within acceptable thresholds. This indicates that, since in 
normal applications conformity comparisons cannot be performed (as there are no 
reference contours), the cross modality approach is always preferable.  
 The presented example of prostate is straightforward; but we can imagine the 
same level of advantage for liver, gynecological or kidney tumors, where significant 
contrast enhancements in US with respect to CT are present. Relatively simple tech-
niques (as the Gabor filters) were used in this work, but with larger datasets more 
sophisticated approaches can be attempted. Nevertheless, we were able to avoid the 
need for user intervention, creating a true automated method, where no initial seed or 
input is required, in contrast to the other methods available (which therefore should 
all be referred to as semi-automated). This was achieved as another result of the 
multimodality concept. These results fit in the RT workflow, where a CT scan is always 
necessary, as source of the density information for dose calculation. Other promising 
strategies, as for example those based on speckle patterns [31], could be integrated to 
enhance the outcome quality of the contours. 
 Our approach is natively 3D, simultaneously using information from all the voxels 
in the 3D CT and US volumes to create the contours. The algorithm has a more general 
formulation than strictly necessary for this study to make it seamlessly applicable to 
more than two modalities.  
7.5 Conclusions 
An algorithm for automated segmentation of the prostate in cross modality imaging 
with CT and US co-registered datasets was presented. The algorithm is fully automat-
ed, and uses an intelligent approach based on training. When the CT is sufficient for 
proper segmentation, meaning the distance between the manually contoured refer-
ence contour and the automatically generated is below a reasonable threshold, the US 
images don’t add accuracy to the segmentation process. But in all cases where the CT 
imaging was not sufficient, the US images complement and systematically reduce the 
distance. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A 
Appendix A1. Generation of a base of unit vectors 
The generation of the unit vectors of the base used in the procedure is given by a 
recursive normalized polyhedral subdivision process (following the procedure de-
scribed in [14]) which starts from six versors arranged along the fundamental axes {i, -i, 
j, -j, k, -k} and connected to form a triangular mesh. Any further subdivision adds a 
number of new unit vectors equal to the number of connections between vertices in 
the current distribution and a number of connections equal to 3 times the number of 
triangles in the current mesh. Therefore, the vector systems obtained at the 1st, 2nd, 
3rd, 4th . . . subdivision will have 18, 66, 258, 1026, . . . vertices respectively (Figure A1). 
In the proposed implementation we have chosen the 3rd subdivision with 258 vertices. 
 
Figure A1: Two iterations of the subdivision procedure applied to a normalized octahedron for the genera-
tion of the unit vectors.  
Appendix A2. Neighboorhood LUTs Definition 
Given a PDCV with a base formed by the unit vectors vi (x,y,z) and a positive integer k, 
for each i, we can define: 
}0,{ kjN jiji <≤== vn  (7.A.1) 
as the set of k-nearest (using Euclidean distance) neighbors of vi within the base. 
Following this definition, we can define Mi
v as the set of surface points whose associ-
ated unit vectors belong to Ni 
}0,:{ kjcM ijj
v
ij
v
i <≤+== nom  (7.A.2) 
Mi
v consists of the k-nearest neighbors of the surface point pi
v within the set of all 
surface points, using the angular distance relative to the center of the reference 
system associated with the PDCV. 
 This formulation is convenient for many reasons: 
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The number of neighbors for each unit vector vi or point pi
v is not fixed or constrained 
by structural aspects in the definition of PDCV, but can be chosen depending on cus-
tom needs.  
 Ni and Mi
v sets need not to be explicitly generated. It is possible to use for each i a 
Look-Up Table (LUT), named NLUTi, of the positions j of unit vectors vj within the base 
that belongs to Ni; or, equivalently, such that pj
v belongs to Mi
v. 
 Given a PDCV, you can define more than one neighborhood scheme associated 
with it: more than one NLUT instance can be created at the same time and associated 
with the same PDCV but with different values for k. 
Appendix A3. Computation of the Normal directions. 
Pre-computing a mapping NLutnormal with k = knormal for each surface point pi
v, an asso-
ciation to the set Mi
v
normal of its knormal surface neighbors is induced according to the 
previously described procedure. The unit vector li
v normal to the surface (Figure A2) is 
then calculated as the normalized eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue 
of the covariance matrix of x, y, z coordinates of the points that belong to the collec-
tion Mi
v
normal: in fact, the orthogonal basis of eigenvectors of this matrix is arranged 
such that the directions associated with two largest eigenvalues are those of maximum 
spatial variance. If the angular sampling of PDCV is sufficiently fine, these directions 
are arranged along the tangent plane to the surface at the point pi
v; then, for the 
orthogonality of the base, the remaining eigenvector is positioned along the normal. 
 
 
Figure A2: Example of a set of neighbors (Mivnormal) of piv. The unit vector liv is calculated as the normalized 
eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the points that belong to the 
collection Mivnormal. 
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Appendix B 
Classes Definition 
Another important concept related to the structure of the PDCV are the classes or 
membership areas for surface points: the segmentation might give more accurate 
results if the target is characterized differently according to the different sub-regions 
of the surface considered. The size and position of these areas are intrinsic features of 
the object to be segmented and are not related to the angular sampling used for the 
PDCV base of unit vectors which is, on the contrary, associated to the accuracy of the 
surface description. 
 To this end, alongside the fundamental base of unit vectors, it is possible to asso-
ciate to a PDCV one or more additional bases obtained with the same procedure used 
for the set of vi (polyhedral subdivision), but with a lower number of reiterations. 
 The unit vectors vj
I of this base are a subset of unit vectors vi and will induce a 
latter partition of the fundamental base into classes: 
}
{
baseclassesthewithinothereveryfor
thatsuchvC
l
k
l
ki
l
jiij
v
vvvv −≤−=
 (7.B. 1) 
A mapping CLUT of the unit vectors of the fundamental base in these classes can be 
pre calculated as in the case of NLUTs, with the further simplification that only one 
map of indexes on the whole PDCV is sufficient this time.  
Figure B1: Partition of the fundamental base into classes, representing different sub-regions of the surface. 
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Appendix C 
Geometrical Mapping from 3D to 2D  
We have adapted the original idea described in [1], where it was formulated in 2D to a 
more general 3D case; the segmented area contour could be described by any data 
structure (i.e. spline, levelset, . . . ) that represent a two-dimensional closed curve: 
)'(uCurv  (7.C. 1) 
with u' the curvilinear coordinate. 
 For any curvilinear coordinate u', it is possible to determine the direction n(u') 
normal to the Curv in u'; moreover for every real value v' it is possible to locate the 
point on the normal n(u') whose distance from Curv(u') is v' (Figure C1(a)). 
Thus: 
 dividing Curv(u') in U intervals of constant curvilinear length Δu', we can take an 
integer u in {0, 1,. . . . , (U-1)} such that the points u' = u Δu' define a sampling of the 
whole curve, 
 assigning a fixed range [-V0 * Δv', V1 * Δv'] for v' in which Δv' is a constant interval, 
we can choose v in {0,. . . . ,V0,. . . . ,(V0+V1)} such that the values v' = (v - V0) Δv' define 
a sampling along the normal direction, where V0 is the number of samples taken 
internally to the curve, while V1 is the number of samples taken externally. 
It is now possible to project the values of a stripe extracted around the curve from the 
slice, in a projection image (PI) of size [U; (V1-V0)] (Figure C1(b)) using the function: 
))('*))('())('(,(2:),( vvuuuuSliceInterpvuPI nCurv +=  (7.C. 2) 
with  
)(2 PointImage,Interp  (7.C. 3) 
being a function that performs a bilinear interpolation of the values from the reference 
image (Image) in the given point (Point). 
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Figure C1: (a) Two-dimensional closed curve Curv(u') with u' curvilinear coordinate describing the 
segmented area contour; (b) Projection of the values of a stripe extracted around the curve from the US 
slice, in an image of size [U; (V1-V0)].  
 
In order to adapt this transformation to the 3D case, we can simply use the character-
istics of the support structures described in the previous section.  
 In particular, the extraction of a stripe around the border of the current PDCV is 
performed taking the values from the reference volume Volumem using a trilinear 
interpolation function: 
Point)VolumeInterp ,(3  (7.C. 4)  
in the point: 
vu
v
u ∗+ Ip  (7.C. 5) 
with pu
v
 surface point and lu normal to the surface in pu
v and inserting them in the 
relative points inside the projection image through: 
))('*,(3:),( vvVolumeInterpvuPI u
v
u lp +=  (7.C. 6) 
Some points need to be clarified about this type of extension: 
– Since the u-coordinate indexes the unit vector base of the PDCV, it identifies 
points distributed on the surface of the structure with a constant solid angle, im-
plicitly sampling based on the structure itself, and not, as in the two-dimensional 
case, by an arbitrary amount Δu'. Similarly, the cardinality of the base will implicit-
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ly determine the U value concerning the extension [0, U] on which this coordinate 
could range. 
– On the series of samples extracted for u in {0, 1, … , U-1} no inherently spatial 
ordering is defined as it happens in the 2D case; therefore no concept of neigh-
borhood is given by default; however this gap can be easily overcome through the 
use of a specific NLUT (see section 7.2.2.2.). 
– The v-coordinate has the same characterization as in the 2D case, except that the 
normal two-dimensional unit vector n(u') is replaced by the normal 3D unit vector 
lu computed using the procedure described in the previous section. 
The PI so generated represents the source volume region that the current PDCV 'sees' 
and will provide the background for the extraction of features in the current iterative 
step. Its parameters have therefore the following meaning:  
– Δv' normal resolution. 
– V0*Δv' inner extension of the stripe. It represents the spatial sensitivity of a single 
iterative step inside the PDCV region. 
– V1*Δv' external extension of the stripe. It represents the spatial sensitivity of a 
single iterative step outside the PDCV region. 
This procedure is applied to all NM modalities generating the sequence of projection 
images: 
{ }NMmPIPI mNM <≤= 0,  (7.C. 7) 
As in the original formulation, the PIm are treated with a normalization procedure that 
involves two distinct components: 
– Global Normalization Ngl(PIm): PIm is normalized as a whole. This component 
introduces a certain degree of invariance with respect to the contrast and to the 
overall average level of the area under analysis and it aims not only at properly 
managing the intra modal comparison between volumes scanned with the same 
sensor type; but also at re-balancing the significance of the information coming 
from different modalities. 
– Local Normalization Nloc(PIm): PIm columns are individually normalized. This com-
ponent introduces a certain degree of invariance with respect to the strength of 
this signal in different surface areas of the analyzed region. 
The transformation applied on PIm can be expressed as: 
)(*)1()(* m
loc
m
gl
m PINPINPI Ω−+Ω=  (7.C. 8) 
Where: 
 Ngl(PIm) is the result of the global normalization,  
 Nloc(PIm) is the result of the local normalization and 
 Ω is the weight of the global with respect to the local normalization.    
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 An example of results of global normalization applied to the PIs associated to an 
US and a CT Volumes are shown in Figure C2. 
 
Figure C2: (a), (d) US and CT Volumes; (b), (e) Projection Images (PI) and (c), (f) results of global 
normalization applied to PI associated to US and CT Volumes. 
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Appendix D 
Appendix D1. Transformation from Data to Features Space 
We have chosen, (similarly to what has been done in [2,3]) the Gabor features [4], 
specifically customized.  
 The basic element of a Gabor filter applied to one point is the answer, expressed 
as a complex number, of the convolution of the data around the same point with a pair 
of sinusoidal functions in quadrature modulated by a Gaussian. From a signal analysis 
point of view, they correspond, respectively, to an edge and a blob detector. 
The one-dimensional version can be expressed as: 
2
2
2
2
),;( σλ
πλσ
xxi
eeGabor
−
=x  (7.D. 1) 
or, equivalently, with the couple: 
2
2
2
Re 2cos),;( σλπλσ
x
exGabor
−


=x  (7.D. 2) 
2
2
2
Im 2sin),;( σλπλσ
x
exGabor
−


=x  (7.D. 3)  
In practice, the wavelength λ of both sinusoids is made dependent on the standard 
deviation σ of the Gaussian, in such a way that the modulation reduces significantly 
the signal at x = ±λ; the resulting function is then only dependent from the parameter 
σ that represents the specific spatial scale to which the Gabor filter is sensitive. 
 The ability to select different values for this parameter allows the derivation of the 
more complex Gabor filters bank [5] with variable σ, that can be expressed as the 
multiple convolution operator: 
(.))*)(.;(.),*)(.;
(.),...,*)(.;(.),*)(.;(:)(
1Im1Re
0Im0Re
fGaborfGabor
fGaborfGaborfG
NSNS
S
−−
=
σσ
σσ
 
(7.D. 4)
 
with σ in (σ 0, … , σ NS-1) and NS number of scales used. 
 The detector obtained this way has a multi-scale expressiveness. 
 In the common formulation of multidimensional Gabor filters banks another 
parameterization can be done by changing the orientation of the sinusoidal compo-
nents. Anyway, in the proposed solution, the Gabor filter bank used is one-dimensional 
and acts along the vertical direction of PIm; or, which is the same, along the normal 
direction to the surface of the actual PDCV.  
 Therefore, for each modality, its application to the PIm produces the function: 
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SNTS
m VVuG ℜ→−×−= ],[]1,0[ 10  
))((:)( uu m
SS
m PIGG =  (7.D. 5) 
that associates to each point in the domain of active background u = (u,v) a feature 
vector of size NTs = 2 * NS. 
 To further characterize every point of the active background with features that 
represent not only structures present on its location, but also in locations close to it 
along the normal to the PDCV, we have introduced the concept of topological multi-
plicity. 
 From each point u0 = (u0,v0) in the domain of PIm the following series of points can 
be derived (Figure ): 
tuu Δ+= ii 0  (7.D. 6) 
where  
 Δt = (0, Δtv)  is the vertical spacing, 
 i ∈ {-T0, … , 0, … , T0}  is the index of topological multiplicity and 
 NT = 2 * To + 1  is its cardinality. 
 
 
Figure D1: Series of points derived from a point u0 = (u0,v0) of a PIm.  
 
The features extracted from each of the derived series points are concatenated into a 
single vector by defining, for each modality, the function: 
tNTt
m VVUG ℜ→−×−= ],[]1,0[ 10  
))((),...,(((:)( 1-NT0 uuu m
S
m
St
m PIGPIGG =  (7.D. 7) 
that relates to each point u=(u,v) in the domain of the active background a feature 
vector of size:  
NTt = NTs * NT = 2 * NS * NT. 
To make the final descriptor actually multimodal, the NM feature vectors, resulting 
from each Gtm, must be concatenated defining the unique function: 
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NFf VVUG ℜ→−×− ],[]1,0[: 10  
))(),...,((:)( 10 uu
t
NM
tf GGuG
−
=  (7.D. 8) 
that associates to each point u=(u,v) in the domain of the active background a feature 
vector of size: 
NF = NM * NTt = 2 * NS * NT * NM. 
Appendix D2. Model and Training 
The model characterizing the points on the surface of the target makes use of the 
Mahalonobis Distance [19], in the features space computed on the training set to 
estimate the conformity to the target border. 
 The following quantities are computed from the set { fvi } obtained in the training 
phase: 
- the average feature vector fvavg, 
- the set of deviations from the mean vector {dfvi} = { fvi - fv
avg
 }, 
- the covariance matrix mcov on the latter set,  
- the pseudo-inverse matrix minv of mcov. 
 From the matrix minv a metric can be derived on the space of features with a 
distance given by: 
ℜ→× ]0[: NFDistmodel  
Tavginvavgmodel fvfvfvfvDist )()()( 2 fvmfv −−==
 
(7.D. 9) 
which measures the deviation of the fv feature vector from the statistical average fvavg 
taking into account variances and co variances of vector components in the training 
set. 
 Thus the model is formed by the couple: 
},{ invavgModel mfv=  (7.D. 10) 
needed to implement the prediction function Distmodel. 
 It must be noted that the simple linear training/prediction method used in this 
work can be easily replaced if a larger and more complex training dataset is available. 
A suggested choice is the use of the well-known Support Vector Machine (SVM) para-
digm: a suitable implementation is described in [20]. This paradigm is able to handle 
non-linear complex functions in the feature space describing the true positives clusters 
in the training set more accurately. 
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Appendix D3. Feature Volume Space. 
From a developmental point of view, the features retrieved the modality stripes can be 
represented as a volume (see Figure ) describing the features space:  
ℜ→−×−×− ]1,0[],[]1,0[: 10 NFVVUVF  
f
f vuGfvuVF )),((:),,( =  (7.D. 11) 
with (Gf(u, v))f f-th component of G
f(u, v) and f feature index in the range [0,NF-1]. 
 
 
Figure D2: Volume describing the features space (VF). Sections along u and v axes correspond to the 
projected Images PIm. Sections along u and t axes, for v = V0, represent the features extracted from points on 
the PDCV border. 
 
This representation is computationally very convenient to avoid the overhead that the 
topological multiplicity concept introduced during the extraction phase: in fact once 
computed and stored inside the volume VF the features directly extracted from each 
point u0 = (u0,v0), no further Gabor filtering is required for the points of the series in 
(7.D.6), but only a data copy from appropriate locations.  
 During the training phase clearly only the features on the Referencep PDCV border 
are needed so that only the plane v = V0 in VF is filled; the feature vectors correspond-
ing to every different coordinate u = [0, U-1] are inserted into the set {fvi} used for 
training. 
 During the prediction phase, estimating each point conformity with the target 
border can be than simply implemented by means the function Distmodel(fv) previously 
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trained, that can be viewed as a reverse function that fills the conformity mask PImask 
with the same dimensions of the PIs from the Feature Volume data (Figure D3): 
)),((:),( vufvDistvuPI modelmask = . (7.D. 12) 
 
Figure D3: PImask built from the features volume VF and from the prediction function Distmodel.  
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Appendix E 
Classes Model Specialization  
Once a fixed partition of PDCV elements in a set of classes {Cj , with 0 ≤ j < nC}, with nC 
number of classes, has been pre-computed using the mapping CLUT, the following 
changes should be applied:  
– The single features model (7.D.10) is replaced by nC separate models 
nCjModel invj
avg
jj <≤= 0},,{ mfv  (7.E. 1) 
characterizing different areas on the target surface. 
– During the training phase, feature vectors extracted from the u coordinate in the 
v=V0 plane of the VF feature volume (7.D.11) are inserted in the set of training 
feature vectors associated with the model ModelCLUT (u), so they contribute only to 
the model associated with the class the surface point pu belongs to. 
– Similarly during the prediction phase feature vectors extracted from the point 
determined by coordinates (u,v) in the feature volume VF will be evaluated by the 
model ModelCLUT (u) referring to the class the surface point pu belongs to. 
The mask of conformity is then filled with:  
)(),( )( fvDistvuPI
model
uCLUT
mask
=  (7.E. 2) 
where : 
model
uCLUTDist )(  (7.E. 3) 
is the predictive function associated with ModelCLUT (u), while CLUT(u) identifies the 
class of the point pu according to its index u. 
 With these tools at hand, the formulation of the iterative update component of 
coefficients ci dependent on the features remains formally unchanged; but it is now 
able to adjust to and differentiate for different surface areas, inter alia, removing the 
problem of clustering management caused by the different characterizations of the 
border of the target. 
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Appendix F 
Smoothness  
A neighborhood mapping different than the one used for the calculation of the nor-
mals is defined on the PDCV as follows: 
NLutsmooth with k = ksmooth and ksmooth ≠ knormal, 
inducing for every unit vector vi the set Ni smooth of its neighbours within the base of the 
PDCV and, for each pi
v, a set of its surface neighbours in the solid angle. 
 This mapping, as in the case of the neighborhood used for the calculation of the 
normal, is pre calculated and do not require any update during the iterative process 
(see Appendix A2). 
 Thus, the smoothing component provides, for each ci
feat coefficient, the estimation 
of: 


∈
∈
=
v
ij
v
ij
Nv
Nv
feat
j
smooth
i jiW
jiWc
c
),(
),(*
 
(7.F.1) 
weighted and normalized average of cj
feat coefficients of the unit vectors vj in the 
neighborhood of vi, with W(i,j) a weighting function dependent on the distance be-
tween vi and vj. 
 The PDCV coefficients in this component were updated according to (7.11). 
 It should be noted that the β parameter (defined in Section 7.2.3.2.) allows to 
obtain a compromise between a result with an overall shape completely free of con-
straints, but with high local irregularities; and a result with a pseudo spherical global 
shape that is locally highly regular: the more β approaches 1 the closer to a sphere the 
overall shape will be, since the coefficients ci
smooth will be driven to the same values as 
their neighbours, especially when other iterative components have reached a state of 
equilibrium (see Figure F1). 
 
 
Figure F1: Example of smoothing update procedure with β = 1, at iteration (a) 0, (b) 1, (c) 5, (d) 20. 
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Appendix G.  
Shape  
The shape model can be calculated using only the { Referencep } set, and for this reason 
is very flexible and general.  
 An approximate shape representation associated with a specific instance of PDCV 
can be defined as the histogram Sh with a number of bins equal to the number of unit 
vectors in its base, whose entries are given by: 
smooth
NLUTj
j
i
k
c
ciSh
ismooth

∈
=][
 
(7.G.1)
 
where the ith bin is the ratio between the ci coefficient associated with vector pi and the 
average of coefficients ci associated with the vectors pj that are neighbors of pi via the 
same NLUTsmooth mapping used for smoothing. 
 As these coefficients represent the length of their associated surface vector within 
the PDCV system of reference, the Sh[i] value is an index of local convexity of the 
surface in the surface point pi. 
 Figure G1 shows three cases where Sh[i] is higher, lower or equal to 1, respective-
ly. 
 
Figure G1: Three cases where Sh[i] value, which is an index of local convexity of the surface in the surface 
point, is (a) higher, (b) lower or (c) equal to 1. 
 
A reference shape model from the training set can be generated by computing the 
histogram Shavg, whose entries are given by the average of the corresponding entries in 
the shape patterns Shp extracted from each Referencep of the training set: 
NP
iSh
iSh
NP
p
p
avg

=
=
0
][
][
 
(7.G.2)
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The shape iterative component acts once more only on the PDCV scalar coefficients 
ci
smooth resulting from the previous components; starting from them, the shape pattern 
Sh is computed. The estimate ci
shape for each coefficient is then evaluated as: 
][
][*
iSh
iShcc
avg
smooth
i
shape
i =
 
(7.G.3) 
which is the value that should have the ith coefficient to match the same degree of 
local convexity as the corresponding item in the model calculated from the training 
set. Then, the PDCV coefficients in this component were updated according to (7.10). 
As for the equation of the smoothing component, a higher value of γ (defined in 
Section 7.2.3.2) produces a higher tendency for the PDCV to adapt its shape to the 
model (Figure G2). 
 
 
Figure G2: (a) Reference shape model; (b)-(g) Sh histograms at iterations n. 0, 1, 5, 10, 20, 100, starting from 
a random shape without the influence of all the other iterative factors and γ = 1. 
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Speed of sound (SOS) aberration in ultrasound (US) imaging is a problem which an 
important fraction of the US community has to face. In particular, whenever quantita-
tive spatial applications of US are involved, if the scanned structure is sufficiently deep, 
likely its position and/or shape will be significantly affected by this aberration. What 
does “sufficiently deep” mean? Unfortunately, it is not possible to predict after which 
depth the aberration becomes important. In fact, thick surface fat layers can produce 
SOS displacements after just a few cm. After 5 cm, the aberration due to SOS in fat is 
already 3 mm. A 3 mm misplacement of a target structure is sufficient to trigger some 
action in most of clinical radiotherapy (RT) treatments. In other applications, outside 
RT, even shorter distances can be significant. An interesting example is a very recent 
project for cardiac arrhythmia treatment. The project, named CyberHeart 
(http://www.cyberheartinc.com/), aims at non-invasive radiosurgical ablation using 
the CyberKnife Robotic Radiosurgery Sytem (Accuray Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) to 
effect electrical conduction block at the left pulmonary vein [1]. To localize precisely 
the ablation spot on the rear wall of the heart, the researchers use US imaging. At 15 
cm depth, through the chest and the heart, a SOS aberration up to 1 cm can be pro-
duced. The accuracy they would need to create a scar on the wall should be one order 
of magnitude smaller.  
 The problem is reported extensively in the literature (e.g. [2]), but not many 
solutions were proposed. Probably, until quantitative applications became explored, 
this issue was not perceived as excessively limiting. The solutions available generally 
looked for an (automated) method to better approximate the assumed SOS value in a 
specific body region (e.g. [3]). Other corrections relied on complex multiple beams 
arrangements which are clinically impractical [4]. But no voxel-by-voxel solution taking 
into account all the SOS variations in the scanned volume was ever attempted. The 
major reason is that from the US scan alone it is difficult (if even possible) to under-
stand which tissue types are being scanned. And even if the structures or organ dispo-
sition can be inferred (e.g. from anatomy knowledge) this information can hardly be 
used for a correction. The same organs can have quite wide ranges of possible SOS 
values, depending on the tissue composition. As an example, let’s consider the SOS 
value associated with breast tissue. According to [5], if the scanned person was 
premenopausal, the range of values would be (1450-1570) m/s, with an average of 
1510 m/s. If she was postmenopausal, instead, the range would be lower, (1430-1520) 
m/s, with an average of 1468 m/s. If she was lactating, the value would be 1550 m/s. If 
cancer is present, the values change again: carcinoma produces a mean SOS value of 
1465 m/s, fibroadenosis 1529 m/s, fibrocystic disease 1514 m/s, etc. Other authors 
saw completely different values. Frucht et al. e.g. report for breast with carcinoma a 
SOS value of 1573 m/s [6]. Moreover, the balance between fat content and glandular 
tissue can move the SOS value from 1470 m/s (high fat content) to 1550 m/s (mostly 
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glandular tissue). If the pectoral muscle is (partially) included, the value changes to 
1545 m/s [5]. Of course the temperature of the analyzed sample is also important, the 
age of the patient, the type of measurement (time of flight, acoustic interferometry, 
pulse transmission/overlap, etc.) and the preparation (in vivo, on excised 
fresh/refrigerated/formalin fixed etc.). The complete range of reported values due to 
these variables is from 1413 m/s to 1573 m/s. And this holds true for most of the 
organs (for a comprehensive list of values, see [7]).  
 It should be clear at this point that in some cases (like RT for liver cancer, as shown 
in Chapter 4) a correction for SOS should be adopted. And that some more fundamen-
tal properties of the materials traversed by the US wave than the organ type must be 
used for a reliable correction.  
 SOS depends essentially on three properties of the material traversed: physical 
density, compressibility and resistance to shear stress. The second factor, represented 
by the bulk modulus K, is dominant. In fact, if we imagine that we can vary the density 
without affecting compressibility, the SOS should be inversely proportional to density 
(to its square root, more precisely). What happens instead, at least for human tissues, 
is that there is a direct proportionality, roughly linear. This is the observation which 
guided the whole work reported here. The density information is retrieved from the 
co-registered simulation CT scan and used to correct the US scans taken prior to the 
treatments. Shear stress, represented by the Young modulus G, has generally a very 
limited impact on SOS and is therefore neglected. But G is what is typically mapped by 
elastographic US systems. The most recent ones use a technology based on shear 
waves [8]. When the shear wavefronts traverse areas with different shear propagation 
speeds (Shear Wave Speed, SWS) they are distorted. In particular, when the tissues 
have a higher SWS value, the wave will propagate faster. And vice versa. The calcula-
tion of front displacements with time allows for mapping of SWS. It actually allows the 
estimation of group and phase velocities, as a function of frequency. Then from SWS it 
is possible to calculate G and, from this, stiffness of the tissue. Noteworthy, shear 
waves are not compressional waves and SWS is not SOS. Compressional waves travel 
much faster than shear waves, about 1000 times faster. This is actually the reason why 
we can image them using US devices. Another interesting property of G is that its value 
can vary by more than a factor 105 for human soft tissues. K instead varies around 12% 
[8]. This means that G is more sensitive to variations in mechanical properties of 
tissues than K. It is unlikely that the mechanical changes producing a contrast in K will 
leave G unaffected. Our group is working on determining this relationship which would 
allow a tissue mapping in K. From this distribution it would be possible to perform a 
direct calculation of SOS, using e.g. the empirical relationship between compressibility 
and density variations published by [9]. As opposed to simulation CT density-based 
method, this method would not require any other imaging modality dataset. This 
opens an entirely new scenario: applications where co-registered CT scans are not 
available, would become possible. Examples are: (1) radiology, where US have a 
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widespread adoption; (2) the previously cited CyberHeart project; and (3) gynecologi-
cal brachytherapy applications for sites like cervix, where transabdominal US scans are 
performed in the vast majority of cases without any co-registered CT scan available. 
Moreover, the correction would be based on information retrieved immediately prior 
to the scan, which would eliminate the (second order) discrepancies due to changes 
over time occurring between simulation and treatment stages (described in Chapter 5). 
Despite the potential advantages, in RT elastography is not yet an established technol-
ogy, though, whereas co-registered CT scans from the simulation stage are frequently 
available. This is why we worked on this option first. But the implementation of elas-
tography would not involve any changes in the treatment workflow, just a different 
probe, in principle. Besides its use for SOS aberration correction, elastography would 
allow a more extensive use of US in RT. Not only would US allow patient positioning, 
but also e.g. treatment response monitoring, as tissue elasticity has been found to 
have a relationship with tumor nature of the tissue [10,11]. It must be noted, though, 
that more complex US imaging may partially offset its low current cost.  
 Why should a correction based on a relationship derived from SOS measurements 
on organs be trusted? As mentioned before, SOS variability is very high. It is clear, 
especially considering the results reported in Chapter 5, that relatively minor variations 
with respect to the assumed value of 1540 m/s are not important for a reliable correc-
tion. What in the end is really important, according to our experience, is the amount of 
fat and muscle along the line of view. Therefore, it is important have a method to 
quantify this. Fortunately, the average physical densities of fat and muscle are very 
different, and so are their SOS values. Recognizing the organs along the lines of view is 
not as important as establishing how much is the relative content of fat and muscle, 
which is rather easy to understand based on density. And it’s their SOS which, being 
significantly different from 1540 m/s, makes the difference in the final correction. An 
example for fat are the liver cases reported in Chapter 4. Another example is muscle in 
the CyberHeart project. Interestingly, not all of the fat/muscle content must be pre-
cisely identified. A estimated 75% or 80% in our experience is sufficient to produce a 
reliable correction. The reason is that, for clinical applications on human tissues, only 
errors larger than about 2 mm can be appreciated. This is because to assess the dis-
crepancy a CT scan is compared to the US scan and the two modalities cannot strictly 
speaking be directly compared as they image different properties of tissues; e.g. 
prostate or seroma size estimates are consistently different between the two modali-
ties. Therefore, also a correction based on elastographic information would probably 
benefit enough already from a segmentation of muscle and fat along the line of view.  
 The clinical part of the work addresses an issue reported extensively in the litera-
ture: US imaging in some situations seems to show wrong positions for internal struc-
tures compared to other imaging modalities [12-14]. Some researchers trying to face 
this problem have hypothesized that probe pressure [15], difference in contour visuali-
zation [16], initial isocenter definition [16] or SOS [2] could be the reason for that. But 
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there was no clear understanding of what the respective impact was or, above all, 
which conditions exactly produced important errors. We do not believe that we have 
answered completely these questions. But we have shown that all the reported dis-
crepancies in literature (especially for prostate, the most frequent application) can be 
largely explained with SOS aberration. Recent scanning protocols in RT, especially for 
prostate and breast cancer, require as little pressure and as little tissue displacement 
as possible. So we are confident that probe pressure is not a valid reason to explain the 
reported discrepancies in our work. We have identified and described the factors 
which influence the importance of the error: the presence of tissues with SOS values 
higher or lower than the value assumed by US systems (typically 1540 m/s) along the 
US beam line of view. This explains also why it was so difficult to understand in the 
past the clinical impact of this aberration: the error is cumulative but not monotonic. 
This means that while it is necessary that objects at large depths are imaged to see the 
aberration, it is not sufficient. In some situations compensation occurs and no error is 
evident even at 18 cm. The liver cases shown in Chapter 4 are a clear example. This 
also proves how difficult it is to consider a general systematic correction. For tissues 
that are homogeneous in SOS values, though, the aberration accumulates monoton-
ically. Assumptions about the average SOS behavior can then be made and the as-
sumed SOS value can be fine-tuned. This is the approach followed by some manufac-
turers which allow e.g. a lower SOS value for breast applications. Considering the range 
of possible values for breasts mentioned previously, this is a clear indication that for 
the reference patient fat content for breast is dominant, although we know from 
literature that this is a weak assumption [17]. If the tissues are heterogeneous, instead, 
the aberration does not accumulate monotonically. So even if an average optimal 
value is calculated, the error produced will not propagate linearly. Its magnitude and 
sign will depend on the point along the line of view where it is measured in an unpre-
dictable way. More body regions should be accurately studied, from this perspective. 
For example, gynecological patients might show a higher SOS homogeneity than 
prostate cancer patients. Anatomically, the fat content along the lines of view of 
transabdominal US scans of cervix or uterus is typically dominant, resulting in a situa-
tion similar to breasts, but possibly with larger depths. 
 Another consequence of these observations is that structures at shallow depths 
will not be significantly affected by this aberration. The breast cases reported in Chap-
ter 5 are an example. Fortunately for a broad range of US applications the distance 
between the transducer and the target is short. This is the case e.g. for all intra-
cavitary probes (as for brachytherapy or cardiac applications). A brilliant example of 
application in RT where the aberration is minimized is Autoscan, the new 4D intra-
fraction system introduced by Elekta for prostate cancer. The scan is not performed 
trans-abdominally but trans-perineally, using a mechanically swiped 3D probe. This 
reduces the distance probe-prostate to less than one third with respect to the tradi-
tional technique. Recently, at the 2013 AAPM meeting, work was presented where for 
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the first time a direct simultaneous comparison between US trans-abdominal and 
trans-perineal localization of the prostate was performed 2. Interestingly, after the 
setup shift performed using the Autoscan system, the residual corrections suggested 
by the BAT system, scanning transabdominally, are small, less than a mm, in all direc-
tions. This would suggest a minimal influence of SOS aberration on transabdominal 
scans, as opposed to what we have reported. The details of the research are not fully 
disclosed yet so, for example, it is not clear what contours were compared exactly. 
With Autoscan a full 3D automated segmentation algorithm can be used, while the 
BAT system only allows 2D segmentation, which typically produces significantly differ-
ent results. 
 Finally, it is worth noting that all these arguments apply to a quantitative use of 
US. But SOS aberration is also a source of qualitative degradation of the image. E.g. 
distortion, blurring and lateral defocusing [3] decrease the quality of US scans. It would 
be very interesting to study in detail how these effects are modulated by the correc-
tion proposed in this work. We have mentioned in previous chapters how the contour-
ing process might be affected. But for applications in radiology, where image quality is 
paramount, its impact could potentially also be significant.  
 In conclusion, more work needs to be done on this fascinating topic. SOS aberra-
tion is a peculiar source of errors. Unlike other aberrations it does not produce recog-
nizable symmetries. Instead, it acts more as a set of lenses which continuously zoom 
the target in or out depending on the type of tissue traversed by the US beam. The 
type of problem presented is unique and needs specific solutions. Many researchers 
faced this challenge in the past but the ultimate correction strategy is still to be devel-
oped. 
  
                                                                
2 http://amos3.aapm.org/abstracts/pdf/77-22604-310436-91856.pdf 
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The aim of radiotherapy (RT) is to deliver a precisely controlled radiation dose to the 
target, while sparing the normal tissue and possible nearby organs at risk. To improve 
accuracy in delivery, ultrasound guidance (USgRT) can help patient positioning before 
each treatment session. Quantitative use of ultrasound (US) has historically been 
limited by aberrations, among which speed of sound (SOS) aberration is one of the 
most difficult to correct for. In this work we found a correction strategy which makes 
use of the coregistered computerized tomography (CT) scan as source for physical 
density information. This is then transformed into SOS map of the patient and used for 
the cumulative correction. A general introduction is given in Chapter 1 on the back-
ground and importance of US applications in RT. A more detailed description of US 
technology is presented in Chapter 2. This is part of an invited review for Physics in 
Medicine and Biology. The aim is to make the reader more familiar with the concepts 
used in the rest of the thesis and to provide a convenient framing in the field of RT. 
With Chapter 3 the idea based on the observation that in RT a CT scan is always availa-
ble, which can be used as source for physical density, is introduced. The MATLAB 
algorithm created for the correction is described in detail. Validation on phantoms was 
performed and a first simplified application on a prostate and a breast cases showed. 
In Chapter 4 a systematic study of the SOS aberration correction effect on different 
clinical scenarios is reported. Five prostate, five breast and five liver cancer cases were 
examined. On each of them, the correction was applied and the magnitudes of the 
shifts produced by the algorithm were considered indications of the impact of the 
aberration. The results show that for liver the aberration is unpredictable for the 
effects on both structures depth and shape. So, in our dataset, a correction was always 
necessary, since errors up to more than 7 mm in positions of the regions of interest 
(ROI) were measured. Also for the prostates, an average error of about 3 mm in the 
position of the centroids was sufficient to suggest a correction for SOS aberration. The 
magnitude and direction of these shifts were in good agreement with the discrepan-
cies reported in literature, which made us hypothesize that SOS aberration might be an 
explanation for a large part of them. For breasts, small shifts were measured, typically 
around 1 mm. We did not exclude that the limited dataset with possibly small breasts 
might have biased these results. But from our experience, it does not seem that for 
these organs a correction is strictly required. In Chapter 5 the sensitivity of the proce-
dure to workflows and changes in the patients was examined. All the possible combi-
nations of the clinical workflows and changes that can occur in the patient or to the 
scanning protocol were addressed. We extensively tested the robustness with extreme 
parameter variations in phantoms, even slightly outside clinical conditions. At the end, 
it was possible to claim that if no major changes happen, where by major we mean 
changes that would require re-planning of the treatment, the algorithm produces 
correct results. In particular, it produces better results than each of the workflows 
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considered, and always with discrepancies below the clinically detectable threshold. 
Once the algorithm was validated on phantoms, tested on patients and proven robust, 
we extended in Chapter 6 its range of application. From the initial parallelepipedal 
volumes produced by linear probes, we re-coded it in C++ to a more general case of a 
generic 3D US volume produced by a curvilinear probe, which includes the previous 
shape but allows also any volume with non-parallel paired sides. The new algorithm 
was validated on a pelvic phantom. Then it was applied to 15 prostate cancer patients. 
The results confirmed the conclusions of Chapter 4, showing the same direction and 
average magnitude for the SOS aberration. Chapter 7 is based on the observation that, 
as reported in literature, CT and US visualize the tissues differently. In particular, to 
some extent they provide complementary information, because US can image soft 
tissues with high contrast and resolution, typically on limited spatial volumes. CT 
instead produces larger images with well-defined bony structures, invisible to US. The 
segmentation algorithm presented makes for the first time a simultaneous use of the 
information from both modalities; for the first time it is natively in 3D space, and again 
for the first time it is completely automatic. It is intelligent, meaning that it can be 
trained on a specific dataset representing the characteristics of a patients’ population. 
We asked an experienced physician to contour the prostates on the fusion of 16 co-
registered CT and US scans. The algorithm was able to reproduce independently the 
contours to an excellent degree. In Chapter 8 the results obtained are critically re-
viewed in view of possible future developments.  
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